Inductors for all temperatures

UTC high Q coils give you better inductance stability over any temperature range

That's a tough claim to back up!
We do it by meticulously controlling every process variable that can affect temperature stability of an inductor. We pay special attention to every detail of design and manufacture—winding methods, materials compatibility, stabilization processes, assembly and impregnation—details other manufacturers ignore. Over any temperature range you specify, UTC inductors will outperform all others.

Available from our catalog are high Q inductors with guaranteed stability from $-55^\circ C$ to $+130^\circ C$. Adjusted inductance tolerances are as tight as $\pm 1\%$ on standard inductors. Select from hundreds of inductors made to MIL-T-27B. If your specific need cannot be supplied, we'll tailor an item to your specifications.

When your designs call for better inductance stability, UTC is the answer. Check your local distributor for immediate off-the-shelf delivery or contact United Transformer Company, Division of TRW INC., 150 Varick Street, New York, New York 10013.

Circle 900 on reader service card
The One Inside is FREE

Not so many years ago, the prudent transmitter engineer discharged a high voltage capacitor bank by dropping a shorting "crowbar" across its terminals. Today's "crowbar" is a protective overvoltage circuit found on DC power supplies — usually at extra cost. Now HP includes a crowbar as standard on its recently updated series of low-voltage rack supplies ... at no change in price.

Long established as preferred system supplies for component aging, production testing, and special applications, these supplies have now been redesigned and expanded to meet the stringent demands of today's power supply user. Advantages include low ripple (peak-to-peak as well as rms), well-regulated constant voltage/constant current DC with outputs to 60 volts and 100 amperes.

Where loads are critical and expensive the extra protection — say, against inadvertent knob-twiddling — from a crowbar is invaluable. On all internal crowbars in this series, the trip voltage margin is set by screwdriver at the front-panel.

Pertinent specifications are: triggering margins are settable at 1V plus 7% c of operating level; voltage ripple and noise is 200 µV rms + 10 nV peak-to-peak (DC to 20 kHz); current ripple is 5 mA rms or less depending on output setting; voltage regulation ± 0.25% or better; remote programming, RFI conformance to MIL-I-6181D.

Prices start from $350. For complete specifications and prices, contact your local HP Sales Office or write: Hewlett-Packard, New Jersey Division, 100 Locust Avenue, Berkeley Heights, New Jersey 77922 or call (201) 464-1234 ... In Europe, 1217 Meyrin, Geneva.

Additional data sheets available upon request

LAB SERIES
  smaller package, lower power, optional crowbar

CROWBAR
  A Technical Discussion

1970 Power Supply Catalog
  includes total HP power supply line.
The Narrow Point-Of-View for Broad-Minded Engineers

When someone keeps telling you to be broad-minded and to get the "big-picture," aren't you often tempted to reply that sometimes a narrow point-of-view can be even more valuable? For example, one of the greatest race horses that ever lived, parlayed a narrow point-of-view into a fortune. By placing blinders on this horse, all extraneous objects were eliminated and he could concentrate on the immediate problem — the finish line and getting there first.

Hewlett-Packard has their own set of "blinders" for engineers who want to take a "narrow look" at individual signals over a wide range of frequencies. We call them wave analyzers.

Let's start with the HP 302A. When a very narrow point-of-view is required, a special 1 Hz bandpass is available. This bandpass, combined with a sensitivity of 3 µV to 300 V, is ideal for differentiating closely spaced signals with wide variations in amplitude. This wave analyzer can be battery operated and covers the frequency range of 20 Hz to 50 kHz. The price, $1900.

Next in line is the HP 310A, a highly selective wave analyzer for the 1 kHz to 1.5 MHz range, 1 µV to 100 V. With selectable bandwidths of 200, 1000 and 3000 Hz, it is well suited for tape transport harmonic measurements, or frequency response and level measurements on carrier and radio systems up to 300 channels. Get direct readouts in volts or dB. All this capability for $2500.

And finally, the HP 3590A — the most automated wave analyzer you can get today. Covering a frequency range of 20 Hz to 620 kHz with built-in autoranging and electronic sweeping, the HP 3590A almost operates itself. With 85 dB dynamic range and 4 selectable bandwidths of 10, 100, 1000 and 3100 Hz you can separate closely spaced signals, characterize distortion, or analyze a frequency spectrum. With its plug-ins the HP 3590A runs from $3280 to $4800.

When a balanced input and selectable impedances are required, just add $150 to the price of a 3590A and get the HP 3591A.

So, if the "big-picture" has become a big pain then it's time to quit "horsing-around" and call your local HP field engineer for more information. Or, write to Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, California 94304. Europe: 1217 Meyrin-Geneva, Switzerland.
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Raphael Kestenbaum, associate editor

Circuit design 77 Designer's casebook
• Pulse width varied by a "switched ground"
• Modified regulator yields variable d-c reference
• A negative-resistance circuit doubles V or I control

Instrumentation 82 PRBS can fool the system
Pseudo-random binary sequences offer a practical way to check a system's response
to purely random inputs. Since they're, among other things, periodic and easily
generated, such sequences are well-equipped to hoodwink systems
A.J. Martin, Solartron Electronic Group Ltd.

Solid state 88 Single building block proves
logical choice for custom IC’s
Multipurpose circuit for special-purpose systems provides features superior to those of
off-the-shelf devices. As a result, testing requirements are greatly reduced,
making custom circuits price reasonable in comparison with standard units
Donald K. Lauffer, National Cash Register Co.

Integrated electronics 94 Phase locking: integrated
 tuned circuits made easy
A 30-year-old idea—the phase-locked loop—has enabled Signetics engineers to build
precisely tuned IC's, without precision components, for such applications as f-m radios
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Hans R. Camenzind and A.B. Grebene, Signetics Corp.
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Readers Comment

A bit premature

To the Editor:
In your newsletter item predicting that Japanese picture-tube firms will wind up with the British market for 19-inch color tv tubes [March 3, p. 248], you make the statement that "the three U.K. tube producers apparently will phase out 19-inch production."

I am naturally unable to speak for the other U.K. producers, but my company has no plans—immediate or in the foreseeable future—to cease its production of 19-inch color tubes.

C.C. McCallum
Director and general manager
Thorn-AYE Radio Valves & Tubes Ltd.

London

Bad jump

To the Editor:
There's a minor error in the circuit diagram accompanying the Designer's Casebook article entitled "High accuracy obtained from peak detector using op amp" [March 17, p. 91]. The jumper wire should be removed from the 20-kilohm potentiometer used for zeroing the output.

C.A. Farel

International Business Machines Corp.

Boulder, Colo.

Not so fast!

To the Editor:
I have just finished reading your article on Pastoria Electronics' release of the FAD-10 analog-to-digital converter [Jan. 6, p. 199]. Pastora is to be commended for demonstrating an ability to push the successive-approximation state of the art to speeds representing the lower limits of the cyclic technique.

In entering the realm of high-speed conversion, the author of that article has correctly chosen the proper standards by comparing successive approximation with the cyclic technique. Unfortunately, his
The industry's tiniest 5 watt zener... has double the surge capacity of an ordinary 10 watt...

and now meets MIL-S-19500/356

Unitrode's tough JAN Type 1N4954 Series has fused-in-glass reliability, voltage ratings from 6.8 to 400V, and is available from stock

- Surge capacities to 10,000 watts — 1 microsecond
- Surge current capability up to 40 Amps
- Sharp knees, voidless glass construction
- Price competitive to conventional 10 watt zeners
- Solves MIL-STD 704 surge problems
- No plastics, epoxies, silicones, oxides, gases or solders are used.
- ... and TX soon to come

For fast action call Fred Swymer COLLECT at (617) 926-0404
Or if you're not in that big a hurry, check off the reply card and get our new complete diode catalog C-107.
What can you expect from a $395 pulse generator?

- 0.2-Hz to 20-MHz PRF
- 25-ns to 2.5-s duration
- 5-ns rise/fall time
- ±10-volt outputs across 50Ω
- ±1-volt DC offset
- Independent control of amplitudes and offsets for + and — pulses
- Square-wave output
- Amplitude fully analog-programmable
- Period and duration modulatable

You get all these features and more in the NEW 1340 Pulse Generator. For more information call your nearest GR District Office, or write General Radio, West Concord, Mass. 01781. Telephone (617) 646-0550. In Europe Postfach 124, CH 8034 Zurich 34, Switzerland.

GENERAL RADIO
Readers Comment

comparisons are highly inaccurate and indicate a lack of understanding of the cyclic technique. For example, the cyclic technique is ideal for following multiplexers because most of the conversion is done during the multiplexer's settling time.

C.B. McKee Jr.
Bunker-Ramo Corp.
Canoga Park, Calif.

Sub holdup
To the Editor:
A recent story in your Washington Newsletter section states that informal sources have attributed a delay in the commissioning of the nuclear attack submarine Narwhal to troubles with Western Electric's AN/BQQ sonar classification set [Feb. 17, p. 72].

However, responsible Navy representatives have assured us that they are unaware of any problems with this equipment and that certainly the equipment has not been the cause of any delays in the Narwhal schedule.

H.E. Marrows
Western Electric Co.
New York, N.Y.

Editorial slant
To the Editor:
Concerning your very interesting article on electronics as applied to the automobile industry, "Detroit puts electronics in the driver's seat" [March 17, p. 94], you mention the transistor-ignition and capacitive-discharge systems on page 94, but you do not give your own opinion for or against either one, other than to cite the counterclaims made by the Ford Motor Co. and the General Motors Corp. for their respective systems.

We would be very interested in hearing your own opinion on this subject of electronic ignition and the relative merits of the transistor-ignition and capacitive-discharge techniques.

T.H. Rolf von den Baume
Honeywell Controls Ltd.
Bowmanville, Ontario
Canada

Route guidance
To the Editor:
The March 17th cover story, "Detroit puts electronics in the driver's seat," sums up the situation in the automobile industry quite accurately. The voltage regulator is a good example of the engineering required to meet automotive demands.

However, the work on GM's Experimental Route Guidance System (ERGS) could have been tied in with urban traffic control, which we believe may be a much more important aspect of the whole program.

Edward F. Weller
Electronics and Instrumentation Department
Research Laboratories
General Motors Corp.
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Applications Power*

PUTTING CURRENT-LIMITER DIODES TO WORK

PROBLEM: How to provide a low noise voltage reference with only two components?

SOLUTION: A Siliconix CL diode in series with a resistor.

The zener diode voltage reference circuit has a typical noise voltage of 20 \( \mu V/\sqrt{Hz} \).

This CL diode circuit results in a 60 \( \text{dB} \) reduction in noise voltage—from 20 \( \mu V/\sqrt{Hz} \) to 20 \( \mu V/\sqrt{Hz} \) at 100 Hz.

For further information and immediate applications assistance, call the number below. Ask for extension 19.

Siliconix incorporated
1140 W. Evelyn Ave. • Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Phone (408) 245-1000 • TWX: 910-339-9216

* Applications power... a broad product line, an in-depth applications team at your service!
Model 79
Linear IC
Tester

New automatic
Linear IC Tester offers versatility at low cost

The wide range of automatic testing capabilities and low cost of the new Model 79 Linear IC (LIC) Tester from Test Equipment Corporation make it ideally suited for production, engineering and quality control applications.

TEC's Model 79 "LIC" Tester is completely automatic with the exception of test limits and range selections and is pre-programmed on performance boards (inset photo above) for up to 15 different test measurements. It provides five dc and eight dynamic tests. In addition, two auxiliary positions are available for customer-specified tests.

The Model 79 also features voltage/current crossover power supplies capable of 100 v/100 ma operation. The tester is capable of low current measurements to 999 pa full scale, low voltage measurements to 99.9 mV full scale, and test time typically 100 ms or less per test. It accepts all IC package configurations.

Write today for full technical and pricing information on the new TEC Model 79 "LIC" Tester.

Test Equipment Corporation
P.O. BOX 20235, DALLAS, TEXAS 75220 • 214/352-8271

Who's Who in this issue

Circuitry has been the professional preoccupation of Donald K. Lauffer since joining National Cash Register in 1961. Author of the article on a multipurpose building block for custom integrated circuits [p. 88], he has done advanced design work on a number of NCR computer and data processing projects, including the 315-100, Cram, and the Century series. Lauffer heads the microcircuits design section at the company's Hawthorne, Calif., facility.

Lauffer earned both bachelor's and master's degrees from the University of California at Los Angeles. He teaches courses on IC design, fabrication, and application principles at his alma mater and at companies in the area.

Born in Turkey 30 years ago, Alan B. Grebene, co-author of the article on phase-locked integrated circuitry beginning on page 94, took his advanced degrees in the U.S. after earning a bachelor's at Robert College in Istanbul in 1961. He holds a Ph.D. from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and an M.S. from the University of California at Berkeley. Currently, Grebene heads the linear circuits research section at Signetics where he concentrates on the design and development of assemblies for communications applications. He holds several U.S. patents on solid state devices and IC's.

A onetime designer of weapons control systems, A.J. (Tony) Martin, author of the article on pseudo-random binary sequences starting on page 92, is now a sales manager with England's Solartron Electronic Group Ltd. In this capacity, he brokers inputs and outputs among his company's engineers and customers, specializing in applications of test equipment.

Tony was a senior research fellow at the College of Aeronautics in Cranfield, England; he also spent a year at the University of Michigan studying applications for analog computers.
...having problems with your shielded room?

Investigate SPRAGUE ALL-WELDED SHIELDED ENCLOSURES

These extended-range enclosures comply with requirements of MIL-E-4957A and MIL-STD-285, and provide exceptional magnetic field attenuation. Special welding techniques developed by Sprague Filter Division engineers eliminate performance degradation with time. Hydraulic door assemblies, a state of the art development, provide the highest shielding characteristics in the industry. Enclosures may be furnished complete with wiring, lights, breakers, line filters, etc. They are also available as basic rooms, permitting users to furnish them in accordance with their own particular needs. Sprague Filter Division engineers stand ready to help you with your shielding problems.

...need reliable heavy-duty filters?

Specify SPRAGUE POWER LINE FILTERS

Developed to meet industrial and military needs for high-current, high-performance filters, Series JX614 Heavy-Duty Power Line Filters provide greater than 100 db attenuation at 14 KHz through 10 GHz (to 20 MHz when tested at full-rated a-c or equivalent peak d-c current). In addition, the performance of these filters will not vary at any load current within their design limits.

The result of an intensive design program by Sprague Filter Division engineers, Series JX614 Filters have successfully passed the applicable requirements of MIL-F-15733. These units are rated at 250 VAC - 60 Hz, and are available in single- or multi-circuit configurations at current ratings from 50 through 200 amperes. Heavy steel cases, all-welded construction, and flame-retardant standoff insulators assure dependability and long life.

For complete technical data, write for Engineering Bulletin 8951 on shielded enclosures, or Engineering Bulletin 8410 on power line filters, to: Filter Division, Sprague Electric Co., P.O. Box 39, Annapolis Junction, Md. 20701.

THE BROAD-LINE PRODUCER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS
New Cherry Solid Gold "Crosspoint" contact switch

...engineered for enhanced reliability
Positive Switching of Low Energy Solid State Circuits

Whether you’re designing for data processing or instruments, office machines or numerically-controlled machine tools, low energy solid state switching presents a difficult problem. Now you can solve the solid state interfacing problem with a new Gold “Crosspoint” Contact snap-action switch from Cherry.

1. Provide high force per unit of contact area and . . .
2. Virtually eliminate contact closure interference from foreign particles. (Crossed knife edge configuration reduces potential contamination area to 1% of conventional 1/8" diameter contacts.)

Cherry Gold “Crosspoint” Contact Innovation helps prevent two main causes of contact failure:
- Formation of insulating chemical films on contact surfaces and . . .
- Mechanical interference of foreign particles on contact surfaces.

Precious Gold Contact Material
The solid layer of gold alloy used in the new Cherry switches provides interfaces inert to chemical action. This is a required control to obtain and maintain low contact resistance. Initial insertion resistance is typically below 50 milliohms.

Long Life
Lifetime of the Gold “Crosspoint” contact switches is measured in millions of operations. This performance has been achieved by combining these unique contacts with dependable Cherry coil spring snap-action design. The low stress coil spring mechanism has been proven in more than 100 million applications.

Increase Your Design Latitude with this new approach to switching low level circuits.

The Hewlett Packard programmable electronic calculator shown above represents the latest, most advanced design in desk top units. Each of the 63 keys in the model 9100A keyboard uses a Cherry Gold “Crosspoint” contact switch to operate arithmetic, logarithmic, trigonometric, hyperbolic, coordinate transfer and many other functions.

Solid State Compatibility has been applied to four basic Cherry switches: E21 enclosed miniature; E63 subminiature; E53 low torque, and S31 open type miniature.

A Proven Design Concept—The new Gold “Crosspoint” Contact innovation (two prisms at right angles to each other) will:

CHERRY

CHERRY ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CORP. • 1656 Old Deerfield Road, Highland Park, Illinois 60035

FREE SAMPLE SWITCH
Write for a free sample of one of the four Gold “Crosspoint” Contact switch types. We’ll send the switch of your choice for evaluation and testing.

FOR IMMEDIATE ACTION
Telephone (312) 831-5023
GE offers a higher rated companion to its field-proven, 1 amp A14 rectifier diodes. A15's dual heat sink design means low thermal impedance and easy adaptation to PC board mounting... reduced installation cost.

Both the A15 and A14 are hermetically sealed in an all-diffused, glass passivated junction structure. No internal cavity means more resistance to environmental stresses... thus increased reliability.

High-power A15 is now available through GE distributors in quantities up to 9999 for applications including time delay circuits, battery chargers, TV damper diodes, communication equipment and small portable appliances. Circle number 505.

Select your instruments from industry's most complete line

- Panel meters. Measure a-c, d-c volts and amps. 1½ to 4½-inch sizes in THE BIG LOOK® style. 2½ to 4½-inch sizes in HORIZON LINE® style.
- Meter relays and pyrometers. Indicate, monitor and control temperature or other variables directly or with transducers. BIG LOOK and HORIZON LINE style. 2½ to 4½-inch sizes. "Piggy-back" control module.
- Edgewise meters. Measure a-c and d-c volts and amps. Miniature type 185, 2½-inch or large type 180, 6-inch. Both can be multi-stacked vertically or horizontally. Standard accuracy of 2%, 1% optional.
- Switchboard instruments. Measure volts, amps, speed, vars, power factor, frequency, phase angle, other variables. 4½ and 8½-inch sizes. Standard one percent accuracy. For full line information, circle 506.

Reduce redesign cycles with reliable GE microwave circuit modules

GE microwave circuit modules (MCM) help reduce design cycles, provide retrofit and lead to improved system performance by optimum integration of active devices. And lower system cost results from circuit simplicity, easy application and longer life.

These rugged GE devices are built to deliver reliable performance in adverse environments of shock, vibration, high altitude and extreme temperatures. MCM's may be designed for use as oscillators, amplifiers, integrated isolators and circulators. General Electric microwave modules encompass all planar triodes and diode uses—from DC to X-band, from milliwatts to kilowatts. For details, circle number 507.

GE wet slug capacitors... highest efficiency in half the size

GE 69F900 wet slugs meet high-density application needs with highest volumetric efficiency of any capacitor. We halved the military (CL64) wet slug size, and essentially kept its electrical and performance traits.

The 69F900 has excellent capacitance retention at low temps... can be stored to −65 C. Operating range is −55 C to +85 C. It's tough too—withstanding vibration to 2000Hz; 15G acceleration.

GE's capacitor is fully insulated; has low, stable leakage current. Ratings are available from 6 to 60 volts; capacitance ranges from 0.5 to 450 μF. For more information, circle magazine reader card number 508.

New 36 point one-piece Terminal Boards

General Electric has stretched its reliable line of one-piece terminal boards to 36 contact points. And they are available in eight configurations of solder, screw and quick-connect points.

The new expanded line of CR151, Type D1 or D7, is rated 15 amperes with breakdown voltage of 3600. Of course, other designs are still available in ratings up to 30 amperes and breakdown voltage to 7500.

No insulation is required between board and panel because the molded plastic base already provides the protection. Marking strips or stamped markings can be provided on top and/or bottom.

The expanded D1 and D7 boards add just another dimension to what is already the broadest terminal board line in the market. For more information, circle reader card number 509.
10 more electronic components tailored for designers

General Electric components are engineered for reliability and cost effectiveness. No other single manufacturer offers such a wide selection of quality electronic components as General Electric. Specify GE in your designs.

Complementary power transistors—up to 20W in audio applications

Complementary D27C/D27D silicone-encapsulated, planar, epitaxial power transistors have low collector saturation voltages and offer a dissipation of 8W total power with tab at 70°C. Their 0.5” leads can be formed to fit TO-96 and TO-5 configurations.

Designing a radar? New GE 4-cell tetrode improves bandwidth 300%

Up go electronic bandwidths with GE’s unique ZP-1081 “multi-cell” tetrode, a compact, air-cooled transmitting tube that incorporates four high-performance tetrode units in a single vacuum envelope. This innovation leads to very high transconductance and significantly low output capacitance, to provide high gain-bandwidth in amplifier circuits.

Electronic bandwidth of about 120 MHz has been demonstrated under RF power amplifier operation at 475 MHz. Related typical performances include 70 kW of useful peak power output with a peak drive power of 15kW.

Output efficiency is close to 40%, and low operating voltages are used under RF grid-pulsed amplifier service. Bandwidth achieved is on the order of 200-300% of that available from previous tetrodes and associated circuitry operating at comparable power and frequency. For more information, circle number 510.

GE’s Economy Pack . . . proved thermistors at budget prices

Growing use of printed circuit boards in new applications have demanded hermetically sealed temperature compensation units at lower cost. And in response to this need, GE has put its proven 1st-Series (negative temperature Coefficient) Thermistors in a new Economy Package.

As low as 16¢ each in OEM quantities, these high-quality units are available in 5%, 10%, 20% and 30% tolerances with Zero-Power Resistance Values from 10K to 56K ohms at 25°C. 1.125 inch gold-plated Dumat leads may be welded or soldered . . . ideal for PCB designs. Proved quality at lower cost makes GE thermistors the answer to your PCB needs. For more facts on the GE Economy Package, circle number 512.

Smallest 4-pole relay available anywhere . . . GE’s 150 grid

The General Electric 150 grid sealed relay is now a better buy than ever. It’s the smallest available. And three years of application experience rank it with the most reliable GE sealed relays ever designed.

Low in price, it is even less than GE’s standard 4-pole relay which is 4 times larger.

It meets Mil Spec 5757E, rated 2 amps, 250 MW sensitivity, and has all welded construction. Ask for the best 4-pole sealed relay buy on the market—GE’s Type 35BH 150 grid. Circle number 513 for more information.

Instant response for driving computer peripherals

When your equipment calls for instant response—inertial time constants low as 1 millisecond—look to GE’s new Hyper-Servo* motor. It can accelerate faster than any previous GE design.

The Hyper-Servo motor makes possible new performance capacity in motor-driven peripheral data processing equipment. It is available in 3.4, 4.6, 4.8, and 4.9-inch diameters. And look at these performances: torque-to-inertia ratios in excess of 350,000 rad/sec2 and, cont. torque ratings from 32 oz-in at 2700 rpm to 320 oz-in at 2800 rpm.

These and other high performance characteristics make the Hyper-Servo motor adaptable to nearly every computer peripheral drive application. Circle magazine inquiry card number 514.

Look to General Electric—your best source for more in electronic components.

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS SALES OPERATION

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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STABISTOR DIODES & MODULES
for low voltage regulating circuits.
Burns & Towne specializes in providing stabistors to exacting customer requirements. Single and multi-chip components and modules are ideally suited for:
- Meter Protectors
- Logarithmic Attenuators
- Signal Limiters
- Temperature Sensors
- Transistor Biasing
- Voltage Stabilizers

SILICON STABISTORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Forward Voltage Drop @ 1 ma</th>
<th>(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SS-10</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS-20</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS-30</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS-40</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GERMANIUM STABISTORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Forward Voltage Drop @ 1 ma</th>
<th>(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GS-10</td>
<td>.250</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS-20</td>
<td>.350</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS-30</td>
<td>.350</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard modules from the shelf for excellent delivery. Other modules designed to non-standard specs to provide more flexibility at lower cost.

Modules feature:
- Linear IC input over-voltage protection.
- Linear IC latch-up protection.

STABISTOR MODULES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Forward Voltage Drop @ 1 ma</th>
<th>(min.)</th>
<th>(max.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SM-10*</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM-20*</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM-30*</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM-40*</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Who’s Who in electronics

After a decade as vice president and engineering director of National Educational Television (NET), Howard W. Town has been named manager of product planning at the Ampex Corp.’s Video Products division. Town’s appointment appears to reflect a belief at Ampex that educational television is assuming an increasingly important role in communications.

“Books,” says Town, “can no longer do the job; we have a new tool to be used in the dissemination of information.” That tool, of course, is instructional television.

“Don’t you really prefer seeing a good documentary on television than wading through piles of books?” he asks. Town conceives that the scholar may spurn such shortcuts, but he holds that the average person with little time to spare will benefit from the capsule histories and news summaries possible with video tapes.

Still, Town is aware that TV tapes could wreak the same havoc upon public information that book condensations have upon literature: provide the outline, but miss the particulars, the style, and the subtle interpretations. In such a capsulized and encapsulated culture, says Town, a great deal of responsibility lies with the individuals who decide which tapes or films will be broadcast and which point of view will be stressed.

Ready. Town’s experience with NET has well prepared him, he says, to adapt an industry to the growing needs of the instructional television market. “Naturally,” he says, “the electronics for commercial and instructional television are the same.” Among the differences is the availability of trained operating personnel in the commercial market and the shortage among colleges and universities. Moreover, educational institutions can’t pay the costs of expensive, trained operators. The result, he says, is that as the instructional market grows, Ampex must seek ease of equipment operation with automation as the long-range objective.

Cost is another factor which will determine how readily schools adopt video tape instruction. But Town hopes that as the volume of equipment increases, the cost of the equipment will decrease.

Town, who started his electronics career counting resistors in the basement of one of RCA’s subsidiaries, says that Ampex has started a complete revamping of its product line; facility of operation will be one of the most important criteria. Ampex, he says, will continue to grow by acquisition until the company covers the entire spectrum of television broadcasting equipment; recent acquisitions have given the company an antenna and a transmission-line capability.

“The move to Houston? It wasn’t so much the move that made me want to leave Texas Instruments,’” says L.J. Sevin; “It was the idea that if I’m ever going to amount to anything, I’ll have to do it on my own. Fred Bucy is about my age [Bucy, TI’s group vice president in charge of semiconductor operations and the heir apparent to the company presidency, is 39, while Sevin is 38], and Mark Shepherd and Pat Haggerty are young men, so if I’m going to be president or vice president of anything, it won’t be TI. The shift to Houston more or less just triggered my decision.”

Sevin was engineering manager of TI’s metal oxide semiconductor operations until shortly after the company decided to move those
If all systems aren’t “GO” after the computer’s moved, you know who’s going to hear about it.

If you’d just as soon skip a spicier conversation with the Data & Systems people, have a quiet one with Allied instead.

Allied Van Lines has highly-trained professionals who know just how to move your electronics equipment—safely and on schedule.

And our Electronic Vans are just as good as our personnel. They have a special bracing that keeps your computer from shifting...an air suspension system that soaks up jolts and surges along the way.

Call the highly-trained Allied Agent in your area.

---

ALLIED VAN LINES

We make the kind of moves you never hear about

Circle 15 on reader service card
...and it sells for about the price of a thermal time-delay relay.

This t-d relay is hydraulic-magnetic. So it's inherently more stable than a thermal device. There are no heat-loading problems. Not even under frequent recycling or continuous energization.

That last point can buy you a lot. The continuous duty coil enables you to use the relay without a supplemental load-carrying device—provided you can get by with a contact capacity of 5 amps or less (125V resistive).

The delay element is structurally simple, exceptionally durable. Durable enough to permit us to warrant the relay for five years. We offer you a wide choice of models. Open frame, enclosed contacts, plug-in, hermetic. For any common AC or DC voltage. SPDT or DPDT. Delays from 0.25 to 120 seconds.

Our Bulletin 5006 will fill in the details. If you'll drop us a note, we'll send you a copy. Heinemann Electric Company, 2600 Brunswick Pike, Trenton, N.J. 08602.

Who's who in electronics

operations from Dallas to a new plant outside Houston. This month, he and his manufacturing colleague, Louay Sharif, resigned to form their own company, Mostek [Electronics, April 14, 1969, p. 34]. They haven't yet been replaced, but TI indicates that both vacated jobs will be handled by a single MOS manager.

So far, Mostek consists solely of Sevin and Sharif, although TI is probably counting heads at its MOS facilities every morning. Sevin cheerfully admits that one day soon he'll be in the market for helpers, but he says he's looking for money right now. "We walked out of TI without any deal at all," he says. "We felt we had to make the break first. I returned all of the TI material I had at my home; I didn't want any difficulties with the company."

**Matchmaking.** The mating dance that brings together financial backers and fledgling semiconductor companies is a familiar one in many areas of the country—particularly on the West Coast—but it's a relatively strange phenomenon in Dallas, where TI is a colossus that doesn't look indulgent on entrepreneurial spinoffs. Mostek is working with a number of brokers; "We are not looking for the most money, but for the deal with the best chances of success," Sevin says.

The betting is that he'll get a satisfactory agreement soon, for L. J. Sevin (the initials stand for Leonce John) has a reputation as one of the top MOS engineers in the country. His book, "Field Effect Transistors," (McGraw-Hill, 1965) is considered a basic text. In his 10 years at TI, he has worked as an applications engineer and in thin-film memory systems before participating in the startup and growth of the firm's MOS operation.

"Applications work is a good background," Sevin says. "You get a good look at everything in electronics. The thin-film work was done when I thought that was the way to go for memories. However, I finally decided that MOS is best."

Sevin's loyalty to the Dallas area stems only from his experience at TI, since he is a native of Baton Rouge, La.
Look. Look into a 10-bit D-to-A with 2.8 MHz count rate.

Get 10-bit accuracy with only eight packages. You get ladder networks, ladder switches, and buffers. Just add a PC board and the fastest Op Amp you can find. Only 240 mW total power dissipation. There's no speed/power trade-offs with these new Sprague Hybrids. And you save space, too. The circuits are in \( \frac{1}{4}'' \times \frac{1}{4}'' \) and \( \frac{1}{8}'' \times \frac{1}{4}'' \) ceramic flatpacks, for operation \(-55\) to \(+100\,^\circ\text{C}\).

Other D-to-A hybrids from 4 bits...

can be made from our standard line of package ladder, switches and buffers. Get the high accuracy tantalum resistor ladder alone, or a complete kit for up to 12 bits. Start your conversion to Sprague hybrids now.

Call Sprague Info-Central (617) 853-5000 extension 1969.

Or call your Sprague industrial distributor. He has the 10-bit 2.8 MHz circuits on the shelf. For complete specification data, circle the reader service number below.
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Reliability is a spring, a wheel and two thingamajigs.
Every AE Type 44 stepping switch comes with them.

One-spring power.
The drive spring is a coil. What it does is store up power. When it comes time to switch, the spring lets loose and moves the wiper assembly forward. Each time using precisely the same pressure.

Notice our spring is tapered at one end. It’s designed to perfectly match the power input. That’s why you always get the best possible transfer of energy.

At one end of the drive spring is an adjusting screw. We turn it a little this way or a little that way and the tension is always perfect.

Try that with a flat spring.

We re-invented the wheel.
The ratchet wheel is a little different. The way it’s made, for one thing. First, we blank it. Next, shave it. And finally, case-harden it. Then it’s super strong.

Notice the big, square teeth that always provide a sure bite.

A thingamajig with teeth.
That thingamajig next to the wheel is the armature assembly. When the teeth on the end of it mesh with the teeth on the ratchet wheel, they stop the wiper assembly and position it precisely on the contact bank. Smooth as silk, every time. No jarring, no jamming, no banging.

No adjustments, either. As the teeth wear, they just drop further into the wheel. So nothing ever gets out of whack.

A pawl that floats.
On the end of the armature is the pawl. We made it “free floating” to eliminate the jamming and binding that go with the old style pawl stop block. And while we were at it, we stopped pawl breakage and put an end to double-stepping or overthrow.

Don’t bother looking for this special set-up anywhere else. It’s patented.

The other thingamajig.
It’s called a contact spring. We’ve got some strong feelings as to what makes a contact spring strong.

In the first place, we believe there’s strength in numbers. So we put two sets of contacts on each spring. This means you get a completed circuit every time. Without fail.

But some of the credit for this has to go to our solving the most common cause of contact failure—the build-up of insulating films on the contact points.

We make each set of points self-cleaning. That way, the bad stuff doesn’t have a chance to build up.

Finally, take the buffers. We make ours of a special, tough phenolic material that lasts. And lasts. And lasts. All without wear or distortion.

To make sure they stay in place, we weld the buffer cups to the contact springs. We weld, rather than use rivets, because our lab found that rivets have a habit of falling off or wearing out.

Seeing is believing.
We could go on talking reliability and tell you about our testing and run-in room. There’s a lot more to tell.

But we’d rather have our Sales Representative show you. And let you see first hand the reliability that’s built into every AE stepping switch. Just call or write.


AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
SUBSIDIARY OF GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS

Circle 19 on reader service card
33 reasons why we’re No. 1 in DVMs.

Dollar for dollar we shipped more DVMs last year than anyone else, including the industry giant.

One of the reasons is our Model 5700. It’s the DVM used by laboratories to calibrate other DVMs. Without question it’s the best DVM on the market.

But since not everyone needs the kind of performance and features offered by the 5700, we offer 32 other models. Models for labs and for production lines, bench units and systems’ units, militarized models, four digit DVMs and five, from $1150 to over $8,000. (In fact, with plug-in modules you can come up with 300 different configurations.) In short, we make a model for every application and every budget. All as part of our standard line.
And every DVM we make is put together on the same production line, by the same people, using many of the same components and boards. In fact, quite often the assemblers don’t know in advance which models they’re assembling.

Which means that we’ve got to build every DVM as though it were our most expensive, over $8000, unit.

And that may be reason number 34 why we’re No. 1 in DVMs.

For a detailed description of our 33 models, write Dana Laboratories, Inc., 2401 Campus Drive, Irvine, Calif. 92664
Meeting

Naecon spotlights airborne computers

Although sponsored by the IEEE, the Aerospace Electronics Conference (Naecon) is traditionally a forum for Air Force avionics contractors and potential contractors organized for the most part by Wright-Patterson Air Force Base project managers. As such, Naecon is usually an accurate reflection of the Air Force Systems Command’s current areas of avionics interest.

This year’s conference, at the Sheraton Dayton Hotel May 19-21, will focus on airborne computers, and according to one source at Wright-Patterson, the key word this year in airborne computers is multiprocessing.

In a session on digital processing techniques, for example, Anthony Costanzo of the Goodyear Aerospace Corp. will describe an associative, or content-addressable, processor that acts like a multiprocessor; it’s to be used with an intercept radar. The Goodyear multiprocessor, financed by the Air Force Materials Lab, is considered a prime candidate for the Awacs program. A.A. Binder and D.P. Blowney of IBM Federal Systems division will cover the reconfiguration and control of avionic multiprocessor systems.

At the same session, a state-of-the-art paper will be presented on a prototype digital differential analyzer with a 1-megahertz iteration rate that was built for NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center. This paper will be given by L.C. Raiff and D.F. Zimmerle of the National Cash Register Co., which built the system.

Also coming under the heading of airborne computers will be a comprehensive tutorial on the trends in avionics systems. The paper, to be presented by Glen M. Harold of the Control Data Corp., will trace the history and predict the future of onboard computer systems.

The Naecon agenda includes a session on avionic communications at which multiple-access systems for tactical fighters will be discussed by Robert J. Price and Alfred L. Girard of the Raytheon Co. And a paper on an experimental SST terminal for an L-band, satellite—communications—surveillance air-traffic-control system will be given by an engineering team from the Boeing Co.

For further information contact J. E. Singer, 5705 Coach & Four Dr., E. Kettering, Ohio 45440.

Rites of spring: joint computer session

Usually, the joint computer conferences try to be all things to all men and as a result fall short of the mark. Not so with the Spring Joint Computer meeting. This year’s conference, scheduled for Boston from May 14 through 16, is a cut above many of its semiannual predecessors.

The first session, for example, entitled Microprogramming—an Opportunity for LSI, will treat those in attendance to a panel discussion conducted by four of the computer industry’s most knowledgeable practitioners of the discipline: Edward Bennett, president of the Viatron Computer Systems Corp., whose company is renting computers for about $40 a month with every expectation of making money thanks to microprogramming; Thomas Osborne, designer of Hewlett-Packard’s powerful microprogrammed desktop calculator; and Stanley Pitowsky and Stuart Tucker, experts in computer architecture and emulation, respectively, for the International Business Machines Corp.

Early birds. Also listed on the first day’s agenda is a session on computer-aided design. And if a (Continued on p. 24)
Here's the most compact two section variable resistor currently available—the new Allen-Bradley dual Type GD. It's one-half inch in diameter and only a fraction of an inch longer than the popular single section Type G control. The case is dust-tight as well as water-tight. Both resistance tracks in the dual Type GD are solid, hot-molded elements, which provide long operating life. As with the single Type G, the noise level is low initially and actually decreases with normal use. Adjustment is smooth at all times with virtually infinite resolution. And low inductance permits operation at frequencies far beyond the usable range of wirewound controls. In addition to standard application, these new dual Type GD controls are ideally suited for use in compact attenuators. Dual Type GD controls are available with nominal resistance values from 100 ohms to 5.0 megohms. For complete specifications on tolerances, tapers, and options, please write Henry G. Rosenkranz, Allen-Bradley Co., 1201 South Second Street, Milwaukee, Wis. 53204. Export Office: 1293 Broad Street, Bloomfield, N.J., U.S.A. 07003. In Canada: Allen-Bradley Canada Limited.
Solid-state lights from Monsanto are brighter than ever, 1,000 foot-candles is typical. They're RELIABLE—1,000,000 hours life*; FAST — 1 ns switching time; and SMALL — .10 inch diameter for the MV10A3. SPECTRAL EMISSION is an attention-demanding 6,700 A red.

Low current requirements, down to 5 ma for 50 ft./L output, make them compatible with low cost integrated circuits. The long life and solid state ruggedness of these emitters eliminates the need for redundant indicators and in-field servicing, even in the most critical applications.

For more information on our MV10A and MV10B red indicators and other Gallium Arsenide Semiconductors, write or call Monsanto Electronic Special Products, 10131 Bubb Rd., Cupertino, Ca. 95014, (408) 257-2140.


**Meetings**

(Continued from p. 22)

Similarly entitled session at the recent Solid State Circuits Conference in Philadelphia is any indication, those planning to attend had better arrive well before the 2 o'clock starting time.

Other promising sessions include two that reflect the growing interest in dynamic graphics. This interest extends all the way from Mickey Mouse movies, through graphic equivalents of complex mathematical expressions, to designs of integrated-circuit masks, skyscrapers, and transcontinental highways—all of which use the same graphic techniques. Papers will be presented at the conference on theory, implementation, and application of these techniques.

For further information contact American Federation of Information Processing Societies (Afps), 210 Summit Ave., Montvale, N.J. 07645

**Calendar**

Aluminum Strip Conductor Symposium, Electrochemical Society; New York City, May 4-9.

Rocky Mountain Bioengineering Symposium, University of Wyoming; Laramie, May 5-6.


Instrumentation Symposium, Aerospace Industry Division of the Instrumentation Society of America; Frontier Hotel, Las Vegas, May 5-7.


International Microwave Symposium, IEEE; Marriott Motor Hotel, Dallas, May 5-8.

Digital Communications Symposium, IEEE; Los Angeles, May 6.

Conference on Power Thyristors and their applications, IEE; London, May 6-8.

(Continued on p. 26)
Allen-Bradley's experience in resistor production reaches...

to the moon and back!

After more than three decades and untold billions of hot-molded resistors, Allen-Bradley has accumulated manufacturing “know-how” which cannot be approached by anyone else. The fact that the resistors made by A-B over the years—if placed side by side—would more than reach to the moon and back, may be impressive. But “how” they are made is the key.

Allen-Bradley resistors are produced by an exclusive hot-molding technique—developed by A-B. They’re made by completely automatic machines—also developed, built, and used only by Allen-Bradley. The human element of error is removed. Uniformity is so precise from one resistor to the next—year in and year out—that long-term resistor performance can be closely predicted.

And there has been no known incident of catastrophic failure of an A-B hot-molded resistor.

The reputation for quality and performance established by Allen-Bradley hot-molded resistors is reflected in the fact that they have been an integral part of virtually every U.S. space probe. And they are “on” the moon. No other resistor applications demand a higher measure of reliability.

Meetings

(Continued from p. 24)

Congress on Nuclear Electronics, IEEE; EURATOM Lab., Ispra, Italy, May 6-8.

Frequency Control Symposium, Electronic Components Laboratory, Army Electronics Command, Shelburne Hotel, Atlantic City, N.J. May 6-8.

Pattern Recognition, Postal Department's Bureau of Research and Engineering and Systems Science and Cybernetics Group of the IEEE; Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C., May 6.

Second National Conference, Association for Precision Graphics; University of Southern California, Los Angeles, May 7-8.

Annual Symposium & Equipment Exhibit, American Vacuum Society; International Hotel, Los Angeles, May 7-9.

Short courses

The ideals concept—A systems design concept, University of Wisconsin, Madison and Milwaukee; June 10-20; $375 fee.

Theory and application of symmetrical components, Texas A&M University, College Station; August 11-15 and August 18-22; $75 fee for each course.

Computer applications for vibration problems in engineering, University of Wisconsin, Madison and Milwaukee; August 11-15; $200 fee.

Call for papers


Electronics and Aerospace Systems Convention and Exposition, IEEE; Sheraton Park Hotel, Oct. 27-29. June 2 is deadline for submission of abstracts to Howard P. Gates Jr., EASCON '69 Technical Program Chairman, P.O. Box 2347, Falls Church, Va. 22042.

No other manufacturer offers as large a selection: hundreds of standard types of control knobs, more than 2,000 "specials". Almost every type, style and color combination is promptly available to you from local distributors and large factory stocks.

Turn to color with the new PANELRAMA knobs shown below...mix or match caps and body colors in almost any combination...to harmonize or contrast with every panel decor.

Or, you can choose elegantly-styled Designer Series knobs with spun-aluminum caps on body colors of black; light, medium, or dark grays; and off-white. When you need a solid color, select from the nine decorative colors in our 400 series.

For military applications, specify Standard Series control knobs—thousands of quality knobs that meet MS91528. Or, specify the new self-locking push-to-turn knobs and Microverniers...for accurate, precision control settings. And when you need custom-made knobs...

Here's why Raytheon knobs control more settings than any other brand.
AMP interconnections

The inside of this black box is all AMP.

Side to side. Top to bottom. And every connector in it is right at home under MIL-E-5400 whether it be airborne or ground-based in support of aircraft.

Our connector technology has created dozens of products specifically designed for the interconnection of communications and navigational systems devoted to safe, efficient flight the world over. All of them meet the demanding criteria set by modern aircraft performance—design flexibility, lightness, compactness and reliability. No matter where in the world you build equipment to fly, and control flight, AMP offers world wide facilities to supply all connectors required in your avionics system design.
For complete information on specific connectors or interconnection systems for avionics and ground support equipment write:
Industrial Division, AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, Pa. 17105.
*Trademark of AMP Incorporated

European companies or affiliates refer to International Section.
When you're stuck with more wire than space...

Get around the problem, neatly, with Brand-Rex ribbon cables. These slim space-savers bend into tight corners... hug contours around obstacles... keep wiring out of the way. They make high density interconnections easier to handle.

Brand-Rex gives you a wide choice of vinyl-insulated ribbon constructions (singles, pairs, shielded wires, coaxials) ... with 2 to 100 conductors... to meet a variety of commercial and military requirements. Conductors can vary in type, size and color (striped wires also) within a given cable. They separate and strip easily, terminate in standard devices.

Write for the facts on Brand-Rex ribbon cable. And ask about any custom design you have in mind. Brand-Rex Division, American Enka Corporation, Willimantic, Conn. 06226.

Connect for tomorrow.

BRAND-REX
Editorial comment

It's no laughing matter

The Metroliners, high-speed trains running daily between New York and Washington, are supposed to herald a new era in fast, comfortable rail transportation. Yet the Metroliners reach top speeds of only 110 miles per hour, and while a passenger can purchase a cup of hot coffee on the trains, he cannot safely hold it during most of the trip.

About the time the Metroliner was scheduled for its maiden trip, columnist Art Buchwald made the following comments:

"Although it doesn't seem to be much of a problem to get a man from the earth to the moon, it's still almost impossible to develop a fast train from New York to Washington. While some probes have been made by unmanned Pullmans, rail space officials said it was still too dangerous to send men to Washington in one of the new craft.

'The head of the rail space program, Wernher von Penncentral, said that despite setbacks he felt the United States could get man from New York to Washington in three hours, by 1972."

"What's been holding up the program? I asked him.

"Train travel is a journey into the unknown. There are so many things that we have to know before we can put men on rails."

"What are some of the hazards to rail space travel?"

"The first of course is the litoff. In order to get a man from New York to Washington he must have a ticket. So far we have not perfected the ticket system that would make it possible for a manned trip."

"You mean the ticket problem is holding up the race to the capital?"

"Wernher von Penncentral said indignantly, 'If Borman, Lovell and Anders had to buy tickets for their moon shot at Penn Station, they wouldn't have made it either.'"

"What other hazards are you faced with?"

"We still don't know what effects a fast train ride will have on the human body. Of course we've put dogs and chimpanzees on trains, and they've given us some medical data."

"But as far as man is concerned, we'd only be guessing. We don't know for example what happens to the human body when it goes through Trenton or Philadelphia, not to mention Wilmington, Del. And then there is the Baltimore belt. Can man live in the tunnels that run under Baltimore at 200 miles an hour? There are photographs of the New York to Washington roadbed, taken by Borman from the moon. Notice the craters and pits. We have to know more about them before we risk a human life on a trip."

"I admit that you must be cautious," I said. 'But isn't the rail space program being criticized for the slow progress that is being made in rail travel?"

"When you're dealing with something as new as passenger trains, you have to expect disappointments. We've had engine trouble, capsule setbacks, lavatory failures. But we're learning all the time. The research gained from the rail space program will not only benefit transportation but mankind as well."

"What would speed up the program?"

"The only thing that would speed up the program is if the Soviet Union announced that they were going to build a railroad from New York to Washington. Then Congress would allot us the money for a crash program. There is no pressure to do anything in this country unless we think the Soviets are going to do it first."

"Some people say we're spending too much money on our rail space program. What is your answer to that?"

"It's true that there has been this criticism, particularly since many people say there is no life in Washington."

"But we must consider the New York-to-Washington run the first step in a giant exploration. Who knows but someday man will go to Richmond, or Atlanta on a fast train? So we can't say that just because we're not going to get much out of going to Washington from New York that we're wasting our money."

"You think if man ever finds a way of sending a fast train from New York to the nation's capital he will open a whole new world?"

"I'll go farther than that. I predict that we may not see it, but your children and my children will someday be able to travel as far away as Miami on a train with the same ease and comfort that it now takes man to go to the moon."

Mr. Buchwald's wry message is more than an exercise in sarcasm. It represents a clear challenge. Why indeed can't we apply technology already in hand to the solution of a simple, down-to-earth problem? Perhaps the U.S. can take a cue from Japan where electronics control and communications techniques--most of them by no means brand new--are being applied to rail systems in which trains now run at 130 mph and are expected to reach speeds of 290 mph. [A full discussion of the Japanese efforts will appear in the next issue of Electronics.]  

* Copyright the Washington Post Company; reprinted with permission of the Los Angeles Times Syndicate.
METALS THAT TALK, SING
AND LISTEN...A SPECIAL
CAPABILITY OF CARPENTER!

The reassuring sound of a family voice
... the perfect fidelity of a favorite
recording... theatres of color that
bring lavish entertainment into mil-
lions of homes. These are the exciting
developments in the field of audio/
visual communications that all of us
can enjoy. And essential to the flawless
performance required of these pro-
ducts... specialty metals that make
them talk, sing and listen. Carpenter
produces a full range of electronic al-
loys used throughout industry, includ-
ing Magnetic Core Irons, Glass Sealing
Alloys, High Permeability Alloys, Elec-
trical Resistance Alloys, Magnetostric-
tive and High Saturation Alloys, Con-
trolled Expansion Alloys, and others.
Why don't you entertain the thought of
applying Carpenter electronic alloys to
your product? See your Carpenter rep-
resentative. Steel Division, Carpenter
Technology Corporation, Reading, Pa.
19603.

European Office: Emmastraat 39,
Amsterdam-Z, The Netherlands
First deliveries of metal oxide semiconductor LSI arrays to the Viatron Corp. are to begin this week. Nine semiconductor houses—most of them major—are working with Viatron on array development, and by late July or early August each company should have delivered 100-unit sample lots for testing and contractor selection. Several potential contractors already have agreed to increase their plant capacity to meet Viatron's predicted MOS requirements—once estimated to exceed those of the National Security Agency, now the country's largest complex-array purchaser [Electronics, Oct. 14, 1968, p. 193].

Viatron expects to deliver its first System-21 microprocessors late this year—about six months later than an earlier prediction—but the same data as stated in its four-month-old prospectus. Though delivery has slipped, price has not, and the System 21 still is to rent at the advertised $40 monthly.

Despite some industry skepticism that Viatron can produce its systems to rent at that price, the company counts about 14,000 System 21's in its backlog. As Viatron does not write purchase orders as such, most are in the form of letters of intent. Even so, several individual customers had stated possible requirements for as many as 5,000 to 10,000 System 21's each, if initially delivered units prove out, thus perhaps balancing a lack of firm purchase orders.

Viatron now is preparing internal production facilities capable of turning out 1,000 microprocessors monthly, and is going to contract for facilities for about 4,000 per month more. It now is placing orders for housings, power supplies, and other parts. It already has ordered CRT displays for the System 21.

Although Fairchild insists that no contract has yet been signed, the Burroughs Corp. has reportedly chosen Fairchild Semiconductor as the supplier of the semiconductor active memories for the Illiac-4 computer [Electronics, April 14, p. 47]. More significantly, Fairchild and Burroughs may be getting together on a memory contract, which has been several years in negotiation, and whose size dwarfs any other in semiconductor history.

Late this summer, Fairchild is expected to announce development of a 256-bit bipolar random-access memory. The 120-mil-square chip would have a packing density approaching that of MOS circuits, and a 50-nanosecond access time. This chip, in 14- or 16-lead dual in-line packages on printed-circuit boards, would be the basic Illiac memory unit. Arrays of chips, face-down bonded in a ceramic package, would be the basic unit for the other contract: the main memories to go into Burroughs' B-6500 computer. This multiyear deal would be for upwards of 11 billion bits, obviously at a price per bit that puts integrated circuits in the same ballpark as magnetic cores.

IBM isn't twiddling its corporate thumbs while awaiting the right moment to announce its next batch of computers [Electronics, March 17, p. 51]. Instead, the computer colossus is busily preparing another radical departure from design and marketing methods. With the new machines,
and, presumably, its older ones too, IBM will offer hardware that makes them compatible with programs written for competitive computers—such as those made by Honeywell, Control Data, or Univac. The move follows a flurry of antitrust suits, including one by the Justice Department.

IBM won't disclose the nature of the new hardware, or even confirm that it exists. But the design isn't hard to figure out. The compatibility is attained through emulation—a technique that IBM has used extensively in the past to make its System 360 computers run with programs written for its older 1400 and 7000 series machines. It involves replacing the standard read-only memory in the computer with one specially programed to process the instructions set of a competitive machine. Basically, it's another application of the "firmware" concept.

**TRW readies 3-Ghz, 2-watt transistor**

TRW Semiconductors is ready to take another step up the frequency ladder in microwave power transistors by introducing a device that puts out 2 watts at 3 gigahertz. The highest frequency previously available has been that of TRW's own 2N3483—a 5 watt, 2-megahertz unit. Price of the new transistor, to be introduced in August at the Wescan show, hasn't been determined.

At the same time, Motorola Semiconductor is poised for its first move into the field of microwave power transistors. It will shortly introduce a line headed by the MM4430, a 2.5-watt, 1-Ghz device with a power gain of 6 decibels and a price of $19 in quantities from 100 to 999.

**H-P gives early peek at digital processor**

Stealing a march on two companies that will show digital signal processors at the Spring Joint Computer Conference next month, the Hewlett-Packard Co. displayed its own machine at the Institute of Environmental Sciences Convention in Anaheim, Calif., April 21-23. Designated the 5450A, the instrument calculates with an H-P 2115A (or 2116A, if the user wishes) computer. But it can be programed to perform Fourier, correlation, convolution, and other functions through front-panel push-buttons. A flick of a switch turns the instrument from a general-purpose computer to a machine that, as far as the user is concerned, is hard wired.

The 5450A employs the Cooley-Tukey algorithm for fast Fourier calculation. It will cost about $49,000 and be ready for delivery in October. The computer division of Raytheon and Computer Signal Processors Inc., will show fast-Fourier machines at the SJCC [Electronics, March 31, p. 35, and April 14, p. 159]. Another maker of a fast-Fourier calculator, the Time/Data Corp. of Palo Alto, Calif., showed a special vibration-analysis system at the Anaheim meeting that generates gaussian noise with a controllable spectral content.

**Westinghouse uses side-looking radar in mapping service**

Westinghouse Electric's Aerospace division is offering a commercial airborne radar-mapping service using a side-looking radar it developed for the Army about four years ago. It is believed the service is the first to be offered commercially, although government agencies have mapped with radar for several years.

The Ka-band radar, which has some of its design and operational elements still classified, is leased from the U.S. Army Electronics Command and flown in a DC-6B.
When you need a new way to see in the dark...

bring ERIE in early.

The jungle night flight test for a pilot obsessed behind "Charlie"-lines. But rescue choppers no longer wait for morning light to find him.

The answer? New portable night vision devices that actually intensify available light, even starlight, thousands of times. From the start those working on this project have relied on the Research Engineers and component capability of ERIE TECHNOLOGICAL. Our new subminiature high voltage supply is at the heart of the system. Prove it once again that whatever your area of electronics, it pays to bring ERIE in early.

ERIE TECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTS, INC.
644 West 21st Street, Erie, Pennsylvania 16512
Area Code 814 456-8592
Better solutions come from Weatherford

Try these for starters: Discretes. Transistors. Ceramic TTL.

TI’s Preferred Semiconductors — for extra confidence in buying discretes. The flood of discrete semiconductors makes selection time-consuming and booby-trapped with potential errors. But you can now buy with greater confidence than ever. TI’s new Preferred Semiconductor catalog wraps up the 285 computer-selected discrete devices that will best fill most requirements. All are in current use, economical, readily available from us and recommended for present and future designs. You really can’t go wrong with TI’s Preferred Semiconductor line. Get your free catalog from us or circle 311 on the Service Card.

TI plastic power transistors — to cut component cost. The new TI plastic NPN/PNP complementary single-diffused power transistors are direct plug-in replacements for TO-3 and TO-66 devices. Being plastic, they are low cost; single-screw mounting is another cost-cutter. The new series—TIP 29 through TIP 36—is rated 30-90 watts, 1-25 amps, 40-60 volts. Whenever you’re looking to cut component costs, look to us for TI’s plastic power transistors. Or for more details, call us or circle 312 on the Service Card.

TI Series 54/74 TTL — ceramic broadens the broad choice. All TI TTL functions are now available through us in a new ceramic hermetic dual-in-line package (14-pin or 16-pin). So your broadest TTL choice is now even broader. Featuring extremely high reliability, the new ceramic package meets all applicable military specifications. With this new hermetic C-DIP, plus greatly improved delivery on previously hard-to-get flat-pack TTL devices, we are ready to meet all your aerospace and military system requirements.

For better solutions, call
Data recorded on Z-fold paper by the Hewlett-Packard 7800 Series Rectilinear Recorder is instantly retrievable. Each page is numbered to simplify reference to recorded data. Z-fold chart packs store easily in their original cartons.

Contactless pen tip sensing and a modulated pressure ink system produce traces of equal density from all signals and throughout the recorder's variable speed ranges of .025 to 200 mm. per second. You get blue ink reproducibility compatible to diazo or any similar process.

Designed with modular, solid-state electronics, the 7800 Systems provide high-resolution, permanent, rectilinear recording of up to eight variables from dc to 150 Hz.

Eight 8800 Series Preamplifiers provide signal conditioning to the driver-amplifiers which drive the recording pens. The recording system is available with eight different or eight identical preamplifiers of your choice. Frequency response of the recorder is 150 Hz for 10 div p-p deflection and 58 Hertz maximum for full scale deflection. Maximum ac or dc non-linearity is 0.5% full scale. Additional features include: choice of chart paper in Z-fold packs or rolls; 14 electrically-controlled chart speeds; built-in paper take-up; ink supply warning light; disposable plug-in ink supply cartridge that may be replaced while the recorder is in operation and modular construction for easy maintenance.

For complete information on the 7800 Series, optional and related equipment, contact your local HP Field Office or write Hewlett-Packard, Waltham Div., 175 Wyman St., Waltham, Mass. 02154. In Europe: 1217 Meyrin-Geneva, Switzerland
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THIS MATHEMATICAL MODULE COMPUTES...

Fast analog computation of products, ratios, squares and square roots is readily performed by the PAR™ Model 230 Multiplier Unit. Applications include auto- and cross-correlation, precision square-law detection and mean-square computations, determinations of the instantaneous ratio of two voltages, modulation and generation of sum/difference frequencies and broadband frequency doubling.

Features of this instrument include:
• True four-quadrant multiplication
• Dynamic Range $10^3:1$ (60 dB)
• 0.5% Accuracy (below 100 kHz)
• Self-contained averaging with variable time constants to 30 seconds
• Automatic overload indication

The Model 230 Multiplier Unit will be a valuable addition to the instrument inventory of any laboratory. It is designed to operate as a free-standing instrument, powered by a standard ± 24 volt supply, or as one module in a NIM or RIM (Research Instrument Module) instrument system.

Price of the Model 230 is $595. For more information, including complete details on the RIM instrument system, write Princeton Applied Research Corporation, Post Office Box 565, Princeton, New Jersey 08540 or call (609) 924-6235.
Hughes sets new kind of trap to wed MOS to silicon nitride

In read-only memory, firm's researchers use two stacked gates to reduce electric field needed to drive bits of data into nitride trapping layer

In the race for practical memories allaying MOS technology with the special storage properties of silicon nitride, a number of companies—such as Litton Industries, Sperry Rand, and Westinghouse—are known to be using tunneling or charge-storage phenomena to write data that will remain trapped up to a year. But one of the drawbacks to the tunneling type of MOS/nitride memory is that the electric fields required to drive electrons (bits of data) through the silicon dioxide insulator between the bulk silicon and the nitride trapping layer are so high (3 x 10^6 volts per centimeter) that the device approaches breakdown.

Researchers at the Hughes Aircraft Co. believe they have surmounted that obstacle. They use two gates and the nitride-oxide sandwich to produce a read-only memory that is nonvolatile and bulk-erasable. The uppermost of the two stacked gates reduces the field to prevent surface breakdown.

The work is being done at the firm's Newport Beach, Calif., semiconductor facility by a group attached to Hughes' research laboratories. Hans Dill, head of the field effect device research and development section, says the stacked gates permit electron injection over the Schottky barrier between the silicon and silicon dioxide and propelled toward the offset gate, with its +30 volts. When they run into the silicon nitride layer, they're trapped and become bits of data in the memory.

Toombs says that to read, only 5 volts is normally applied to the offset gate. If no electrons have been trapped during writing, a channel will be induced under the offset gate. With the control gate on (5 volts is enough to turn it on), a channel is created from the drain to the source, allowing current to flow; this can be considered a binary 0 condition. If electrons have been trapped during writing, 5 volts applied to the offset gate with the control gate on is not enough to produce conduction from drain to source, and this lack of current flow

Getting the gates. Hughes Aircraft Co. believes it has managed the marriage of MOS and silicon nitride in a tunneling memory—without the high electric fields—by using two gates and the nitride-oxide sandwich.
U.S. Reports

can be considered a binary 1 condition in the memory. The 5 volts is always on the offset gate, so it's the voltage applied to the drain and control gate that determines the stored data's value.

Choosing, Hughes researchers can write selectively in their memory. With +30 volts on the offset gate but no voltage on the drain, no pinch-off region is created and no electrons can be injected into the nitride trapping layer. Similarly, with +30 volts on the offset gate and +15 volts on the drain, but no voltage on the control gate, no channel is induced from the source and no electrons will be available for injection. In these ways, a cell can be bypassed.

The memory is bulk-erased by tunneling. Applying from -60 to -80 volts on the offset gate with no voltage on the drain or control gate drives the electrons out of their traps and causes them to tunnel into the bulk silicon, clearing the memory.

The researchers have proved all the principles of the memory using discrete MOS FET's, but they're an estimated six months away from getting a 250-bit array and all the decoding and output circuitry on the same wafer.

Besides requiring lower fields for writing, they say, the dual-gate arrangement provides an order-of-magnitude improvement in writing speed over tunneling memories. Data has been written in less than 100 nanoseconds, but 1 microsecond is probably safer to avoid breakdown levels. Some firms working on tunneling memories claim 1-sec writing speeds, but Hughes officials believe speeds should be closer to a millisecond to prevent breakdown.

Lasers

First GaAsP

It happened last fall, but Texas Instruments saved the news for president Mark Shepherd Jr. to break at the annual meeting this month: using gallium arsenide phosphide diodes built by the Components Group, scientists in TI's Equipment Group research and development laboratory succeeded in continuous-wave pumping of a neodymium-doped YAG laser. It was, TI believes, the first use of a non-coherent solid state source to pump a laser, and it opens the door to a compact, easy-to-handle laser.

The TI experiment, under Ray Allen, was carried out at 77°K, and resulted in a 50-miliwatt output for a 5-watt input, according to Charles E. Baker, manager of the lab's optoelectronic systems branch. The lab is now preparing a room-temperature (300°K) experiment from which it hopes to get a 100-mw output switched-pulse mode in which it expects to produce a megawatt of power in a 50-nanosecond pulse.

Nine to a team. The diodes used as pumping energy emitters came from a set made by the Components Group's advanced optical sources unit, which had been fabricating diodes with varying percentages of phosphorous and arsenic to determine efficiency levels. The nine diodes that actually pumped the laser—they had to emit light at the same frequency at a given temperature—actually operated in the visible red at 8,100 angstrom units. The more phosphorous in the diode, the shorter the wavelength. The YAG laser produced its normal infrared energy at 1.06 microns, but TI expects no difficulty in upconverting into the visible by passing the infrared through a barium sodium niobate crystal to get green light.

To perform the room-temperature experiment, new diodes, with different proportions of phosphorous and arsenic, will be required. Gary Pittman of the optical sources unit notes that as temperature increases, the wavelength of the diodes increases and the energy output decreases. The 8,100 Å emission was necessary to match the absorption spectrum of the laser. Pittman says, however, that there is another absorption band between 8,600 Å and 8,900 Å; he is currently trying to make diodes that will emit energy efficiently at that wavelength so as to obtain more efficient operation of the laser. (The closer the pumping frequency to the rod's emission, the less energy is lost.)

"We're hoping that this will become the standard laser" (replacing argon ion types), says Baker. "You won't need any water cooling, and it's more compact than gas lasers." However, he notes that TI is far from having a product. Ion lasers typically are 0.1% efficient, while TI's GaAsP device has 1% efficiency. Allen, however, is talking about eventually achieving 10%.

It is, though, already marketing solution-grown dome diodes of the type used in the laser experiment, and it expects optoelectronics to be the fastest-growing segment of the electronics market in the 1970's. One array of emitters is already being used in a military system, in conjunction with TI's Tivicon tube, to produce a solid state image.

Solid State

Seaming flaw

The engineers at Fairchild Semiconductor were mystified. Customers had reported "opens" in some of Fairchild's circuits, but couldn't find them—and neither could the engineers when using a conventional microscope at 1,000 X magnification. But viewing the defective circuits through a nondestructive scanning electron microscope at 10,000 X, they could see—good grief—cracks in the aluminum interconnect strips where the aluminum had dropped from the oxide onto the silicon substrate.

Fairchild's research center at Palo Alto, Calif., found the pattern of cracks even though the oxide "step" is only about 1 micron high. In the Alice-in-Wonderland world of 10,000 X magnification, in fact, the window in the aluminum looked like a deep gorge running along the edge of the oxide strip.

To some of Fairchild's detractors, it looked like a blow to Fairchild's unyielding advocacy of aluminum as the preeminent metal in microcircuitry. But in retrospect, with the problem solved, Fairchild's Harry Sello says it wasn't alumi-
num's fault. Sello, R&D manager of materials and processes, puts it this way: "The problem is one that every semiconductor manufacturer will have to solve regardless of the type of metal he uses for interconnects and leads."

Crackdown. As Sello sees it, the problem is that an interconnect strip will tend to crack when it's dropped over an oxide step made at right angles to the substrate. It won't always happen, he adds; the frequency of cracking appears to be proportional to the complexity of the chip. On a complex IC chip, he says, there may be as many as 1,000 oxide steps over which a metallization pattern will be dropped. And "because Fairchild is moving into complexity faster than other companies, Fairchild had to solve the problem first," Sello declares.

At first he thought the problem was related to the fact that the oxide, silicon, and aluminum strip have different temperature coefficients; as the chip cooled unequally, he reasoned, the aluminum separated. Sello concedes that it took several months to realize that this wasn't the problem. He has now pinpointed a common physical phenomenon as the cause of the breaks: a variation of nucleation, such as one can see in winter when ice on a pond forms first around twigs and sticks protruding from the water. In like fashion, the aluminum strip has a tendency to gather at the top and the bottom of the step, leaving the space between without an aluminum connection.

Playing the angle. If the angle of the step were more obtuse, Sello theorized, the phenomenon would not occur. Experiments have since proved his contention. The solution to the problem lay, then, in finding a method of widening the angle of the step to the substrate.

In another approach, the deposition process was varied to reduce the aluminum's tendency to nucleate, and to cause the metal to flow smoothly from the top to bottom of the step. Though he declines to give details, Sello says careful control of the temperature, pressure, and rate of the deposition process has been combined with a proprietary "chemical filing" of the upper edge of the step to eliminate the flaw.

Military

Changing times

Artillery fuzes may have come a long way from the slow match, but it's still difficult to time them quickly and accurately. To set shell fuzes, gun crews now use a mechanical device that resembles a cross between a gradient and a medieval torture implement. The cumbersome timer can take a few minutes to set and doesn't always prove accurate under battlefield conditions; some projectiles explode too soon after they have left the gun.

However, the Army's Harry Diamond Laboratories (HDL) has used integrated circuits to develop a fuze and setter combination with which, it says, an artilleryman can
Microwave

The more the MERA

An ambitious development program can sometimes provide technological fallout that in the end proves as valuable as the program's prime objective. Whether this will be true of Texas Instrument's MERA (molecular electronics for radar applications) remains to be seen, but the company is ready to preview an important example of such fallout at the International Microwave Symposium in Dallas, May 5-7.

What TI will display is a thin-film hybrid integrated circuit telemetry transmitter and receiver set that it believes proves the feasibility of microwave applications for IC's. Many of the components came from MERA. The f-m transmitter, which weights 1.3 ounces and occupies less than 0.75 cubic inch, operates at 1.7 to 2.3 gigahertz. Its over-all efficiency, says TI, is greater than 12% at 2.25 Ghz.

A command receiver that also makes maximum use of IC's has been designed to cover either of the desired frequency ranges of 1.7 to 1.71 Ghz and 2.2 to 2.22 Ghz by a simple change of quartz crystals.

Ground up. While TI engineers J.C. Pinac and B.S. Skinner Jr. found that IC's could be used in microwave regions, they also found that circuit configurations and system block diagrams should be designed for IC use and not just converted to it. "Often," they say, "the optimum IC subsystem will be very different from a conventionally wired system."

Pinac and Skinner headed the work, conducted under the auspices of NASA, that started about three years ago, as a study of microwave integrated circuits, techniques, and components. It later evolved into a request for the design, fabrication, and testing of prototype devices.

In their transmitter, a sample of the output and a stable reference frequency are alternately applied to a limiter-discriminator for equal periods of time. The output of the discriminator is a square wave whose amplitude is proportional to the difference between the output

accurately schedule the explosion of a warhead with hardly more than a touch. HDL claims that the device will time 99.5% of all fuzes within a tenth of a second accuracy and set each one in no more than half a second. "

Split seconds. Not only that. The device allows almost 2,000 settings at 0.1-second gaps between 2 seconds and 200 seconds, performs a partial electrical test of the fuze, and tests itself as well, according to Thomas E. Tuccinardi, an HDL fuze specialist. The setter, using an electronic timing circuit, does all this without turning on any power within the fuze and without any mechanical connections.

The fuze-setter consists of a multivibrator; set and clear generators; decade counters with appropriate switches; logic AND gates made from transistors, capacitors, and resistors in chip form; and three d-c batteries for power. The hybrid IC's—made by Bendix—contain a 1,280-hertz oscillator, buffer frequency divider, driver, and counter. Three knobs on the setter base touch three rings on the front of the fuze for connection.

The oscillator, acting like the balance wheel of a watch, keys the setting and firing of the fuze. A scaler divides the oscillator's frequency down to 10 hertz—equivalent to a tenth of a second—and provides a wave-shaping current like the escapement in a watch. The setter, which can reset the same fuze indefinitely, clears the fuze, counts down at a fast rate, and stops at the time remaining, which is the time desired by the gun crew.

Chain of command. When the setter is connected to the shell, its power switch turns on, activating the clear generator. The multivibrator triggers the set generator, which pulses the fuze, and the fuze sends back monitored pulses to the logic block, which references the accuracy of the feedback. If there's an error, the block orders the fuze setter to stop and turns on a red light to alert the gun crew to the error. If the fuze is all right, the setter keeps sending timing pulses until it reaches the desired time. When that time is reached, the logic stops the setter and activates a green light to inform the crew that the fuze is properly set.

In the fuze, the driver receives the timing pulses and pulses the feedback shift-register counter, which contains 2-inch magnetic cores to send back signals to the setter. When the projectile is fired, a spin-actuated dry-cell battery energizes the fuze circuit. And when the driver receives the final 10-hertz signal from the divider, it sends a pulse to the output detonator. The fuze also contains an impact device so that if a fuze is fired in a "no-set" position it will explode the warhead upon impact.
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Honeywell's new Series 80T Panel Meters take up about half the panel space of full-size meters.
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frequency and reference frequency, and whose frequency is a function of the switching rate.

A synchronous detector following the discriminator converts the square wave to a d-c signal whose amplitude is proportional to the magnitude of the frequency error; its polarity is determined by the polarity of the frequency error. A low-pass filter eliminates any a-c components before the error signal is applied to the voltage-controlled oscillator to correct the center frequency.

Benefits. The resulting system is a compromise, the TI engineers say, but it offers certain advantages: freedom from a discriminator center-frequency stability effect; crystal stability without severe modulation restrictions; single crystal control; a need for only one multiplier; freedom from circuit or component matching and tracking; and adaptability to IC form. Only the modulator, vco, and power-amplifier stages were actually built for this project, though the complete transmitter was designed.

The vco—a Colpitts circuit in microstrip form—is tuned by a varactor diode. The varactor establishes the center frequency and accepts the telemetry modulation. Two microwave transistors in the oscillator yield an output power of about 70 milliwatts across the frequency band. The vco is followed by a Class-A buffer amplifier with a single transistor that supplies 140 mw. Both the vco and buffer amplifier were fabricated on a 20-mil glazed alumina substrate.

The power-amplifier section uses a power-divider, power-combiner approach to put out 1 watt. Two amplifiers are required in each branch of the power divider. Still another transistor supplies sufficient r-f power to drive a pair of devices to an output of 600 mw. In the feasibility models fabricated, only half the power amplifier was used. The transmitter circuits were mounted in a gold and copper plated Kovar housing.

Receiving end. For the receiver, Pinac and Skinner say, the local oscillator signal is derived from a crystal oscillator through a step-recovery diode multiplier. The mixer is of the hybrid balanced, image-terminated type and uses a pair of gallium-arsenide Schottky-barrier diodes. Microstrip filters are used in both the preselector band-pass filter and the step-recovery multiplier filter, as well as in the mixer to ensure small size. The i-f amplifier operates at a center frequency of 100 MHz and has a 20-decibel gain. Detection is done by a phase-locked demodulator. The configuration yields an output signal-to-noise ratio of 15 db, which establishes an error rate of $1 \times 10^{-4}$.

Pinac and Skinner see a number of applications for the set, including employment in deep space probes. Each module dissipates its own heat, a vital factor since as many as 200 may be tied together in some applications; also, the set degrades "gracefully."

The TI engineers are hopeful of getting an application request soon. "We have the techniques, ability, and prototype devices," they say. "We're just waiting now for a proposal request."

Safeguard watcher

All that stands between most radar receivers and burnout is what's called a transmit-receive, or tr, tube. These tubes make sure that a radar system's powerful transmitter signal is sent only to the antenna, not back down the waveguide leading to the sensitive and delicate receiver.

Strangely, for such a critical piece of equipment, until now there hasn't been any practical way of characterizing these tubes, performing quality control checks on them, or monitoring their performance in the field.

No smoke. Finally, Varian Associates has developed a performance monitor for tr tubes that does all three. Called the microwave pulse height detector, its use should make unnecessary the arbitrary replacement of tr tubes at set intervals to prevent unexpected failures. It should also eliminate the so-called look-for-smoke test now used to see if a tr tube works—if the receiver survives, the tube is good. Developed at Varian's Solid State Microwave group, Beverly, Mass., the monitoring device has the outstanding characteristic of being able to spot pulses as short as 500 picoseconds.

Such short pulse lengths defeated earlier attempts at economical tr tube testing. Sampling oscilloscopes were the only measurement tools available for the task, and even these would miss spikes falling between their sampling intervals. Trying to spot spikes from what could be a bad tube was 10, 15, or 20 minutes' work, and even then it was hard to spot a fleeting trace on the scope's crt. The usual "answer" was to skip tests on all but high-reliability contracts.

But now the Varian device can be set up in place of a receiver in a simulated radar system. Since any tr tube will let harmless spikes of low amplitude pass, the attenuator is set to cancel these; only
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high-amplitude, injurious spikes are left to be spotted by the detector.

**Pulse taker.** The heart of the device is a very sensitive, high-speed detector diode and an amplifier of proprietary design. Capable of responding to very short pulses of microwave energy, the amplifier boosts the pulses enough for rectification and charge of a capacitor. This in turn feeds a pulse stretcher, which makes the pulse long enough for a digital counter to respond to it. If too many pulses get counted in a given interval, the tube is a reject.

Varian will sell counter-equipped monitors for $825, and monitors with output jacks for a counter at $275.

As a system monitor the pulse height detector could spot degradation in a tr tube’s performance long before it has time to harm the receiver. A detector would be coupled into both the waveguide leading to the system’s receiver and the attenuator set to coincide with the tr tube’s specified spike leakage level. In a fighter aircraft, for example, any spike more powerful would light a warning in the cockpit. The pilot thus could test a tr tube before a mission by lighting off his radar system and looking at a warning indicator. Such detectors will cost only $175.

**Government**

**Escape mechanism**

Traditionally, a Washington press conference is brought to a close when the senior reporter present says “Thank you.” However, a new twist was introduced at a press conference this month with Transportation Secretary John Volpe on the Department of Transportation’s budget. Just as the reporters were beginning to cut through the gobbledygook of the budget requests—particularly the one for the Federal Aviation Administration—Barry Locke, a member of Volpe’s staff, called out, “Thank you, Mr. Secretary.”

Volpe looked relieved, gathered his papers, and walked quickly out of the room, leaving behind a group of thoroughly dismayed reporters.

**Red-handed.** The reason for Volpe’s relief was the fact the questioners had caught the FAA playing games with the figures for airways and airport development. In President Johnson’s fiscal 1970 budget, the figure for airways and airports was $275 million contingent upon legislation creating a “user tax” to pay part of this. President Nixon’s budget, however, calls for $190 million, permitting the FAA to list an $85 million “reduction” over the old budget. However, the $190 million is also contingent upon a “user tax.”

Volpe thus was claiming a cut in funds that were never really budgeted in the first place.

The new Administration’s budget didn’t cut back on the Johnson figure of $134 million for facilities and equipment or the $47 million for research and development [Electronics, Feb. 3, p. 135].

Volpe didn’t spell out how he would spend the $190 million—if he gets it. He did say that as much as $130 million of it would be allocated for airways facilities, including airport towers, radar, and instrument landing systems. The other $60 million would go for port construction.

**Phantom jet.** As in the Johnson budget, there was no mention made of the supersonic transport—except a note that a decision is still pending. Volpe did estimate, though, that it would take “a couple of hundred million” to keep the SST going.

Although the Transportation Department didn’t appear too anxious to make its spending plans clear, the Post Office took the opposite track. The new Administration is offering its wholehearted support to new electrical and mechanical equipment for the Post Office, and to R&D. Postmaster General Winton Blount unveiled a trimmed-down budget for the Post Office, but full funding—$54 million—remained for research and engineering, up about 44% from the level for the current fiscal year.

The Johnson Administration’s request for $405 million for postal
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plant and equipment modernization is also supported in full by the new Administration.

Because research and equipment expenditures are vulnerable items in Federal agencies’ budgets, advocates of a vigorous Post Office research program are applauding Blount for keeping his budget pruners at bay in this area.

Education cut. The office of Education might not fare so well, however. The new budget submitted by President Nixon calls for a fiscal 1970 outlay of $3.2 billion, down from the $3.6 billion sought by the Johnson administration. Although it’s impossible now to tell which programs will be pared, there is a good chance that those involving computers and electronic teaching hardware will feel the knife.

First slice

The first cuts in the NASA and defense budgets are usually made by Congressional committees. This year, however, the new Nixon Administration got there first. In releasing his proposed budget for the year ending June 30, 1970, the President didn’t reveal much about the defense budget that had not been previously announced by Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird [Electronics, April 14, p. 60]. The NASA budget, however, was another thing.

As slices go, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration didn’t fare badly. And for those at the Office of Manned Space Flight, who were prepared for the worst, the “slice” was cause for rejoicing. The NASA appropriation will be reduced by $45 million, with the rest of the revised budget a juggling act in which the following occurred:

• An added $40 million was earmarked for further lunar exploration and Apollo flights.
• Money for Saturn V production has been boosted from $11 million to $57 million.
• The budget for tracking and data acquisition will be slashed by $20 million.
• A request of $8 million for small planetary probes was cut out. A total of $41 million was cut from space science and applications.

• Cuts totaling $13 million were made in the advance research and technology budget.

In short, the juggling added up to $131 million trimmed from a number of programs, but with $86 million pumped right back into manned flight to continue lunar exploration and start the Saturn V assembly line going again. Specific casualties were heavy in the unmanned areas: Biosatellite F has been canceled, one Explorer knocked out and the whole Small Planetary Explorer program deleted, launch vehicle procurement for unmanned space programs has been sliced back by $11.6 million, experiments will be deleted from Nimbus and Application of Technology Satellites, and a third of the funds for geodetic satellites have been cut. Of the $20 million cut from the budget of the Office of Data and Tracking Acquisition, some $12 million was to have gone for hardware.

The revised NASA fiscal 1970 budget goes along with the long-established practice of keeping the maximum dollars in manned flight even if it means taking money from other less prosperous programs. NASA Administrator Thomas O. Paine pointed out when presenting the revised budget that the Nixon Administration was behind a “strong space program.” The revisions show that Nixon and Paine see “strong” as meaning manned space flight.

Defense cuts. Meanwhile, over at the Pentagon, in one last snip, the Defense Department pruned another $79 million from the revised budget that Laird announced earlier this month. The cuts were in munitions and base facilities and $4 million in a classified project. The Pentagon is now asking for $77.5 billion in new obligatory authority and is planning to spend $77.9 billion in fiscal year 1970 funds.

In juggling accounts, Laird changed some program timetables. The Advanced Warning and Control System (Awacs) would lose $15 million, but the $60 million left, plus the $40 million from 1969,
variable viewing time 5 cm/µs stored writing speed

split-screen displays

all in the Tektronix Type 549 Storage Oscilloscope

Waveform display showing train of pulses. Upper screen in the stored mode shows three pulses with falltime of the pulse trailing edge showing system deficiency. Lower screen in conventional display mode shows the same pulse train with corrections applied to provide a well formed pulse shape. Pulse width shown is 8 µs with risetime of 0.1 µs. Vertical deflection factor is 0.5 volts/cm. Horizontal deflection factor is 10 µs/cm. Repetitive sweep used for both displays.

The Type 549 allows up to one hour of continuous visual storage, giving you ample time in most applications to measure and analyze stored waveforms. Stored displays can be erased in less than one-quarter of a second.

Split-screen displays
Unique with Tektronix storage oscilloscopes, split-screen displays bring you many advantages in waveform-comparison applications. You can use either half of the 6 cm by 10 cm display area for stored displays, the other half for nonstored displays, with independent control of each half. You can also use the entire screen for either type of display.

Variable viewing time
Variable viewing time — an outstanding feature of the Type 549 — allows you to automatically store displays, view them for a selected time, then automatically erase them on either or both halves of the screen. Two modes of operation are possible. In the After-Sweep Automatic Erase Mode, the selectable viewing time of 0.5 s to 5 s begins at the end of each complete sweep. After the viewing time, the display is automatically erased and the cycle begins again when the next sweep is triggered by a signal.

In the Periodic Automatic Erase Mode, the sequence of storing, viewing time and erasure is continuous and independent of the sweep or signal. In this mode, the viewing time can also be varied from 0.5 s to 5 s.

There is no degradation of stored traces during the selected viewing time, in either mode, and you can retain or erase displays manually whenever desired.

Bistable storage advantages
With bistable storage oscilloscopes, such as the Type 564 and Type 549, contrast ratio and brightness of stored displays are constant and independent of the viewing time, writing and sweep speeds, or signal repetition rates. This also simplifies waveform photography. Once initial camera settings are made for photographs of one stored display, no further adjustments are needed for photographs of subsequent stored displays.

Tektronix bistable storage cathode ray tubes are not inherently susceptible to burn-out and require only the ordinary precautions taken in operating conventional oscilloscopes.

Plug-in unit adaptability
Vertical deflection characteristics of the Type 549 are extremely flexible through use of any of the Tektronix letter- or 1-series plug-in units. These include multi-trace, differential, sampling, and spectrum analyzer units. Depending upon the plug-in being used, bandwidth of nonstored displays extends from DC to 30 MHz.

Among other features of the Type 549 are 5 cm/µs stored writing speed, calibrated sweep delay from 1 µs to 10 s, sweep speeds to 20 ns/cm, amplitude calibrator from 0.2 mV to 100 V and a locate zone for easy positioning of stored traces.

Type 549, without plug-in units ........ $2575
Type 1A1 Dual-Trace Plug-In Unit ........ $ 625
DC to 30 MHz at 50 mV/cm; DC to 23 MHz at 5 mV/cm, 2 Hz to 14 MHz at 500 µV/cm, single-channel.

For a demonstration, contact your nearby Tektronix field engineer or write: Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, Oregon 97005.

Tektronix, Inc.
committed to progress in waveform measurement
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means that the Air Force will choose between Boeing and McDonnell Douglas for the prime contract a month later but still by the end of this year. Contractor proposals are due in August.

With a new total of $100.2 million, the Nixon Administration has committed itself to build the Advanced Manned Strategic Aircraft (AMSA), which critics say could wind up costing $12 billion. The Air Force would like to award initial development contracts in November, with first flights in mid-1973 and operational squadrons in 1976.

Since the FB-111 program, for which the Short-Range Attack Missile (SRAM) was intended, and a parallel B-52 conversion program would be cut, SRAM would lose $326 million, $153 million of it in 1969 and 1970 procurement funds. To keep the program limping along until development problems are licked, there is $20.4 million left in the procurement kitty and R&D has been raised $17 million to $84.7 million. Laird has decided wisely not to buy the missile until it can be shown to work properly.

Some Navy ship programs, including the high-speed sub, salvage tugs, submarine and destroyer tenders, and a guided missile frigate conversion are cut back or deferred.

Integrated electronics

Omnibus chip

The problem: transmit to an f-m receiver the pressure and temperature encountered during a short flight by a projectile as it hurtles down a test range at 40,000 feet per second, undergoing accelerations as high as 500,000 G's. The solution: design an integrated circuit f-m telemetry transmitter combining all the monolithic technologies existing today.

The problem is often faced by the Arnold Engineering Development Center at Tullahoma, Tenn., part of the Air Force Systems Command. AEDC must instrument models of aircraft, missiles, and reentry vehicles to obtain critical data in wind tunnels and other test facilities. The solution to telemetering pressure and temperature levels picked up by AEDC-furnished transducers after a projectile is fired from a gas gun was provided by engineers at the Microelectronics Center of the TRW Systems group.

But you don't have to have a test range in your back yard to make use of the TRW transmitter. A major jet-engine manufacturer has expressed interest in it to telemeter pressure and temperature from inside the engines. So has the U.S. Wildlife Service, which would like short-distance telemetry of data from animals.

Short trip. Daniel Dooley, head of the Microelectronic Circuit Technology group in the TRW Center, says the device would be useful anywhere hard wires can't be used to transmit data over short distances, such as spacecraft environmental test chambers, rocket motor test installations, and in rotating machinery or other places in which the transmitter will be pulse-code modulated and analog-to-digital converters will provide its input.

Dooley says the transmitter combines thin-film capacitors deposited on a monolith, diffused resistors, and diffused pinch resistors—all of which are put on a substrate with high-frequency transistors. Dooley says that the device, designed to operate at 130 to 150 megahertz, displays the highest frequency with gain he knows of for a monolithic IC. “The gain isn't large,” Dooley says, “it's just enough to sustain oscillation, and a minimum of about four is needed to do all this.”

Designated the NRO-01, the circuit is on an 81-by-82-mil chip housed in a TO-5 can that is potted in epoxy before firing. After the IC is potted, the transducers and a one-inch-diameter wire loop antenna are also potted in another type of epoxy to help withstand the tremendous acceleration generated in the launch.

Pinched. “We needed high-value resistors,” Dooley explains, “but most of the real estate was taken up by thin-film capacitors, so we went to diffused pinch resistors to get the 300,000-ohm value.” The constricted channel (0.3 micron wide) that's used to get the pinched
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resistors boosts the capability from the normal 200 ohms per square for diffused resistors to 10,000 ohms per square.

The TRW engineer believes the most important features of the transmitter, besides its operating frequency, are stability, modulation bandwidth, and signal strength. Regarding stability, he says acceptable drift is 7 kilohertz. Dooley says no batteries will survive 500,000 G's. A charged capacitor outside the IC provides power during the projectile’s short flight. However, the capacitor discharges rapidly once it's separated from the battery used to charge it before firing. To counteract this, TRW engineers incorporated a two-stage voltage regulator on the chip to maintain stability.

Full-scale modulation bandwidth is 400 hertz (vs. 175 hertz for a commercial f-m radio station). "The combination of modulation bandwidth and stability requirements represents quite a tradeoff," Dooley maintains. Discussing signal strength, he continues, "We wanted as low a power figure as possible because we didn't want to suck all the charge out of that capacitor, but we had to have enough power to be able to receive the signal. We met the spec of 75 microvolts across a dipole antenna located 10 feet from the transmitter. This is the only spec we didn't exceed, but even at that, the usual f-m receiver works at about 1.8 microvolts."

For the record

Phaseout. Defense cutbacks have forced the Sperry Rand Corp. to shut its Ford Instrument division, which manufactures fire control systems. The shutdown, which will be complete in about 12 months, will put 900 employees out of work, although a Sperry spokesman says that the company’s other divisions will try to absorb as many of the 900 as possible. Contracts that run past the shutdown date will be completed at other Sperry divisions — Gyroscope, Systems Management, or Federal Systems.

Turnover. In what is regarded as yet another move to get its computer business out of the red, the General Electric Co. has appointed Hillard W. Paige to head its Information Systems group. Paige, currently in charge of GE's Aerospace group, will succeed J. Stanford Smith, who is taking charge of the firm's newly formed International group.

Credibility anyone? The Logistics Management Institute, a Pentagon-supported think tank, has just released results of a study indicating that defense contractors' profits are lower than earnings in non-defense operations. But the study, which shows defense earnings averaging 7.3% of total capital investment against 10.1% for the non-defenders, hasn't convinced Sen. William Proxmire (D., Wis.). Proxmire, chairman of a subcommittee that's been investigating war profiteering, is expected to call for an "independent" inquiry into defense profits by the General Accounting Office.

Ear to the ground. The Army is now in possession of a low-level radar device that can detect and chart underground tunnel complexes. Developed by Sylvania Electronic Systems, the device has already been successful in locating enemy tunnels in Vietnam to a "moderate" depth.

RADA data. Martin Marietta has received a $2.4 million contract for advanced development models of the random-access discrete address (RADA) communications system. Thirty subscriber units and one relay unit will be delivered for field testing during the next year.

Running late. While Computer Displays Inc. is selling its video terminal[p. 119], Tektronix, the only other company to announce an under-$10,000 terminal with both alphanumeric and vector capabilities, has slipped its delivery date. Last fall, the company said it would start delivering its type 402 in August 1969 [Electronics, Dec. 9, 1968, p. 141]. Says Chuck Spencer, marketing manager, "We're now
quoted—but not guaranteeing—delivery in January of next year. Until a couple of months ago, we were quoting March 1970.” The terminal isn’t yet in production, he concedes, and the company is still tooling up and buying parts. Both the Tektronix 4002 and Computer Displays’ ARDS-100A will be priced at about $8,000, plus $500 for the system’s interface.

Another from DEC. The Digital Equipment Corp. has announced its latest entry into the computer market. Coming in four models, the 18-bit PDP-15 will cost between $16,500 and $92,000, depending on software and peripherals.

Cutting the apronstrings. Another chapter of the Fairchild Alumni Association has set up shop, this one called Advanced Micro Devices Inc. Under the direction of Jerry Sanders, who was eased out of his post as Fairchild Semiconductor’s group director of marketing when the Motorola crew took charge of that operation last year, the new company will be a second source of both linear and digital integrated circuits for computers. Other ex-Fairchildren at Advanced Micro Devices include Jack Gifford, Sven Simonsen, Larry Stenger, Frank Botte, and Jim Giles.

Onward and upward. Capital expenditures by electronics firms will rise 16% this year from last, according to McGraw-Hill’s annual survey of businessmen’s plans for plant and equipment investments. The industry’s outlays will increase another 4% in 1970, from this year’s projected level, and 5% in both 1971 and 1972, the survey indicates. Among other findings: U.S. business in general will boast spending for air- and water-pollution controls 40% this year to nearly $1.5 billion from last year’s $1 billion; manufacturers plan to sink 53% of their 1969 investment into expansion, and 47% into replacement and modernization; and overall capital investment will climb to $72.4 billions this year, up 13% from last year, with manufacturers accounting for $30.2 billion of the total, or 14% more than last year.
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Fights solder-iron damage, cost, carelessness.

Send for a sample. We'll prove that IRRAVIN insulated hook-up wire fights accidental damage from hot solder-iron contact, ambient heat up to 115°C. There's no melting, shrinkback or flowing.

IRRAVIN hook-up wire costs less, too. It saves up to two-thirds that of other high temperature wires. Fact is, there is no other wire available that is so universal in use—so low in cost. And what's important, IRRAVIN insulated wire has superior abrasion and cut-through resistance. It's available in long continuous lengths, is U.L. Listed and conforms to MIL-W-16878. With advantages like that there's not much to complain about.

Convinced you ought to have a sample? Write ITT Wire and Cable Division, Surpremant Products, International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, Pawtucket, Rhode Island 02862.

In Europe contact: ITT Europe-Components Group, Wire and Cable Division, Lister Road, Basingstoke Hants, England.
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IRRAVIN—the wire that stops the grumbles.
Sperry’s PACT (Progress in Advanced Component Technology) Program is developing a fully-integrated transmitter/receiver/duplexer module for an airborne communications array at X-band. The program has contractual support from the Air Force Avionics Laboratory, USAF, Dayton, Ohio.

The function of the phased array system is to establish communications between aircraft and synchronous satellite repeater stations, which in turn are linked to a ground station network and to other aircraft. This makes it possible for the crew of an airplane to be in constant contact with anybody, worldwide. Handy for all sorts of missions and indispensable in the event of conflict.

Within the confines of each phased array element, which is less than an inch square and three inches long, is a complete transmitter/receiver/duplexer. Essentially composed of a signal source, a receiver, a mixer and an antenna, the module utilizes Sperry’s advanced thinking throughout.

The rf circuitry is photo etched on metallized ceramic substrates 0.055 inches thick. Conductors are vacuum deposited gold on top of chromium. Follow-up plating produces half-mil thick strips. Transmission efficiency can be gauged by measuring rf energy loss, which, in this case, is no more than 0.15 db per inch.

Transmitter signals are generated by a Sperry Avalanche Transit Time Oscillator (ATTO), discussed in Progress Report #1. Energized by a DC voltage, the ATTO yields a 1-watt CW, X-band signal at an efficiency of 5%.

Sperry’s gallium-arsenide Schottky-barrier diodes do the active conversion work in the receiver and the “rat-race” hybrid handles the signal with a single sideband noise figure of better than 6.5 db over a 12% bandwidth. (Sperry hybrid work was discussed in Progress Report #5.) Signal processing and control circuitry design has been materially aided by a Sperry-developed computer program.

For faster microwave progress, make a PACT with people who know microwaves.
Industry takes a look at NASA's proposed standards for IC's

Industry is getting its first look at a set of NASA standards for high-reliability integrated circuits. Comments on the first of the seven documents in the set—now being examined by NASA centers, suppliers, and professional associations—are expected back soon. The proposed standards, like those for the military, will obviate the need to write a new set of IC reliability requirements into each individual contract negotiated by NASA.

The draft documents, the beginning of a total series of space agency electronics reliability standards, are expected to be completed within two years. Prepared by a NASA microelectronics subcommittee, the seven cover guidelines for preparation of detailed specifications, general requirements, methods, visual inspection, radiographic inspection, cleanroom specification, supplier quality surveying, and line certification.

NASA officials feel that comments on these documents can be synthesized into a final set of standards within six months.

Officials again mull independent agency for communications

Government officials are again thinking of establishing an independent agency to oversee communications. This is the general feeling after much bureaucratic bickering and the rendering of an indecisive report by the Bureau of the Budget on where in the Governmental structure an agency could be carved out for communications.

The Budget Bureau study, commissioned by President Johnson at the same time he set up his task force on communications policy, recommended that communications be put under the Departments of Transportation or Commerce. But it then went on to say that neither department would be an ideal final resting place for an agency covering such a fast growing field.

For its part, the President's task force left the issue of bureaucratic structure alone, recommending only that communications be put under strong central control.

As now envisioned by some officials, the independent agency would pull together the Government's policy-making, operating, and planning functions in the communications field. The Federal Communications Commission would continue as a regulatory agency.

Army wants no more plastic transistors

While the Army is ready to buy plastic-packaged integrated circuits for fuzes [Electronics, April 14, p. 69], its thinking on plastic-encapsulated transistors is quite the opposite. "We don't want plastic transistors," says a source at the Army's Electronics Command's procurement and production division in Philadelphia. In fact, the division expects to award a $1 million contract this summer to develop improved production process requirements that will just about eliminate plastic-packaged transistors from consideration.

A division source says, "There's an awful lot of military equipment, especially in the area of communications, using plastic transistors, and they give us problems." Among the complaints: too much moisture seepage, acid formations that attack the metal contacts, and failures above 140°C. The command wants the manufacturers now making plastic-packaged transistors to come up with better processes, probably using hermetic sealing techniques.
Land-mobile backers still seek uhf space

Land-mobile radio interests aren't giving up their battle for uhf spectrum space, even though a $500,000 study by the Stanford Research Institute has reported plenty of the land-mobile spectrum not fully used. Max Guiberson, newly elected president of the Land-Mobile Communications Council, says the group's main goal this year will be to get additional frequencies. He further observes that only 25% of the available uhf channels are being used.

The SRI study, commissioned by the FCC, found, however, that better management of present land-mobile channels could give users much more space. And despite the complaints of Guiberson's group, it appears likely that the FCC will adopt some frequency-sharing plan rather than allocating uhf spectrum to land-mobile users.

NASA to ask funds for far-out mission

Though nobody has yet revealed the dollar amount involved, there is little doubt that NASA is going to seek funds for its unmanned "Grand Tour" mission to the farther planets in its fiscal 1971 budget. The agency is currently looking for the booster it would need to propel the ambitious probe out as far as Neptune. Under consideration: everything from the relatively humble Titan Centaur to the planned nuclear Saturn V Nerva.

As currently envisioned, the Grand Tour would send a probe out to Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune; these four will be suitably lined up between 1976 and 1978, but not again for more than 100 years.

Radiation fears stir PHS to study school use of electronics

The Public Health Service's National Center for Radiological Health will soon begin a survey of radiation-producing equipment in about 200 high and junior high schools around the country. The PHS and the center have been receiving reports—mostly through state agencies—of potentially hazardous situations involving the classroom use of such items as unshielded X-ray equipment, lasers, hand-held fluoroscopes, accelerators, and microwave devices.

The work will be conducted under provisions of the Radiation Control for Safety and Health Act, passed last year. Results of the survey will be reported to Congress and could conceivably result in legislation or Federally-promulgated standards.

Addenda

It appears that the Nixon Administration won't be pushing for passage of the Medical Device Safety Act. Sources on Capitol Hill figure that the bill will meet the same fate it has in the past several sessions of Congress: death in committee. The act would authorize the Food and Drug Administration to set safety standards for medical devices [Electronics, Feb. 17, p. 95]. . . . In trying to choose a prime contractor to develop the new S-3A (VSX), antisubmarine warfare plane, the Navy may have found itself in a dilemma. One of the two potential contractors is Lockheed, which has drawn fire for costly overruns on the Air Force's C-5A transport and the Army's Cheyenne helicopter programs. . . . One informed source says the Army, wearied by the Cheyenne scalping, complained to the Pentagon that Lockheed should not get any more big contracts for a while. The Navy may have delayed issuing the overdue contract award so it could look very closely at Lockheed's bid, possibly at the Pentagon's urging. The other competitor is the Convair division, whose parent company, General Dynamics, built the Navy's aborted and very expensive version of the F-111.
The QRC Series solves the specification/power/volume problem by utilizing all silicon, series regulator techniques with modern high speed transistor switching circuitry.

7 models, all available from stock, cover the voltage ranges of 0-20 and 0-40 Vdc at currents up to 30 amperes with prices starting at $350 for model QRC 40-4A.

Features include:
- ±0.005% voltage regulation for line and load changes combined
- <1mV r.m.s. ripple (10Hz-7MHz)
- 0.01% resolution
- 25μsec. response time
- optional overvoltage protection
- voltage and current regulation with automatic crossover
- remote programming and remote sensing
- -20°C to +71°C operating temperature.

For more information contact your local Sorensen representative or; Raytheon Company, Sorensen Operation, Richards Avenue, Norwalk, Connecticut 06856.

Tel.: 203-838-6571; TWX: 710-468-2940; TELEX: 96-5953.
With a memory like this you can forget the logic.
FROM YOUR TRUTH TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inputs</th>
<th>Outputs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A B C D E F G H</td>
<td>W X Y Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 1 0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1</td>
<td>0 0 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0</td>
<td>0 1 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0</td>
<td>0 1 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0</td>
<td>1 0 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0</td>
<td>1 0 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 1 0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0</td>
<td>1 1 0 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TO YOUR MM 521

16 pin Dual In-Line

Use the logic easily programmed into our ROM (Read Only Memory) elements. With a minimum of time (typically four weeks), we can set up the simple interconnection metalization pattern your needs dictate and start shipments. Costs about a thousand dollars.

ROM elements are far simpler to make than a new, untried logic design. No logic race conditions; no logic circuit debugging. Our MOS ROM elements are fast, 500 nanoseconds. They operate from ±12 volt supplies, easily compatible with DTL and TTL.

MM521, 1024 bit element (256 x 4), 16 pin Dual In-Line device, is $45.00 in 100 quantity. MM522, 1024 bit element (128 x 8), 24 pin Dual In-Line is $60.00.


National/MOS
An Economical Approach to all your Decimal Counting Designs. Burroughs' new dual-in-line packaged decimal counters were designed to satisfy an industry need for a low-priced, highly-reliable, IC decimal counter that would replace the two packages now required to provide a decimal count. This Burroughs innovation fulfills these requirements through the use of 10-stage SCS ring-counter logic and provides the extra advantages of high noise immunity, (up to 6V peak); preset inputs; resettable to any number; plus the inherent advantages of Bi-polar MSI. Designed for applications with 12 volt logic, this new hermetically-sealed counter is available in two configurations: the BIP-2610, designed with output voltage sufficient to directly drive a NIXIE® tube, and the BIP-2611, a lower-cost unit designed with output voltage sufficient for all applications not requiring a NIXIE tube readout. Call or write Burroughs Corporation, Electronic Components Division, Box 1226, Dept. C1, Plainfield, N.J. 07061. Tel: (201) 757-5000.
Technical Articles

What is a 'systems' approach? It's just the name of the game
page 68

Checks of a system's response to purely random inputs can prove difficult because of the problems involved in reproducing such signals. Pseudo-random binary sequences, however, offer a way out. They're periodic, can be generated with a clock and shift register, and have an autocorrelation function similar to that of random binary sequences. In short, they're well-equipped to hoodwink systems long enough to run an adequate test.

PRBS can fool the system
page 82

A multipurpose circuit developed for a special-purpose system provides greater stability against transients, supply-voltage variations, and temperature extremes than off-the-shelf devices. In theory, such performance comes at a high price. But volume buying and greatly reduced testing requirements bring custom circuits into the off-the-shelf cost ballpark.

Single building block proves logical choice for custom IC's
page 88

The tuned circuit, heart of communications receivers, has long resisted integration on a monolithic chip. Approaches using external inductors or integrated active filters have not proved particularly successful. Now, however, a 30-year-old idea—the phase-locked loop—has enabled Signetics engineers to build precisely tuned IC's, without precision components, for such applications as f-m radios and telemetry receivers.

Phase locking: integrated tuned circuits made easy
page 94

New etchant puts dielectric isolation in the groove

Coming

An anisotropic etchant that forms V-shaped isolation grooves, conserving silicon and alleviating control problems, makes dielectric isolation economical for all linear, high-voltage, and some digital IC's. Formerly, this technique was limited to expensive, radiation-hardened circuits.
Systems engineering

What is a ‘systems’ approach?
It’s just the name of the game

Few can agree on exactly what the term means, but systems engineering, with its emphasis on total and continuous planning throughout the life of a program, has become a must when there are complex jobs to be done.

By Raphael Kestenbaum
Associate Editor

To some it’s a discipline, to others simply a process. Still others see it as an art, a philosophy, a panacea, or a boogeyman. But whatever systems engineering is, there’s no denying that the “systems approach” has become the hallmark of vast military programs, is now being applied to the management of civilian engineering projects, and will be employed in meeting some of the nation’s major social needs.

If the descriptions of systems engineering are vague, there’s no mystery about its method: the total and continuous planning of a project from inception to phaseout. The need for this kind of planning and constant evaluation lies in the complexity of the tasks engineers are being asked to tackle. Systems engineering has been applied to Polaris, Minuteman, Saturn, the Ballistic Missile Early Warning System (BM EW S), the giant C-5A cargo plane, and the controversial Sentinel antiballistic missile system.

These and other military programs have produced a cadre of nearly 15,000 systems engineers, some of whom are now looking into the challenging social problems of our time. The contractors who’ve applied systems management to defense projects will have to go the same route when working on ambitious and sophisticated civilian programs. The stakes will be high and the penalties for guessing wrong drastic. The old way—proceed and patch—is wasteful; when there’s a lot of men, money, and materiel involved, the job must be done right the first time.

“Systems engineers are waiting to apply their skills to law enforcement, health, education, and transportation,” says A. Wayne Wynmore, chairman of the systems engineering department at the University of Arizona. “No matter what the field,” he continues, “the systems engineer is the one who looks at the total problem, not just the electrical or mechanical components.”

To the design engineer, the word “system” could mean an extensive radar setup or the navigation gear in an aircraft. To the systems engineer, it denotes the total resources brought to bear on a task or problem—prime and support equipment, personnel, buildings, land area—plus all the factors involved in planning, operating, and maintaining the system. He regards each individual part of this scheme—human or hardware—as a component of the system. He’s thus concerned not only with equipment performance and cost, but with, say, the availability of spare parts, the training of personnel, job safety, and the quality of transportation to and from the project site.

As a procedure, systems engineering can be broken down into five broad stages: concept formulation, system definition, acquisition, deployment, and phaseout. These stages cover the life of any system, from brainstorm to junk heap. The systems engineer is most active during the first two phases, particularly system definition.

In concept formulation, he works with the customer to define the problem, set objectives, and map alternative solutions—all in the broadest terms. He also establishes the technical and economic constraints, often under a low-cost study contract but sometimes through informal discussions. The results of such discussions usually form the basis for the customer’s specifications.

In the system-definition stage, analysis, simulation, synthesis, evaluation, and selection are performed. The analyst outlines the system components—hardware, personnel, facilities, and support
—for each alternative plan. With the help of a computer, he then optimizes the factors of performance, cost, risk, and time, producing a number of reports, many in block-diagram form.

In synthesis, this information is converted into a “catalog” of hardware specifications. The alternatives are then evaluated and a candidate is selected for development. A detailed specification is drawn up.

In the acquisition phase, often handled by a subcontractor rather than the systems house, research, development, design, assembly, and testing are performed. The equipment is then installed and operated.

Maintenance and logistic support come into play during the fourth, or operation, stage, and design modifications are made at this point. Finally, the life cycle comes to an end when the system is phased out or replaced.

Special features

Some engineers maintain that this step-by-step organization of a project reflects nothing more than good but ordinary engineering sense. They're right —up to a point—but systems engineering has some unique characteristics, too. For one thing, fundamental to the process is the use of quantification—the assignment of numerical values to certain system elements—in deciding tradeoffs.

Also, and most important, systems engineering is an iterative process. As a project progresses and more data becomes available, certain assumptions are altered and design changes made. In addition, systems engineering is an interdisciplinary activity, drawing on the talents of physicists, mathematicians, psychologists, economists, and any other specialists a project might require. Finally, systems analysis focuses on the interface situation; each subsystem is evaluated in relation to its impact on the other parts of the system.

"The essence of the systems approach," says Bruce Miller of Northrop Nortronics' systems analysis group, "is the balance and tradeoffs you make with each component for the good of the system as a whole. Often, you deliberately sacrifice performance and accuracy in subelements to achieve the level of cost effectiveness and performance required by the total system."

To get a clearer idea of how systems engineering works, consider again the first two stages of the system’s life cycle.

The concept-formulation stage begins with a problem. In the case of the Defense Department, the problem might be a Soviet strategic capability for which no countermeasure yet exists. In the civil sector, the problem might be the saturation of transportation facilities in the Northeast Corridor from Boston to Washington, D.C.

After the problem is defined, a general plan of attack is devised within the stated technical and economic bounds. The Pentagon might find that a new manned strategic bomber would suit its needs. For the Northeast Corridor situation, the solution could be a high-speed railway system connecting major cities.

Now the costs of ownership, development, operation, and maintenance must be estimated and a minimum acceptable performance standard agreed to, again in broad terms. A target date is set for operation.

When the process moves into the system-definition stage, the system's requirement and constraints are fed in and a firm specification comes out, as shown on page 70. Note the feedback loops, which indicate that the systems people are in frequent contact with one another.

Model work

In the systems-analysis stage, the analyst, often the systems engineer himself, delineates the functions and activities of the system's elements and subelements with the help of computer simulations. Here he presents the computer—digital, analog, or hybrid—with a set of differential equations linking
Systems definition. This stage takes the process from analysis to decision-making. Information accumulated at each step along the way—and through feedback—determines the final choice among candidate systems.

the system's parameters to operational conditions. The system is rarely simulated as a whole; instead, the subsystems are simulated and their models are tied together.

Simulation can also combine a mathematical model with hardware, if any has been built. In fact, the more hardware included in the simulation setup, the more accurate will be the analyst's predictions.

In practice, the analyst simulates iteratively. He must continually change his model as he learns more about the realities of the system, particularly about the interface phenomena.

After analysis, the necessary equipment, personnel, facilities, and support are pinpointed in the synthesis step. The analyst's functional specifications are transformed into such practical data as circuit diagrams. Whether to use existing equipment is one big question that's answered at this stage. Here the computer steps out of loop, temporarily; people decide the system's final form.

Down to business

As an example of how feedback loops operate in systems engineering—how equipment is modified by the changing needs of the over-all system—consider the backup guidance system developed by the TRW Systems Group for the Apollo program's Lunar Module (LM). What started conceptually as a relatively simple attitude-reference system grew, as the mission's purpose was refined, into a full-fledged guidance system.

TRW's abort guidance section of the Lunar Module is a strapdown inertial unit that provides attitude-reference, navigation, and monitoring information. It takes over control of the spacecraft if there's a failure in the primary guidance system at any point in the lunar landing portion of the Apollo mission, and helps guide the lunar vehicle safely into a rendezvous orbit with the Command and Service module.

The Apollo 9 flight in March marked the first application of a true strapdown guidance system.

The system uses no gimbals; instead, inertial sensors, such as gyros and accelerometers, are fixed to the body of the vehicle. The strapdown's "stable platform" is maintained mathematically by digital torquing from a guidance computer.

Early in the systems-analysis stage, the backup was defined as a minimal system providing an attitude reference on a flight director display to aid the astronauts in steering the Lunar Module. NASA was aiming for as little redundancy as possible in the Lunar Module. If there was to be any, the space agency wanted it in the life-support systems. Thus the system analysts rejected the most obvious solution to the guidance backup problem—a complete duplication of the primary guidance system. Work was done to see if the primary system could be pared down to an attitude-control system, but this was found to be difficult.

At the same time, TRW, United Aircraft, and others had been working on the possibility of developing a strapdown system to do the job. TRW proposed an arrangement with three gyros, two moderate-accuracy accelerometers, and an instrument-quality accelerometer placed along the thrust vector of the Lunar Module's engine.

However, system design was undergoing changes as various NASA groups refined their subsystem needs and altered the over-all model. For example, NASA and Grumman wanted to drive the flight director display faster and cut down on the waiting time needed for the display's gimbals to assume their correct position. Another requirement added was for a capability to monitor the system automatically in flight. These requirements and others fed into the system model changed the design requirements for the backup system.

Though some at NASA were reluctant to proceed with a new technology—a strapdown system that
Another factor influencing the over-all system model was a growing doubt among some NASA project officials that the spacecraft tracking network on earth would always be able to supply the LM with updated guidance data. Since the basic elements of a completed guidance system were already designed into the reference unit—the gyros, accelerometers and digital computer—TRW proposed a full guidance capability. This backup system could now track the Apollo command module, calculate the positions of the craft before rendezvous, and automatically guide them together.

The new system would require range and rate data from the LM's radar, so systems engineering got back in the act with a man-versus-machine decision. Should a hard-wired interface be used (like the one in the primary guidance system), or should the job be done indirectly by keyboard? This was a relatively easy choice as the hard-wire interface would be complex and expensive, and the keyboard was already aboard the module. It was therefore decided that an astronaut would give the backup guidance system the radar information via keyboard. Also, the computer's memory capacity was again expanded, this time to 4,000 words, and the instructions were increased to a total of 27.

This is the configuration that flew in Apollo 9. And according to David Meginnity, the TRW engineer in charge of the strapdown system, a "first look at the flight data" indicates that the backup system performed as well as the primary one. The astronauts in the LM were guided by the strapdown system during the first half-hour of the first burn of the descent engine as they moved away from the command module. And before separation, the astronauts used the backup system to check out the module's attitude-control system.

Another example of systems engineering in action would be ILAS, the Integrated Light Attack Avionics System worked out for the Navy by Sperry.
Loss effective?

No one seems to know when systems engineering was first practiced. Some say it was launched by such World War II contracts as the B-29 bomber or the $2 billion Manhattan project. But not even at Bell Labs, where systems engineering has been developed into a way of life, are staffers able to identify the first systems job.

One thing is certain. What we now call systems engineering is a creation of the Defense Department. The surge of technology that followed World War II created a bewildering assortment of weapons from which the military had to choose. Hence systems analysis.

The Pentagon has long recognized the need for total planning. Poorly estimated contracts cost it large sums in the late 1950's. By 1962, contract overruns were eating up 40% of the department's development funds. Weapon systems' costs were typically running to three times the amounts estimated when the contracts were let.

Carryover. Development costs, the military learned, accounted for but a fraction of the total outlay for a system over its life span. For example, the Air Force still pays NEA about $40 million annually to operate and maintain NEAMS, though the system was completed in 1964.

To put a halt to runaway costs, former Defense Secretary Robert McNamara initiated the policy of "total package procurement" and promulgated the concept of cost effectiveness—including the costs of support and maintenance—as a basis for decision making. A systems analysis office was opened in the Pentagon in 1961.

But though the Government hoped to reap savings from systems engineering, the technique itself is now indirectly under attack in reviews of Federal program expenditures. Transportation Secretary John A. Volpe has ordered a freeze on funds for the supersonic transport pending further study. The project, contracted to Boeing, has already cost the Federal Aviation Administration $650 million.

Missile gap. In Congressional hearings on the Sentinel arm system, Stuart Symington, (D., Mo.), senior member of the Senate Armed Services Committee, has challenged the Pentagon estimate of a $5.5 billion total cost; Symington maintains that a figure of $9.4 billion would be more realistic.

And critics recall that McNamara ordered the scrapping of the Skybolt missile and the high-altitude B-70 bomber when these projects were well under way and billions of dollars had already been spent on them. Rep. George H. Mahon, (D., Texas), chairman of the House Appropriations Committee, claims that $8 billion has been spent by the military in the past 15 years on projects that never came to fulfillment.

The possible loss of such staggering sums has added fuel to the arguments over systems engineering. "Costeffectiveness?" smirks one observer. "You mean loss effectiveness." The systems approach, he adds, "is missing the boat if you have to lay out excessive sums before you discover you've got a flop."

Rand's Systems Management division. The Navy wanted a highly flexible and precise weapons delivery capability for its light attack aircraft. Following a study by Sperry, the ILAAS concept was formulated; four of the aircraft's major electronic systems—navigation, weapons delivery, communications, and flight control—were to be integrated through a central computer complex. The Navy's specification spelled out what the service wanted in the way of reliability, accuracy, weight, size, and power levels. It was then the company's task to implement these requirements and deliver a working system.

Sperry geared up its systems management organization (it employs 1,000 systems engineers). This group decided to go with building-block modular design to ease maintenance in case of local malfunctions caused by enemy hits. In the analysis step, Sperry engineers divided the major systems into functional subsystems. The navigation subsystems, for example, were to consist of computers, an inertial platform, radio aids, radars, converters, displays, controls, and recorders. These were further broken down into subassemblies. For instance, the inertial platform was to include gyros, accelerometers, amplifiers, and pickoffs.

Alternate approaches were analyzed in the light of simulation results and parameters. Interfaces were studied. An optimum configuration was finally selected for design, and a number of subcontracting specifications were drawn up for its development.

The components have since been built, assembled, ground-tested and installed in the Navy's A-6 Intruder attack aircraft, where the system is now undergoing further testing. In addition, the Navy is being supplied with ILAAS spares, trainers, manuals, field personnel, and other support elements. Sperry says it expects to keep in close touch with
Family planning. As indicated here, there must be a constant flow of information among all the people involved in a systems scheme throughout the life cycle of the system.
One man's opinion

The University of Arizona's A. Wayne Wymore believes the time has come for systems engineering to stand on its own feet and stop being just "another subgroup of the IEEE." Wymore, chairman of the university's systems engineering department, sees the systems approach as more a point of view than anything else. It's an important point of view, though. With the problems engineers are being asked to take on today, it is imperative that they see things in terms of total systems and not just "knobs and dials."

"You can define systems engineering in terms of techniques, operations research, mathematical models, or computers, but that's missing the point, which is responsibility for the whole system," he says. "Tools are handy, of course, and if we could build systems by going into a Buddhist-like trance, then by God, we'd be teaching Zen Buddhism."

**Generalists.** Wymore believes systems engineering is eventually going to have the same relation to sociology, economics, and psychology that engineering has traditionally had to physics. We send our students to take these courses in exactly the same spirit we send them to physics and chemistry classes—that is, to use the knowledge gained to make engineering decisions."

"Actually, it's the whole point," Wymore asserts. "Modern control theory has taught us there are restrictions to linear phenomena. It's pretty clear to anyone who takes a systems engineering viewpoint that control theory is not applicable to the big problems. It doesn't describe anything accurately enough to be applicable except in some very simple cases. Even in the aerospace industry, where systems engineering originated, it has only been successful because of self-imposed restrictions. But when you look at the interconnections of a system and all you have going for you is a linear theory, you can't get very far."

Wymore speaks of control theory with some authority. He spent his internship in the fields of computer sciences and industrial control before joining the university's faculty.

**Study program.** The kind of background he thinks a systems practitioner needs is indicated by the six courses required in the systems engineering department: probability and statistics, operations research and optimization techniques, computer sciences, systems theory, engineering math including thermodynamics and circuit theory, and—most important—human factors.

"If you're going to take on the total responsibility for a technological system," says Wymore, "you've got to look at the human beings, who're elements of the system, and at the system-society interface."

Wymore, who's now developing a health service program for Arizona's Papago Indians, says his research into systems mathematics, together with that of Professors R.E. Kalman of Stanford University and M.D. Mesanovic of Case-Western Reserve University, is going to have a heavy impact on engineering practice in the next few years. The models that have been developed, he says, "are powerful enough to handle the very wild, hairy kind of things that describe the behavior of human beings."

the Navy if the system goes into operation.

Systems executives agree that what makes the process work is its emphasis on feedback and iteration among the people involved in all stages of a program's life cycle. All too often, systems engineering is thought of as a one-way street, with the systems engineer giving orders to the designer, who, in turn, predetermines the builder's work. The builder then tells the tester, installer, and repairman how their jobs should be done, and so on. Actually, information and advice must flow up the line as well as down. The subassembly builder must let the assembly designer know if he will fall short of his expectations or exceed them. The researcher must keep the systems analyst informed of any new techniques that might prove better and cheaper. And feedback loops should link subcontractor and contractor, field engineer and designer, and support personnel and equipment operators. Finally, the systems engineer himself must be in constant touch with the customer.

How does the design engineer fare in all this? There are some in the technical community who fear that as systems engineering spreads, personal initiative will be swallowed up in the engineering superstructures. "Already," says Joseph R. Fisher of Sylvania, "the designer is losing his status" because though he can use his ingenuity to the fullest,
he does so within constraints placed on him by the systems management. "He has a more rigid set of requirements to meet," Fisher says. "In a big system, the designer can't start until the guy before him hands him his spec."

However, Martin Astrow of Sperry's Systems Management division believes systems engineering gives the designer greater responsibility, not less. "The designer now has to perform tests under environmental conditions to meet the spec," he says. "And he just has to know more. When ILAAS designers were told the equipment needed cooling, they had to go out and learn the fine points of thermal design before choosing among fins, a cold plate, or some other types of coolers."

Astrow doesn't feel that systems management has in any way encroached on the designer's creativity or diminished his status. "No one element is more important than any other in a system," he asserts. "If the circuits fail, so does the project."

**Paper production**

But if some engineers feel they're being imposed upon, so do certain contractors. These men resent the military's practice of telling them how to go about their systems engineering.

The issue was joined recently over the Air Force's rather rigid 375-5 systems engineering management procedure. After some success with earlier versions of the format in the Minuteman program, the Air Force decided to apply 375-5 to the biggest piece of hardware around—the C-5A transport contracted to Lockheed-Georgia. But the requirements laid down for documentation and justification of engineering decisions have generated mountains of paper down the line through the 2,000 subcontractors and sub-subcontractors. The project has nearly drowned in its own paperwork.

Grumblings have been heard in industrial quarters about "getting hung up on procedural matters" or "the flood of regulations being forced down our throats." [Electronics, Sept. 16, 1968, p. 153]. The grievances were spelled out to the military through the Council of Defense and Space Industry Associations (Cod sia). As a result of the pressures from the electronics and aerospace industries and reform-minded parties within, the Air Force decided to issue a "softer" version of 375-5, a guide outlining what is needed from the contractor, not how the systems engineering should be done.

This modified version, still being smoothed out, will be published in four to 10 months, according to informed sources. These sources also believe that the "soft" 375-5 will immediately thereafter be put to the test in the contract-definition stage of the FX tactical fighter program [Electronics, Nov. 25, 1968, p. 34].

Meanwhile, the new format is serving as a guide to the Pentagon in the drafting of a tri-service document on systems engineering specifications. This document won't be published for two years, but a policy statement on systems engineering is expected from the Defense Department this year.

That some systems engineering jobs have wound up failures is due, in the main, to poor definition of the original problem, according to Eberhart Rechtin, director of the Advanced Research Projects Agency. An outstanding example here is the F-111. As a plane designed to serve the widely varying needs of the Air Force and Navy, it's a washout. After six years of work, the Air Force has a plane plagued with mechanical difficulties, and the Navy has dropped the aircraft altogether and opted for the F-14A.

Another factor in poor systems engineering is overreliance on the system model. S.W. Colomb of the University of Southern California cautions against the tendency of the systems analyst to confuse the model with reality. "The model is like a map," he says. "It may obscure the complexities of the terrain. Though it provides a simple enough picture to be grasped at a glance and is helpful in plotting a route from one point to another, you will never strike oil by drilling through the map."

And even the best systems engineering in the world can be frustrated by outside events. A case in point is Lockheed-Georgia's C-5A; aside from the deluge of paperwork, the project has been beset by continuing labor strikes and materials shortages caused by the war in Vietnam.

In fact, the company was recently forced to announce a six-month production delay. Lee Poore, vice president for operations at Lockheed-Georgia, blames the holdup on inflation, labor problems, and unpredictable shortages of raw materials. "In the latter part of 1964," he says, "we were looking pretty good. It was a buyer's market then. But later, the Vietnam war took up everything available in the commercial plane market. Commercial aviation backlogs doubled and tripled. We soon found ourselves in a seller's market with lead times from 26 to 32 weeks instead of six to eight weeks. You can do the finest job in systems engineering and still can't foresee the problems you'll run into, any more than you can predict the changing state of the basic economy."

The C-5A contract was let in October 1965 at a cost of $2.98 billion. Overruns have now brought the cost to $4.34 billion, according to the Defense Department.

Some systems engineers find that too little attention is paid to people in all this planning, and several want more emphasis placed on a system's capacity to absorb adjustments. This built-in flexibility will be especially important, naturally, in systems designed to meet human— and thus shifting— needs. As one engineer puts it, "The engineering may become the villain to the citizen who in years to come must live in an unyielding atmosphere created long ago and far away by someone he never knew."

In this regard, the planner of tomorrow's cities, schools, and social services must emulate his counterpart in the military engineering field and be willing to accept and plan for the obsolescence of his system.
These specialists can’t wait to get their hands on our new plastic transistors. How about you?

If you fit one of these descriptions, our new family of B-133000 plastic power transistors is for you:

You’re a power-circuit designer. Interested in $V_{CEO}$ up to 80 volts? Good gains up to 4 amps? And isolated collector? You know you are.

You’re a manufacturing man. Get rid of those extra insulating washers and bushings. Our plastic transistors are electrically isolated. Mount them in a one-step operation with just a self-tapping screw.

You’re a mechanical engineer. Here’s a plastic package surrounded by a corrosion-resistant, protective metal form.

You’re a components specialist. Now you can get interchangeability with other plastic configurations and TO-66 mounting arrangements.

You’re a circuit reviewer. We’re offering safe operating areas for all the 20-watt ($T_c = 25°C$) B-133000’s. They’re rugged, second-breakdown-resistant, silicon mesa NPN devices.

You’re a purchasing man. You get low cost two ways—a low price tag and you don’t need any expensive mounting kits. Delivery is fast—from distributor stock or directly from us.

No matter who you are, you’ve got a good reason for checking on our B-133000’s. Write: The Bendix Corporation, Semiconductor Division, Holmdel, New Jersey 07733.

B-133000-008 SERIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$I_c$ Max.</td>
<td>4.0A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V(BR)CEO$</td>
<td>40, 60 or 80V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{CES}$</td>
<td>60, 80 or 100V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_T$</td>
<td>20W at Case Temp. $T_c=25°C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$hFE$</td>
<td>2.8W in free air at $T_A=25°C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$hFE$</td>
<td>100-300 at $I_c=0.5A^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$hFE$</td>
<td>12-48 at $I_c=4.0A^{**}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f Min.</td>
<td>1 MHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bendix Electronics

Chicago—(312) 637-4633; Denver—Electronic Component Sales, (303) 771-6200; Detroit—(313) 548-2120; Greenwich, Conn.—(203) 369-7797; Holmdel, N.J.—(201) 946-9400; Horsheads, N.Y.—(607) 732-3882; Lexington, Mass.—(617) 851-3500; Los Angeles—(310) 970-4100; Merriam, Kansas—Mid-America Marketing, (913) 332-8678; Minneapolis—(612) 970-3653; Orlando, Fla.—(305) 422-8048; Richardson, Texas—P. J. Scantlon Co., (214) 213-4661; Rochester, N.Y.—(716) 260-5550; Runnemede, N.J.—(609) 933-2550; Seattle—Rev. Johnston Co., Inc. (206) 342-6170; Timonium, Maryland—(301) 828-6877; Export—Cable: "Bendixint," 100 Third Avenue, New York, (212) 938-2222; Ottawa, Ont.—Computing Devices of Canada, P.O. Box 508 (613) 829-1800; San Juan, Puerto Rico—Southern International Sales Co. 723-3879.

Circle 76 on reader service card
Pulse width varied by a “switched ground”

By Theodore T. Kalal
Wisconsin School of Electronics, Madison

Many circuits that vary pulse widths and repetition rates use relays as switching elements to operate mechanical devices. These elements, though, can be sources of undesirable noise. The circuit shown here, uses a relay, but merely as a load; the component could be replaced by another so long as the load currents could still be handled. The actual switching is done by a silicon controlled rectifier and two unijunction transistors.

When the switch is closed, C1 charges until it fires unijunction Q1. The positive spike at the unijunction’s base turns on the SCR and energizes the relay, completing a path to the external circuit.

With its anode at about ground, the SCR has a negligible voltage drop across it during conduction. When this anode is at virtual ground, the junction of R2 and C2 drops from its 12-volt potential to virtual ground. C2 then charges through R3, R4, and the SCR until Q2 fires. The positive spike turns Q2 on and places a low impedance across the SCR.

A spike several microseconds long assures the SCR’s recovery. When the spike ceases, Q2 can’t sustain the relay current. The relay de-energizes and opens the contacts to the load. The SCR’s anode then rises to 12 volts, and opens the circuit of Q4. C4 begins to charge again and the cycle is repeated until the switch is opened.

Potentiometers R, and R4 adjust repetition rate and duty cycle, respectively. Repetition rates from 2 to 60 seconds are possible with pulse durations from 0.5 to 25 seconds.

This circuit can be used to operate strip-chart recorders, and shutters in time-lapse photography.
Modified regulator yields variable d-c reference

By Arnold Steinman

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Berkeley, California

It is often useful when designing transistorized equipment to be able to vary the device's output d-c level. By merely adding a transistor to the standard transistor regulator circuits found in most power supplies, one can obtain a variable d-c reference for any choice of input and output voltages. The transistor is operated as a constant voltage source, and varying its bias varies the d-c level between the power supply output and the ground reference.

Q2, Q3, and Q4 form a standard voltage regulator whose output voltage can be varied by adjusting R2. Q1 acts as the constant voltage source and determines the voltage between the negative terminal of the power supply and the reference ground. The reference voltage is set by varying R1, which varies the bias to Q1.

The output voltage can be varied from 15 to 24 volts while the reference voltage can be varied from −2 volts to −23 volts. The circuit can be built for different reference voltages by changing the values of R1, R3, and R4.

The input and output d-c voltages can be changed as long as care is taken not to exceed the transistor breakdown voltages and power dissipations.

A negative-resistance circuit doubles for V or I control

By Francesco Broch-Toniolo

National Electric Energy Agency, Rome

A negative-resistance circuit having only two terminals can either be current- or voltage-controlled. The positions of a diode and a resistor determine the type of circuit.

In the current-controlled circuit, currents below I1 (see graph) cause only Q1 to conduct. The collector voltage is kept low so Q2's base voltage is lower than its threshold value. When Q1's base...
voltage reaches the conducting voltage of diode $D_1$, $Q_1$'s collector current can no longer increase; $Q_1$'s collector voltage rises and $Q_2$ begins to conduct. The voltage at $P$ rises, causing a smooth reduction in the base and collector currents of $Q_1$, and consequently a further increase in the base and collector currents of $Q_2$.

The value of $R$ assures that current jumping will not occur as in a Schmitt trigger and that the circuit's voltage decreases gradually; the characteristics thus show a negative slope in that section. When the current reaches the value $I_B$, $Q_1$ stops conducting because the difference between the voltages of $D_1$ and $P$ has dropped below the threshold value of $Q_1$'s base voltage. For currents above $I_B$, only $Q_2$ conducts.

In the voltage-controlled circuit, neither transistor conducts at voltages below $V_c$. At voltages between $V_c$ and $V_A$, $Q_2$ conducts. At $V_A$, $Q_1$ starts conducting by drawing current from $Q_2$'s base reducing its collector current. At $V_B$, $Q_2$ no longer conducts.

In the current-controlled circuit, $I_A$ can be made greater than $I_B$, and in the voltage-controlled circuit, $V_A$ can be made greater than $V_B$; under these conditions two flip-flop circuits are obtained, one current-controlled and the other voltage-controlled.

---

**CURRENT-CONTROLLED**

**VOLTAGE-CONTROLLED**

Curve fitting. Points A and B can be located on the voltage-current curve with a large degree of freedom by appropriate selection of the circuit components, thus obtaining any value of negative resistance between zero and infinity. Linearity depends on the transistors and diode.
Our new high energy silicon power transistors.
15 Amperes.
80 to 120 Volts.

The Delco Radio DTS-100 series. NPN. Triple diffused. Ruged.
All the experience gained from our very high voltage silicon power line has gone into the development of these new transistors.
They were especially designed for the extreme under-the-hood environment of our I.C. voltage regulator. We found these devices ideal for applications requiring high efficiency switching or high power amplification.
The Delco triple sequential diffusion gives the DTS-100 series the high energy reliability that's needed for very tough switching jobs—resistive or inductive. The 28-volt shunt regulator above, for example, is amply handled by the DTS-103 (V_{CEx} of 80 volts). For complete data on this circuit, ask for our application note No. 42.
In the direct coupled audio amplifier above right, the DTS-107 displays the excellent frequency response, gain linearity and transconductance of this family. This circuit is covered in our application note No. 43.
Our solid copper TO-3 package provides maximum thermal capacitance to absorb peak power pulses. Its low thermal resistance (0.75°C/W Max.) assures the extra reliability you expect from Delco.
Like more information? Just call us or your nearest Delco Radio distributor. All our distributors are stocked to handle your sample orders.

**DELCO RADIO**

**DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS**

**KOKOMO, INDIANA**

**THE KOKOMOANS ARE IN POWER**

---

**FIELD SALES OFFICES**

**Union, New Jersey**

- 5708 West 10th St. (201) 567-7070

**Chicago, Illinois**

- 6060 N. Harlem Avenue (312) 775-5411

**Ontario, CA**

- 90401 1st St. (213) 760-8887

**Denver, Colorado**

- 80110 12th Ave. (303) 636-1550

**St. Louis, Missouri**

- 63144 E. 30th St. (314) 282-5400

**Tulsa, Oklahoma**

- 74104 15th St. (918) 587-9124

**San Diego, California**

- 92101 15th St. (619) 487-3681

**Ontario, California**

- 91764 5th St. (818) 763-1550

**Scarborough, Ontario**

- 91764 5th St. (416) 763-5150

---

**For Audio Amplification.**

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Ic Cont.</th>
<th>Ic Pulsed</th>
<th>Vcc@5mA</th>
<th>Vcc@25mA</th>
<th>Vcc@250mA</th>
<th>hre@20A</th>
<th>hre@5A</th>
<th>Vcc@1OA</th>
<th>Hr@1MHz</th>
<th>Pwatts</th>
<th>Max.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DTS-103</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>20-55</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTS-104</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50-120</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTS-105</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>20-55</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTS-106</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>20-55</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTS-107</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>20-55</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**IELDS OF EXCELLENCE**

---

**ILLINOIS 60076, Mergua Electronics, Inc., 7701 N. Austin Ave., (312) 287-5400**

**ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 63144, Electronic Components for Industry Co., 2605 South Hanley Road, (314) 677-5505**

**WEST—ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 87108, Hyer Electronics Company, 130 Alvarado Drive, N.E., (505) 766-5767**

**TEXAS 75201, Adleta Electronics Company, 1825 McKinney Ave., (214) 747-9257**

**COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO. 80902, L.B. Walker Radio Company, 9 E. Vermijo St., (303) 636-1661**

**DALLAS, TEXAS 75201, Adleta Electronics Company, 1825 McKinney Ave., (214) 747-9257**

**DENVER, COLO. 80219, L.B. Walker Radio Company, 20 Bryant Street, (303) 935-2460**

**ENGLEWOOD, COLORADO 80110, Hyer Electronics Company, 8101 E. Prentice Ave., (303) 771-5285**

**FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76102, Adleta Electronics Co., 153 South Hill Street, (214) 748-1271**

**LOS ANGELES, CAL. 90015, Radio Products Sales, Inc., 1561 South Hill Street, (213) 748-1271**

**Palo Alto, CAL. 94303, Kierulf Electronics, Inc., 3969 East Bayshore Road, (415) 587-9124**

**SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84115, Hyer Electronics Company, 1425 South 2nd West, (801) 487-3681**

**TORONTO, ONTARIO, 91764 5th St. (416) 763-5150**

**CALGAR, ALBERTA, 5940 5th Ave., South, (403) 763-1550**

---
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To electronic equipment, pseudo-random binary sequences look like band-limited noise, but since they're periodic and can be generated precisely, they make excellent test inputs.

By A.J. Martin
Solartron Electronic Group Ltd., Farnborough, England

Wind gusts, electrical noise, or other types of random disturbances can by chance appear at a system's input. Therefore, any complete test of a system should include a check of how it responds to random signals.

The trouble with random signals, though, is that they're random; they can be defined only mathematically and are difficult to generate precisely. These faults make testing with random signals difficult because a good test signal should be measurable and repeatable.

Fortunately, systems are a bit gullible; they can be fooled into thinking, at least for awhile, that certain types of well-defined periodic signals are random. One example of this type of wave is the pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS). Over segments of time shorter than its period, this sequence looks random.

Besides being a valuable tool, a pseudo-random binary signal is easy to generate. By using digital methods and analyzing certain shift-register configurations, an engineer can design a controllable and accurate PRBS generator. Its basic components are a shift register with a couple of feedback loops, some gates, and a clock. If a digital-to-analog converter and some logic circuitry are added, the generator also puts out a multilevel signal that has a pseudo-random amplitude distribution.

The need for random testing comes from an engineer's desire to know how his system will respond under the worst of conditions. Electronic systems are often exposed to noise generated by high-speed switches, such as fast relays, logic circuits, and silicon controlled rectifiers. Random input could also result from a sudden drop in input power when another system is turned on.
The question to answer here is will the system respond to an alien random input in a way that would produce an undesirable output.

But electronic systems aren’t the only ones that can benefit from testing with random signals. The PRBS generator can simulate random loading of mechanical systems. After all, when a plane is flying or an antenna is sitting on top of a hill it’s a little late to try to determine how these mechanical systems will react to gusts of wind.

Engineers usually design and test a system by measuring or observing its response to a deterministic input, such as a sine wave or a step function. There are two reasons for this approach. First, it’s easy to build a generator that produces, over almost any frequency range, a precisely defined deterministic signal which can be measured without any formidable problems. Second, the response of a system to deterministic inputs is well understood since the concepts involved are straightforward.

However, random-signal testing, as opposed to pseudo-random testing, has been slow in developing because it’s difficult to build random-signal generators with precisely controllable outputs. Just as a sine-wave generator that has deterministic properties which are ill-defined is of little help, so also a noise generator or a random-signal generator with a vague specification is useless. Besides all of this, the statistical nature of the random signal makes it difficult to build a close-tolerance noise generator from certain natural sources, such as gas-discharge tubes, nuclear sources or semiconductor devices.

On the other hand, the PRBS generator has an output with precisely defined statistical parameters. And since it’s driftless, the output has good stationarity. In addition, the bandwidth can be exactly controlled, and the generator is programmable.

As an introduction to the nature of pseudo-random binary sequences, consider a coin being...
Flipper. Imagine a pulse generator controlled by a person flipping a coin—heads, the output is +a and tails, it's —a. If he flips a coin at whim, the output is a random-telegraph sequence; if the flipping is periodic, a random binary sequence is generated. A pseudo-random binary sequence is a segment of a random binary sequence played over and over. For times less than the segment's length, the autocorrelation functions of the random binary and the pseudo-random binary sequences look very much alike.

flipped in the air a number of times. If the coin is flipped periodically, if the sequence of flips is filmed, and if the film is shown over and over, a person watching this continuously playing film sees a pseudo-random sequence of heads and tails.

To take it a step at a time, the occurrence on each flip of a head or a tail is equally likely, and the result of any particular toss is statistically independent of all the other tosses. So if the coin is tossed q times, the number of heads, n(H), and the number of tails, n(T), that occur on the average will be

\[ n(T) = n(H) = q/2 \]

if q is sufficiently large.

Imagine a device that produces an output of +a volts when a head occurs and —a volts when a tail occurs. And imagine also that this device's output after a particular toss, or event point, is constant until the next event point. The output is called a random telegraph signal. The randomness of this signal results, first, from not knowing when the coin will be flipped and, second, from not knowing if the coin will come up heads or tails.

Suppose now that the device is further constrained so that coin tosses, or event points, can occur only at intervals of \( \Delta t \) seconds. This constraint removes a degree of randomness from the signal. It's known with absolute certainty when
the coin will be flipped, i.e. when event points will occur. The only uncertainty is whether the signal will change or remain the same at a given point. A device working under this additional constraint—periodicity—puts out a signal known as a random binary sequence.

If another constraint is placed on the device—the total number of event points is q—and if these event points are recorded on a loop of tape and the tape is played continuously, the resulting signal will be periodic, with a period T = qΔt. Apart from the periodicity, this signal resembles the random binary sequence, and is called a pseudorandom binary sequence.

**Look alikes**

The only way to describe and compare random signals is with statistics. A complete specification requires that all the probability-density functions be defined. In practice, however, it’s usually enough to specify the following parameters:

- **Mean value**
  \[
  \bar{x} = \lim_{T \to \infty} \frac{1}{T} \int_{0}^{T} x(\lambda) \, d\lambda
  \]

- **Mean square value**
  \[
  \bar{x}^2 = \lim_{T \to \infty} \frac{1}{T} \int_{0}^{T} x^2(\lambda) \, d\lambda
  \]

- **Rms value**
  \[
  \sqrt{\bar{x}^2}
  \]

- **Autocorrelation function**
  \[
  \rho_{xx}(\tau) = \lim_{T \to \infty} \frac{1}{2T} \int_{-T}^{T} x(t) \cdot x(t-\tau) \, dt
  \]

- **Power-spectral-density function**
  \[
  \Phi_{xx}(\omega) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \rho_{xx}(\tau) \cos \omega \tau \, d\tau
  \]

- **Probability density function**

All can be easily specified for a pseudorandom binary sequence.

The autocorrelation function is a convenient statistical parameter for comparing random and pseudorandom sequences. From any observation of the pseudorandom binary sequence for less than one period, it would be inferred that the sequence is a true random binary sequence. Only when observation times exceed one period is there any indication of non-randomness. This subjective concept may be backed up mathematically by a consideration of the autocorrelation functions of the two types of sequences.

A pseudorandom binary sequence has a period of T = qΔt where Δt is the period of the clock pulse, and q is the sequence length in bits. The signal’s autocorrelation function is also periodic, also with a period T. It may be shown that the autocorrelation function is

\[
C_{xx}(\tau) = a^2 \begin{vmatrix} 1 - \frac{kT - \tau}{q} \end{vmatrix}^{q + 1} \]

where \( |kT - \tau| \leq \Delta t \)

\[
C_{xx}(\tau) = a^2/q \]

where \( |kT - \tau| \geq \Delta t \)

where \( k = 0, \pm 1, \pm 2, \ldots \)

\[
q = \text{sequence length in bits}
\]

There’s strong correlation at integral multiples of qΔt, a fact that relates to the fundamental physical nature of the pseudorandom binary sequence.

The random signal, on the other hand, has zero correlation for delays greater than \( \Delta t \), so, on the average, there’s no relationship between switching points—a result of the statistical independence as well as the coin tossing process.

Both types of signals have essentially the same autocorrelation function for time delays less than one period. The difference occurs when \( q \) is an odd number since, in this case, the number of heads can’t equal the number of tails. The offset of the autocorrelation function when \( q \) is odd has a nonzero mean value.

\[
\text{Offset} = a^2/q \quad \text{when} \quad q \text{ is odd}
\]

\[
= 0 \quad \text{when} \quad q \text{ is even}
\]

When \( q \) is large, the zero-frequency offset is small. At zero delay the autocorrelation function of both signals equals \( a^2 \), which is the mean-square value of the signal.

The autocorrelation function of the random telegraph sequence is for a case when the event points satisfy a Poisson distribution that has a mean switching rate of \( \Delta t \) seconds. All that can be said is that the autocorrelation function approximates that for the pure random binary sequence.

The power-spectral-density curves of both the random binary and the pseudorandom binary sequences have envelopes of the form \( (\sin x)/x \). So both are band-limited sequences. The difference is that the pseudorandom sequence’s spectrum is a discrete, or line, spectrum, not a continuous one. As the period of pseudorandom signal lengths, the lines of the spectrum come closer together and the spectrum looks more like the continuous spectrum of the random binary sequence.

The lines of the spectrum occur when \( \omega \) is

\[
\omega = 2\pi k/(q\Delta t)
\]

The power at each line varies inversely with the sequence length. For example, if sequence length is doubled, the power at any particular line is halved. But line density is doubled since the total power in the signal is constant, independent of bandwidth. In other words, the area under the spectral-density curve is constant.

If the pseudorandom binary sequence were applied to a system, the system would have to remember the signal for longer than one period.
Booster. The length of a sequence depends on how many configurations of 0's and 1's are possible in the register. This circuit, in a feedback loop, increases that number.

The long one. When the feedback loops are arranged so that an n-stage register puts out a maximum length sequence—as is the case for the two registers on the left—the register runs for \((2^n-1)\Delta t\) before repeating. So a maximum length sequence from a three-stage register is \(7 \Delta t\) long.

The marks. As this table illustrates, the output of the five-cell register (above table) is a maximum length sequence. Every possible register state occurs except the all-zero state; there are 32 possible states, i.e. \(2^5\), and 31 states, i.e. \(2^5-1\), occur.

In any column there are 15 0's, i.e. \(2^4-1\), and 16 1's, i.e. \(2^4\). There are 16 runs altogether; half of them are \(\Delta t\) long and a quarter are \(2\Delta t\) long.

Of the eight runs that are \(\Delta t\) long, four are runs of 0's and four are runs of 1's.
to detect any difference between this sequence and a pure binary random sequence. This is the same as saying that a system would require an extremely narrow bandwidth (which is equivalent to a long memory) to be able to separate the lines in the power spectrum of a PRBS. So if a system has a wide bandwidth, it reacts in a similar way to either type of sequence.

The simplest of pseudo-random binary generators consists of a shift register, a clock, and a feedback loop. The clock drives the register at a fixed rate, and the loop joins the register’s first cell to its last. The PRBS can be tapped from any of the register’s cells.

The sequence certainly isn’t random because the sequence of 0’s and 1’s is determined solely by how many cells are in the register and in what way the feedback loops are connected.

If the register in the drawing on page 84 is driven at a rate of (1/Δt) hertz and if the register’s initial state is as shown in the table’s first column, then the output after each clock pulse is as shown along the x₀ row.

After six pulses the register is empty. With feedback, a continuously circulating pattern of 0's and 1's—a pseudo-random sequence—is generated.

Two AND gates, two inverters, and one OR gate, arranged as shown in the drawing on page 86 can greatly extend the sequence length. This arrangement of gates is similar to a half-adder; missing only is the AND gate used to produce a carry bit.

Consider the three-stage register in the drawing on page 86. The initial state of all the registers is 100. Both register Q and R generate a pattern in the output cell, x₀, that repeats after every seven clock pulses. In register S, the pattern in the output repeats, but after only three clock pulses. Further, in the last case, the 100 state never repeats whereas in Q and R every possible condition of the shift register occurs except the all-zero state, which if it appeared would cause a collapse of the circulating pattern. The first two arrangements are generating what is known as a maximum length sequence.

For an n-cell register with feedback from the appropriate cells, the output is a sequence of 0’s and 1’s that repeats every (2ⁿ−1) Δt seconds. This is the repetition period for a maximum length sequence; all possible states of the shift register occur (2ⁿ states) except the all-zero state.

Maximum length sequences have the following properties:

- Every possible shift register state occurs once, except the all-zero state.
- In any cell, during a sequence the total number of 1’s that occur is given by 2ⁿ⁻¹ and the total number of 0’s is given by 2ⁿ⁻¹−1.
- If the clock frequency is 1/Δt, one half of the total number of runs in a sequence are Δt long, and one quarter of the runs are 2Δt long.
- The number of runs of 1’s, Δt long, equals the number of runs of 0’s, Δt long.

There are a couple of ways to convert the output of a PRBS generator into a multilevel sequence. One approach is to feed the pseudo-random binary sequence to a lowpass, sharp-cutoff filter. The filter's output has a first-order probability distribution that is approximately Gaussian. Certain constraints have to be observed relating to the cutoff frequency, clock period, and sequence length. In general, the cutoff frequency must be much greater than the clock frequency, and less than the sequence's repetition frequency. The power-spectral density of the filter's output is still a discrete spectrum and the higher order distributions are not necessarily Gaussian.

Another approach is to use the first s cells in the register to generate an s-bit digital number which is fed to a d-a converter through scaling circuits. The converter's output is given by

\[ z(t) = \sum_{i=0}^{∞} a_i x_i (t - iΔt) \]

where \( x(t) \) is the pseudo-random binary sequence, and \( a_i \) is a scaling factor.

This expression is similar to

\[ z(t) = \int_{-∞}^{∞} g(\lambda) x(t - \lambda) \, d\lambda \]

This equation gives the response of a linear time-invariant filter to an impulse \( g(\lambda) \). The weighting coefficients, \( a_i \), can be considered a digital representation of \( g(\lambda) \). In fact, the coefficients could be chosen to give an approximation to a sharp-cutoff-filter weighting function. This idea is attractive when low frequencies are involved since it eliminates the need to design a low-frequency cutoff filter.

One thing the generator's register should always have is a 1. If the all-zero state occurs, the register's output drops to 0, and stays there. To preclude this, the designer of the generator can use the instrument's synchronization pulse.

Since the generator is usually used as part of a test or monitoring system, it should put out a sync pulse anyway. In Solartron's JM 1861 PRBS generator the complementary outputs of all the register's cells except the first are connected to an AND gate. Whenever these stages all have 0's, the gate puts out a pulse one-clock-period wide. This pulse, which is used as the generator's sync pulse, inserts a 1 into the first stage, thus preventing the all-zero stage from occurring.

This generator's clock frequency ranges between 0.001 Hz and 1 megahertz, and the register length can be set at 5 cells (31 bits) up to 20 cells (over 10⁶ bits). If the generator were set at its lowest clock frequency and longest register length, it would take 30 years to run through a sequence.

Any PRBS generator needs a wide frequency range so that it can test both slow (process control) and fast (communication) systems.
Solid state

Single building block proves logical choice for custom IC’s

Multipurpose circuit for special-purpose systems delivers more stability against transients, supply-voltage variations, and extreme temperature conditions than do off-the-shelf devices.

By Donald K. Lauffer
National Cash Register Co., Hawthorne, Calif.

Getting the edge on competitors in the market for special-purpose digital computers is especially difficult if the designer uses standard off-the-shelf integrated circuits. Such IC’s are designed for maximum yield and versatility; the supplier wants to manufacture them in volume and distribute them at a low cost to the users and a reasonable profit to himself. Built to meet a mass market, these circuits naturally satisfy a great many requirements irrelevant to the specific application of a special-purpose computer—and at the price of tradeoffs that can cost the computer whatever competitive edge it may have.

Custom circuitry can provide the kind of performance a specialized application demands, but the designer must keep expenses down to justify its use. He will have to order these circuits in large volume in order to amortize the special handling and overhead costs involved.

The logical approach to logic design, would be to employ a minimal number of configurations and if possible a single basic building block. Outside the obvious advantage of volume buying, there’d be benefits so far as inventory, testing, field maintenance, and card layout. The following presents a study made by the National Cash Register Co. to determine some of the characteristics desired in the design of the IC employed in the single building block for its Century Computer series:

• That it be able to provide AND, OR, and INVERT functions. NAND-gate outputs would be tied together for the AND function, and NOR outputs for the OR function.
• That the circuit be able to drive large fanout and capacitive loads from a low-impedance source, permit the use of a pullup resistor at the end of the transmission line for partial or complete termination, and drive such loads as incandescent lamps and relays. The output terminal should therefore have an open collector and a reasonably high current-sink capability at a low saturation voltage.
• That the circuit be able to withstand large voltage fluctuations. The supply voltage should be low enough so that the current generated through termination pullup resistors doesn’t cause heavy power dissipation or exceed the current-sink capability of the circuit’s output transistor.
• That the breakdown characteristics be such that latch-up wouldn’t occur when the normal reactance of the logic or some miscellaneous loads are driven. The circuit should have a saturated output to guarantee a low-impedance logic state, and should be immune to transient loading effects.
• That the load resistor not be tied permanently to the output transistor but be tied to a separate terminal so that collectors can be ANDed together. The load resistor’s impedance value should be about equal to that of the normal signal distribution lines.
• That the input current be compatible with output sink characteristics. Thresholds and input leakage must give enough output-to-input noise margin.
• That the circuit’s transient characteristics, such as propagation delay, rise and fall times, and pulse shape, be highly stable under conditions of temperature and supply-voltage variation.

An important factor bearing on the design of a custom logic circuit is the backplane wiring. The backplane defines how power is distributed in the system and what line termination impedances should be used. The designer can use point-to-point wire busing (soldering), manual or tape-controlled wire-wrapping, single or multi-layer etched backplanes, or combinations of all of these.
The choice largely depends on whether the system needs high-speed series logic with a highly sophisticated etched backplane and complete-line termination, or a slower logic in parallel with wire-wrapped backplane and partial-line termination. Both systems can be built to provide about the same performance. The wire-wrap approach is the more economical and flexible when applied to standard backplanes. It also permits rise times of 1 to 1¼ nanoseconds per volt—generally sufficient for most customer's needs. With these rise times and saturated logic circuits, the backplane must incorporate partial termination and reasonable noise margins (300 to 350 millivolts).

Rise times faster than 1 nanosecond per volt generally require complete termination and almost perfect impedance matching, which means fixed-etched backplanes and exact termination resistors. Batch-fabricated, multilayer etched backplanes can be costly, though, when logic changes are made.

Thus, the use of a wire-wrapped backplane puts the following constraints on the computer design:

- Saturated logic should be used to guarantee a low-impedance logic state and immunity against transient loading effects.
- Termination or pullup-resistor-type logic with an impedance in the range of 150 to 250 ohms should be used.
- Noise margin should be much larger in the pullup state than in the saturated state.

After deciding on the backplane, the output characteristics of the circuit can be defined. The output impedance of the circuit should approximate the characteristic impedance of the interconnecting wire-wrapped lines.

The best choice for the circuit’s output is a grounded-emitter transistor with an open collector, and a separate pullup resistor connection on the outside of the package. The separate pullup resistor allows the option of using it at either end of the line and of using the output transistor to drive miscellaneous loads without having to sink pullup current. The resistor also gives the circuit the capability for wire-ANDing the outputs, without which the building block count and the average logic delays would have been increased by about 30%.

The maximum power supply voltage is determined by the pullup resistor (150 to 250 ohms) that partially terminates the line in its characteristic impedance, the circuit’s power, its number per package, fanin, and fanout.

Satisfaction

A fanout of eight, fanin of four, and a capability of tying eight outputs into a wire-AND configuration should satisfy all logic functions with little compromise. Using a fourteen lead, dual-in-line package, the maximum power dissipation should be limited to about 350 milliwatts per package, over a temperature range of +15°C to +55°C. This limits the design to two circuits per package, if pullup resistors are to be included in the package.

Power dissipation as a function of supply voltage and pullup resistance, disregarding the other circuit components, is approximately

\[ P_{\text{mw}} = 2V_{\text{in}}^2/R = 13.3V_{\text{in}}^2 \]

For a \( V_{\text{in}} = 4 \) volts, 5 volts, and 6 volts, all with a minimum pullup resistance of 150 ohms, the power is 213 mw, 333 mw, and 479 mw, respectively (assuming two pullup resistors). Thus the maximum supply voltage is 5 volts, if a 150-ohm resistor is used and the package includes two circuits. But 5-volt \( V_{\text{in}} \) leaves only marginal power for the rest of the circuit (17 mw) so a high gain would be required for this choice.

It is apparent that complete- or partial-line termination forces the designer to provide currents of about 20 to 30 millamps just for the termination, if high speeds are to be achieved. This feature alone eliminates many off-the-shelf circuits such as TTL for the circuit choice.

Another important consideration when choosing a supply voltage and pullup resistor is how much current will be needed to drive capacitive loads. This becomes especially significant when several outputs are tied together as in a wire-AND function, because each output contributes capacitance which must be charged to the load’s threshold before the fanout will be switched. Maximum speed demands a high \( V_{\text{in}} \), a low pullup resistor, and a low threshold.

### Taking the fifth

Circuits III and V shown on page 89 were fabricated monolithically using exactly the same components and geometries with identical specifications for the purposes of analyzing their transient characteristics. The designs used the following circuit specifications.

A supply voltage of four volts was chosen as best to obtain good circuit speed. The threshold was set at 0.8 volt to allow 350 millivolts of noise margin on top of a saturation voltage of 0.45 volt. This allows more than a volt of noise margin at the upper level, with an upper threshold of 2.5 volts. To achieve a fanout of eight at a reasonably low beta, input current was limited to a maximum of 3.88 milliamps. With the 150-ohm minimum pullup resistor, the output transistor must sink 60 ma at \( V_{\text{sat}} \leq 0.45 \) volt. The specification was increased to 70-ma sink current at 0.6 volt to assure both proper overdrive for speed and enough current to drive miscellaneous loads.

Supply drain current for the two circuits in the package was set to a maximum of 72 ma to limit power supply requirements. By setting output voltage breakdown at 10 volts, different loads can be driven at power supplies ranging from 4 volts up to 10 volts and at the same time voltage protection is provided in the power supplies. Output leakage current was limited to 115 microamps to...
The circuit's threshold should be as close to the saturation voltage as possible for fast-rising waveforms, but far enough away from it to maintain an a-c and d-c lower noise margin. Good noise margin and fast circuit speed are difficult to achieve in the circuit without compromising one for the other.

Noise levels must be kept well below 300 millivolts for saturated logic and a 150-ohm termination, and below 800 millivolts for lines with 250-ohm terminations on one end and open circuits on the other. Ground and signal noise combined, a lower margin of 350 millivolts and an upper noise margin of 1 volt, is a safe constraint.

Now that the characteristics wanted from the single building block circuit are known, the next step is to examine available circuits and decide which come closest to satisfying needs. Further improvements can then be made in this circuit that will enable it to meet design constraints.

Resistor-transistor logic offers neither the gain nor the noise margin sought in the system. It also lacks the capability of ORing the outputs by tying collectors together.

Emitter-coupled logic (ECL) is faster and can drive higher fanouts than RTL, but is also a poor choice because ECL doesn't have a saturated output, the emitter follower is very sensitive to wirewrapped reactance, and its short voltage swings don't provide adequate noise margin, and cannot switch loads, such as lamps and relays, to ground.

Transistor-transistor logic contains an active pull-up which prohibits collector ANDing the outputs, making it unsuitable for the special-purpose system. Even though the active pullup can quickly drive large capacitive loads, large transient currents are demanded from the power supply to yield fast-rising output waves which therefore generate two kinds of noise: power distribution noise, and signal noise developed from the fast rise time at the output. The design goal is to get high performance without generating excessive rise-time noise.

The input leakage currents of TTL, because of an inverse beta developed with multi-emitter input transistors, are three orders of magnitude higher than diode-transistor logic. Active pullup is needed to provide a low voltage current source for these high leakage inputs. If a resistor pullup were used, serious degradation of upper noise margin would result, especially at high temperatures.

The active pullup requires an intermediate phase-inverter transistor for control. The addition of this inverter stage adds both an extra Miller effect and a saturation storage delay to the total propagation delay of the circuit. When the output transistor saturates, the charge removal from the input transistor results in a current surge that generates noise on the input driving line. Furthermore, the propagation delay is very sensitive to the impedance of the driver, while other NAND types such as DTL are not as sensitive.

Several DTL schemes might be good choices. All are capable of providing collector ANDing, since the pullup resistors are not internally connected to the
output transistor collectors.

Several factors determine which DTL circuit should be used. DTL's with multi-emitter transistor input gating contain parasitic capacitance at their common node, while those with collector-base diodes contain an isolation diode from input to ground for each diode.

If high voltage breakdown is important (over 7 volts), the collector-base diode must be used. And for high speeds, the collector-base configuration is best because parasitic capacitance at the inputs is driven by a low impedance source (a saturated transistor or low impedance pullup resistor). In the multi-emitter structure, the capacitance at the node must be charged through the node impedance, which is in general 5 to 10 times higher than the pullup impedance, which adds to the system delay.

The collector-base diode structure offers the advantage that the isolation diode will tend to clamp transients on long reactive lines. In fact, some manufacturers purposely place diodes on TTL-circuit inputs to rectify overshooting and ringing. The advantage of the multi-emitter diode structure is its small chip area. In either case, the delay at the node is generally smaller compared to other circuit delays.

The ideal transient properties of the logic circuit from the system designer's view are the following:

- High speed with virtually no delay within the device. If any delay is to occur, it should be from the rise and fall time of the circuit.
- Good dynamic noise range with immunity from transients generated by switching fansouts. Therefore, the prime objective is to provide a circuit with minimal internal delay and relatively slow rise time.

Five variations in DTL are shown on page 89. The first circuit, I, is the standard form. It has been used as a discrete circuit in vacuum tubes as well as transistors in all generations of data processing equipment to date. The problem with it as an integrated circuit is the tight control of resistor tolerances, supply voltage, fanout, and especially the pullup resistor (150 ohms). It is not within the realm coefficient which causes tracking in the wrong direction in this region for circuit V. The third circuit's characteristics show multiplication of $\beta_{1m}$ with temperature. The variation of $\beta_{1m}$ as a function of power supply voltage shows that V tends to be significantly more stable than III.

The fifth circuit's output base current drive $\beta_{1m}$ exhibits a negative temperature coefficient due to the base resistor's positive coefficient and the reference diode's negative coefficient with temperature. But beta increases about 1% per degree Centigrade. These two effects therefore compensate to hold $\beta_{1m}$ constant with temperature. Circuit III's output base current and beta both exhibit positive temperature coefficients and therefore cause $\beta_{1m}$ to increase rapidly with temperature.

Comparing the d-c transfer characteristics of III and V as a function of temperature (the resistor ratio $R_1/R_2$ in V was set at 0.6) III's characteristics are steeper (which is desirable) than V's. However, analysis of the difference between the minimum and maximum breakover points show very little difference over the temperature excursion. This means that even though V's characteristics are not as steep as III's, the switching threshold band is identical in width over the temperature range.
of high yield integrated circuits because with these constraints a high beta requirement is imposed.

The second circuit differs from the first by only a transistor and resistor replacing the diode $D_1$. The added stage of gain tends to relieve the tight resistor and supply-voltage tolerances, and furthermore, reduces the gain constraint of the output transistor by a factor of $(\beta_1 + 1)$ where $\beta_1$ is the common emitter current gain of $Q_1$. The disadvantage of this circuit is that its intermediate stage, $Q_1$, suffers from the Miller effect and saturation-stored charge delay in the same way as the TTL phase-inverter stage, which directly adds to the total propagation delay of the circuit.

The third circuit has all the advantages of the second one with the additional advantage that $Q_1$ doesn't saturate, thus eliminating the additional storage delay.

**Modified stage**

The circuit uses a modified current-gain stage with resistive feedback to prevent saturation. The ratio of $R_1$ and $R_2$ is designed to prevent saturation of $Q_1$ at maximum temperature. The minimum sum of $R_1$ and $R_2$ is limited by input current specifications. Since $Q_1$ never saturates, no storage delay exists. However, the resistance in the collector circuit causes phase-inversion feedback to the base-driving network and, therefore, also causes collector-base capacitance multiplication (Miller effect) which appreciably delays the current transfer through the device.

The most direct means of eliminating both saturation and Miller effect is to remove the collector resistance as shown in IV. The emitter follower configuration doesn't saturate nor suffer from Miller effect delays. The resistance removed from the collector must be put in the emitter circuit to limit current through $Q_1$ otherwise short circuiting can occur. This resistance provides offset between the input diodes and the output transistor and therefore allows diode $D_2$ to be discarded.

The latter circuit does not have its threshold fixed at two diode drops as does the third one, but rather by the ratio of resistors $R_2$ and $R_3$. The input diodes will not reverse bias and provide adequate noise margin for the upper level input signals. This is an intolerable condition and therefore eliminates the fourth circuit as a design consideration.

The best method of overcoming the weakness in the fourth circuit is to clamp the node at a reference level which provides adequate reverse biasing of the input diode. The fifth circuit has a diode-type voltage reference built into the circuit.

The Miller effect delay that exists in the third circuit does not exist in the fifth. There are other advantages of the fifth that the third doesn't have. Each circuit has a slightly different output basecharge time delay. This delay is the time required to charge the output transistor's base from approximately zero volts to the point at which the base-emitter junction is forward biased. The input to the third circuit must rise to a voltage level approximately equal to the sum of the turn-on threshold voltage of the transistor plus the forward voltage drop of diode $D_5$ before collector current will start to flow in the output transistor. The fifth's input must only rise to a voltage given by the expression $V_{TH} \left( 1 + R_2/R_3 \right)$, where $V_{TH}$ is the threshold of the output transistor.

**Variations with power**

The biggest dynamic difference between the two circuits' delay characteristics is their variation with supply voltage and temperature. The equation for the base-charging current to the output transistor in the last circuit shows no variation due to changes in $V_{TH}$ at all. It was assumed that $V_{BE} \approx V_{T}$ which is not strictly true. Calculations show that charging current varies by approximately 3.7% per volt change in supply voltage. Evaluating this charging current for the third circuit indicates a 48% change per volt. This big difference in current change with supply voltage effects the transient and d-c stability of this circuit.

The circuit that most closely matches the design constraints discussed is the fifth circuit. Almost every parameter of this circuit depends on the values of $R_2$ and $R_3$ or their ratio. The supplier, therefore, can easily improve the circuit's performance by changing only one mask.

$R_2$ and $R_3$ are fabricated as a single resistor with a tap. Adjustments are made by changing the size of the tap. Enlarging the tap's opening, lowers the value of both $R_2$ and $R_3$ keeping their ratio constant. Moving the tap in one direction or the other adjusts the resistors' ratio.

By lowering $R_3$ and $R_4$, more turn-on and turn-off current is delivered to the output transistor, causing the circuit to switch faster. But this also increases power supply drain current. Adjusting the ratio of $R_3$ and $R_4$ changes both thresholds and the ratio of turn-on to turn-off current flowing to the output transistor. With this flexibility, the manufacturer can make improvements in the circuit rapidly and economically by altering only the oxide removal mask for the metallization contact. This can result in large savings to the designer when developing high performance custom circuits.

Systems that used the circuit operated successfully using a supply voltage tolerance of 3 to 5 volts, and met the transmission and noise immunity provisions. Use of the single dual-XAND gate building block enabled implementation of 80% of the system's electronics on 6 plug-in boards. The inherent temperature stability of the circuit allows it to be tested at room temperature, and thus reduce test costs. Handling and maintenance costs are low due to minimum use of plug-in board types and the use of a single building block.

The author wishes to express his appreciation to the staff at the Signetics Corp, for its technical assistance and contributions in the development of the subject circuit. Further he wishes to acknowledge the cooperation of Robert Gunderson, Wilbur Miller, Jack Fort, Raymond Chung, and Harry Veroba.
Integrated electronics

Phase locking: integrated tuned circuits made easy

Adaptation of this old technique provides a surprisingly simple way to get the resonant-frequency accuracy required in communications without having to employ any active filters or external inductors

By Hans R. Camenzind and A.B. Grebene
Signetics Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif.

The heart of a communications receiver—the tuned circuit—has proven to be the part most resistant to integration on a monolithic chip. The reason: of all the techniques used to produce an integrated equivalent of a inductance-capacitance circuit, none has yielded the resonant-frequency accuracy required in communications.

However, there's now an approach that gives every indication of solving the problem. By adapting a 30-year-old idea—the phase-locked loop—Signetics has been able to make precisely tuned integrated circuits without precision components. These circuits, soon to be introduced commercially, will make it possible to build f-m receivers, for instance, in which the i-f amplifier and demodulator are contained in a single IC.

Naturally, the phase-locked loop isn't a universal solution to the problem of integrating tuned circuits; it's not yet useful for single-sideband circuits, for example, and for tuning transmitters, IC's still have power limitations.

The phase locking used in Signetics' IC's is similar to the arrangement used for many years to track satellites, stabilize the frequency of klystrons, and filter information out of noise. The loop, as shown at the right, contains a voltage-controlled oscillator that produces a signal, \( f_2 \), whose frequency is proportional to a d-c voltage. The signal is mixed with the input signal, \( f_1 \), in a phase comparator (sometimes called an analog multiplier) that produces the sum and difference of the two frequencies at its output. This frequency mixture is then fed through a low-pass filter, amplified, and connected to the control terminal of the vco.

To understand these workings, imagine that \( f_1 \) is the only frequency at the input. If the difference between \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) is large (much larger than the cutoff frequency of the low-pass filter), the entire output of the phase comparator is filtered out by the low-pass filter and there's no control voltage. The vco therefore runs at its preset frequency.

But if the difference between the signals is small, the vco signal, \( f_2 \), locks to \( f_1 \). Essentially, \( f_2 \) tries to duplicate the input voltage because of the error signal generated by the comparator-filter-amplifier portion of the loop.

Depending on the phase difference between the two signals, this error signal can be positive or negative, as shown on the next page. (To make the diagram simple, \( f_2 \) is a square wave.)

Thus, when the vco frequency is close to that of the input signal, the error voltage pulls the vco frequency toward the input signal—an effect similar to the locking shown in the diagram.

---

Looping and locking. In the phase-locked loop, an error signal locks the circuit on to the input signal.
to automatic frequency control in an f-m receiver. And once the vco is locked to the input signal, the error signal will make it follow variations in the input frequency. This means, in the case of f-m, that the modulation of the input signal is duplicated in the vco signal, and the error signal is the demodulated input signal.

If other frequencies besides \( f_1 \) are present at the input, their frequency differences and products are outside the passband of the low-pass filter and are therefore eliminated—or at least are strongly attenuated. The loop has roughly the selectivity of the low-pass filter translated into the input frequency range.

Phase locking has several interesting features:
- The vco frequency needn't be particularly precise or stable since once it moves close to an input frequency, it's drawn toward that level and held there. The "lock range" of a phase-locked loop can be many times the bandwidth. And the fact that inaccuracy and drift can be tolerated considerably eases IC design and fabrication.
- For f-m, the phase-locked loop performs the function of a demodulator. There's no need, therefore, for a demodulating circuit such as a ratio detector, a Foster-Seeley discriminator, or a quadrature detector.
- The phase-locked loop is a highly selective circuit. Just a simple one-stage (and large-tolerance) RC low-pass filter produces a selectivity comparable to that of three i-f transformers.
- Since the vco frequency alone determines the received frequency, only one external element is needed for tuning.
- The level of the input signal doesn't matter much as long as it exceeds a certain threshold and is below a certain maximum that would saturate the input stage. In other words, the phase-locked loop is its own limiter because when the phase difference is 90°, any input signal amplitude results in a zero error voltage, as shown at left. And the range between the threshold and the tolerable upper level is quite wide.

Several phase-locked tuned IC's have been built at Signetics. One such circuit, the f-m i-f amplifier and demodulator shown on the next page, delivers a 100-millivolt audio signal with less than 1% distortion; the input signal can be between 800 millivolts and 100 millivolts. Component tolerances are the large values typical of IC's (about 20%), and no unusual processing steps are needed.

The vco is a modified Wien-bridge oscillator whose free-running frequency is set by an external trimmer capacitor, \( C_t \). The frequency can be shifted by using the junction field-effect transistor between bipolar transistors \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) to alter the loop gain. The gate of the FET, in other words, is the control input of the vco and carries the error voltage.

The phase comparator consists of a differential pair of transistors, \( T_3 \) and \( T_4 \), whose gain is adjusted by means of another junction FET. The vco signal is connected to this FET and the input signal is connected to the differential pair. The difference
Similar. Experimental phase-locked f-m i-f amplifier uses bipolar and field effect transistors on the same chip. Its performance is almost identical to that of a discrete three-stage i-f strip. Resistances are in kilohms, capacitances in picofarads.
is amplified through \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \), filtered with an external capacitor, and fed through emitter follower \( T_3 \), which provides low output impedance.

To get n-channel FET’s on the same chip as the bipolar transistors, the base diffusion is used for the gate of the FET’s. To keep the gate region narrow, a separate p diffusion is made underneath the gate region before the epitaxial layer is grown.

The interference rejection of the phase-locked circuit is almost identical to that of a discrete three-stage i-f strip. In fact, this circuit was placed in a high-quality f-m tuner (the Sherwood model S-3300) with no noticeable degradation in tuner performance. A single IC with two external capacitors (a 12-picofarad trimmer and a 1,000-pf ±20% paper capacitor) was thus used to replace two transistors, two IC’s, three i-f transformers, one ratio-detector coil, 16 resistors, and eight capacitors.

The phase-lock principle isn’t limited to consumer devices either. Signetics has built an f-m multiplex receiver that operates over a frequency range from a fraction of a hertz to 300 kilohertz and is intended for multichannel f-m telemetry, data transmission, or telephony. Although it’s more complex than the consumer-type amplifier-demodulator, it requires a smaller chip area.

It differs, too, in that the vco employs constant current charging and discharging of a capacitor to give an extremely linear (low distortion) voltage-to-frequency conversion. As shown on next page, external resistor \( R_1 \) determines the charging current and is used for fine tuning, while the value of \( C_1 \)—the timing capacitor—determines the coarse frequency range.

The bandwidth can be adjusted from 1% to 20% by \( R_2 \), which controls the gain of the amplifier. The low-pass filter capacitor is external \( (C_2) \).

For a-m receivers, the phase-lock loop must be slightly more complex. To demodulate a-m, the signal is first fed through the phase-locked loop.

---

**Rockier roads**

Before the advent of phase locking, the most obvious way to integrate an i-f strip was to put all tuned elements outside the chip and integrate only the active elements and their biasing components. This method requires a separate IC for each stage, and therefore doesn’t reduce the cost.

In principle, it’s possible to combine all amplifiers in a single chip, but many pins are needed, and parasitic coupling between the input of the first stage and the output of the last stage is a serious problem.

To combine more circuitry on one chip, filtering and amplification can be separated. But this requires a filter that has combined selectivity of all the LC filters that it replaces, and such a filter tends to be expensive. And then there’s the problem of where to place the filter. If it’s connected in front of the amplifier, the filter loss impairs the noise figure. On the other hand, if the signal is amplified first and then filtered, the filter must be able to handle extremely large voltages—if a weak signal is received at full gain, a strong neighboring signal could easily damage the filter input.

**Drifting, drifting.** Of course, frequency selection is not the only domain of LC resonant circuits. Respectable performance can be obtained with only resistors and capacitors, which, unlike inductors, can be integrated. Many schemes have been proposed, among them the forward transmission active filter, a notch filter in the feedback path of the amplifier (illustrated), the gyrator, and the negative-impedance converter.

However, such circuits tend to drift too much with temperature. And to obtain the 0.5% tuning frequency precision needed in an i-f strip, adjustable thin-film components have to be used, and these are expensive.

Finally, there are a number of unique and occasionally ingenious approaches to eliminating inductors by mechanical or piezoelectric resonance effects. (The resonant-gate transistor is an example.)

To get precision, however, the resonating elements must be individually adjusted. With the microscopic dimensions of integrated circuits, this is expensive—or even impossible.
The vco frequency (which now represents the unmodulated carrier frequency) is then compared with the signal in a quadrature detector, whose output thus represents the difference in the amplitudes of the two signals—that is, the amplitude modulation.

So far, if the receiver operates at 1 MHz or higher, it has been possible to integrate only the i-f section. Before the entire receiver—an f-m radio, for example—can be integrated in a single phase-locked loop, a few hurdles have to be surmounted.

First, the sensitivity of the loop has to be increased to the point where it’s possible to lock onto a signal of only a few microvolts, and this requires a lot of d-c gain. Although it’s not difficult (or expensive) to get high gain from an IC, minute mismatching at the input can saturate the amplifier completely. A chopper-stabilized amplifier is a possible solution here.

Second, because input signals vary in amplitude, a large dynamic range is necessary. The present range is limited to 60 decibels because a large signal upsets the balance of the phase detector, driving it into saturation. It will take careful design of the phase detector to extend to 80 or 100 db.

Finally, the frequency range has to be extended—for some applications, at least. With ordinary linear IC devices, the present upper limit is 50 megahertz. But with special designs (that is, with shallow base and emitter diffusions and very small areas), the cutoff frequency could be increased 20 times.

Surprisingly, the phase-locked loop has turned out to be a remarkably simple approach to the tuned circuit—and a foolproof one as well. For one thing, there’s just about no stray coupling. This sort of coupling in an IC is largely capacitive and therefore especially noticeable at high frequencies, but the phased-locked circuit—aside from the phase detector and vco—operates at audio frequencies.

Also, the technique provides a large number of independently variable parameters, making it easy to suit the phase-locked loop to a particular application. For example, the vco frequency sets the center frequency of the filter but doesn’t alter any other parameter. On the other hand, the bandwidth (the capture and lock range) can be adjusted by means of the d-c gain and the low-pass filter’s cutoff frequency without altering the center frequency.

It’s important to note that since the phase-lock approach is an unusual one, some of the usual evaluations can be misleading. It’s impossible, for instance, to measure the selectivity of a phase-locked loop simply by applying a varying signal at the input and plotting the response at the output. The vco would jump toward the input signal as soon as the frequency difference became small enough, and would hang on to it until the range of the error voltage was exceeded.

The true test of performance comes with actual application. The user’s operations provide the proving ground, so the communication channels between user and supplier must be kept wide open.
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Speed costs particularly when you don't need it.

### COST/PERFORMANCE — UTILOGIC II vs "THE OTHERS"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DECISION FACTOR</th>
<th>UTILOGIC II</th>
<th>930 DTL</th>
<th>MC800 RTL</th>
<th>7400 TTL</th>
<th>MC830 DTL</th>
<th>SUHL I TTL</th>
<th>SUHL II TTL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D. C. NOISE MARGIN (mv)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;O&quot; Level</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;I&quot; Level</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAN OUT</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPEED (ns typical)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRICE (100-up)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quad Gates</td>
<td>$1.07</td>
<td>$1.55</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
<td>$1.55</td>
<td>$1.55</td>
<td>$2.40</td>
<td>$2.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual Binaries</td>
<td>$1.99</td>
<td>$4.75</td>
<td>$2.30</td>
<td>$3.85</td>
<td>$4.75</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td>$6.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What the chart says is simply this: except where TTL speed is essential, Utilogic II is the best buy in both performance and cost. Utilogic II not only provides fan out up to 16 and noise immunity up to 1.1V (nearly twice what you get in other IC families) but is available in reliable silicone DIPs. In addition, it is the only logic family that allows you to implement functions any way you choose—with AND, OR, NAND or NOR elements. Last thing. Check the prices below.

Now, wasn't that fast?

### UTILOGIC ELEMENTS (+10°C to +55°C) IN 14-LEAD DUAL IN-LINE PAK (100-UP)

- SP300A: Dual 3-Input Gate Expander $0.99
- SP301A: Diode Expander 0.99
- SP305A: 6-Input AND Gate 0.99
- SP306A: Dual 3-Input AND Gate 0.99
- SP314A: 7-Input NOR Gate 0.99
- SP317A: Dual 4-Input NOR Gate 1.07
- SP321A: Dual J-K Binary 1.99
- SP322B: Dual J-K Bircry 2.35
- SP333A: Dual 3-Input OR Gate 1.07
- SP334A: Dual 4-Input OR Gate 1.11
- SP337A: Dual 4-Input Expandable NAND Gate 1.31
- SP356A: Dual 4-Input Line Driver 1.45
- SP370A: Triple 3-Input NOR Gate 1.07
- SP374A: Triple 3-Input OR Gate 1.11
- SP375A: Triple 2-Input OR Gate 1.11
- SP377A: Triple 3-Input NAND Gate 1.11
- SP380A: Quad 2-Input NOR Gate 1.07
- SP384A: Quad 2-Input OR Gate 1.11
- SP387A: Quad 2-Input NAND Gate 1.11

For more information call your nearest Signetics sales office or distributor.

**Signetics Integrated Circuits**

*A SUBSIDIARY OF CORNING GLASS WORKS*

811 East Arques Ave., Sunnyvale, California 94086
At IEEE, Hewlett-Packard unveiled the revolutionary 5360A

Here's why it stole the show—

**BETTER MEASUREMENTS PLUS INTERNAL DATA PROCESSING**

Using a revolutionary counting technique made practical by an internal computer, the 5360A measures more rapidly, accurately, and over a wider range than counters ever did before. And it can solve equations whose variables are the counter's measurements. Thus, it is a measuring and computing device both in one compact, ready-to-use package. Everything a general purpose electronic counter might be asked to do, the 5360A does better—a hundred, even a thousand times better.

**GREATER SPEED AND ACCURACY THAN COUNTERS EVER HAD BEFORE**

For equal accuracy, the 5360A is 3 to 1000 times faster than counters could be before, and for equal speed it's up to 100 times more accurate. For example, in 1 millisecond you can make a 1 MHz measurement to 7 digits! Previously, four digits was the limit. This is because the 5360A's accuracy is no longer limited to plus or minus one count of the counted signal.

**AUTOMATICALLY MEASURES PULSED CARRIERS WITHOUT TRANSFER OSCILLATOR**

Direct, automatic, digital measurement of pulsed signals (even a microsecond pulse length) is now possible with the 5360A—up to 320 MHz. And with the same HP frequency converter plug-ins used in model 5245, 5246 or 5248 counters, pulsed signal or CW range is extended to 18 GHz. No tedious transfer oscillator manipulation or calculation! And the 5360A will even measure a single burst of signal—something transfer oscillators cannot do.
0.1 NANOSECOND TIME INTERVAL RESOLUTION

The 5360A gives the finest resolution in time interval and waveform period measurements ever available in a direct reading digital instrument. Furthermore, with the model 5379A Time-Interval plug-in (not needed for period measurements) you get automatic error detection and measurement of positive or negative intervals down to zero seconds, at rates over 1000 measurements per second.

WIDEST FREQUENCY RANGE OF ANY COUNTER

Up till now, you had to use an accuracy-destroying prescaler or other accessory to measure up to 320 MHz. Not only is the 5360A's automatic measurement range 0.01 Hz to 320 MHz, but the 5360A also gives greater accuracy and speed than any previous counting technique. Frequency measurement range is extended to 18 GHz using the same spurious-free HP frequency-converter plugs originally designed for HP models 5245, 5246 and 5248.

A COMPLETE MEASURING AND PROCESSING SYSTEM IN ONE PACKAGE

Now you can get answers direct in final form without adding $10,000 worth of processing equipment. The 5360A and its accessory plug-in program module (available now) or its keyboard (available later this year) provide real-time solutions to equations whose variables are the 5360A's measurements. For example, you can get direct digital phase measurements or the rms value of a series of measurements.

Prices: 5360A Computing Counter with 5365A Input Module, $6500; 5379A Time-Interval plug-in, $750; accessory keyboard, approximately $1000; accessory plug-in program module, approximately $190.

The leader in counter technology has taken another revolutionary step. If you missed the show, call your local HP field engineer. Or write for our fully illustrated brochure and data sheet:
Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, California 94304;
Europe: 1217 Meyrin-Geneva, Switzerland.

HEWLETT PACKARD ELECTRONIC COUNTERS

Circle 101 on reader service card
MULTIPOLE PROTECTOR with SINGLE TOGGLE ACTUATION

Airpax multipole APG magnetic circuit protectors operate with a single toggle handle, a feature which greatly simplifies panel mounting and provides a lower cost, compact unit with high operating dependability. Internal coupling assures instant action of all protectors should an overload occur in any protected circuit.

FEATURES

- Current ratings from 20 mA to 30A.
- Voltage ratings to 250 volts, 60 and 400 Hz and to 50 volts dc.
- Series, shunt and relay types, auxiliary switch available on series type.
- Choice of trip delays; trip free operation.
- Individual poles need not have identical characteristics.
- Quick connect or machine screw terminals.
- Available with 1, 2 or 3 poles.
- Electromagnetic operation with magnetic-hydraulic delay.

THREE PHASE MOTOR PROTECTION

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING
Autonetics arrays its MOS forces

With a $30 million order in its pocket and a new division to fill it, the company is serving notice on skeptics that it's in the commercial LSI business for keeps

By Lawrence Curran
Associate Editor

Ever since word leaked out that the Autonetics division of the North American Rockwell Corp. had been picked by Japan's Hayakawa Electric Co. to supply large-scale integrated MOS arrays for a 3-pound calculator [Electronics, Feb. 17, p. 215, March 17, p. 35], the U.S. electronics industry has been buzzing with wonder—and skepticism.

Typical is the reaction of a source at another company working hard on MOS products: "We feel Autonetics has a long row to hoe. Without faulting their technical ability, the Hayakawa contract calls for high-volume production with low unit prices. Not many in the industry have done this in MOS, and Autonetics doesn't have a history of being a high-volume, low-cost producer. Hayakawa will be pushing to get prices down, and we're not convinced Autonetics can do it."

There's no denying this move is a formidable challenge for Autonetics, which would probably like to forget an earlier foray into the commercial electronics sector in 1959 with the Recomp 2 computer. The machine was a conspicuous failure and the company eventually withdrew from the field. But Autonetics officials have been carefully weighing the risks of this move against the possible rewards for more than a year and have apparently decided that the game's well worth the risk.

The company won't be selling many standard items, but this situation is typical of the MOS world, which has vaulted quickly into LSI in a few short years.

Autonetics president S. Fred Eyestone isn't expecting any cake-walk with Hayakawa. "They're fine people to deal with," he says. "But they'll be very tough on cost, as they should be. We'll do our best to be responsive." The two-year calculator contract is regarded as just a beginning by Autonetics management, even though its $30 million value averages out to annual sales almost equal to the total worth of all 1968 domestic MOS shipments. Not only is the division counting on follow-on orders from Hayakawa for circuits for other calculators in its line, but it is trying up to meet the requirements of at least four more potential contracts. Alvin Phillips, assistant to Eyestone, describes these contracts as "significant ventures in commercial microelectronics that should materialize in the next two months."

Phillips has been named director of operations for the Microelectronics Products division, a unit set up March 30 to centralize Autonetics' production, marketing, and engineering activities in the commercial sector of this field. He reports to Robert S. Carlson, vice president and general manager of the new division.

Way to go

Carlson believes a big part of his job is to make sure the division gets the support needed to change from an engineering-oriented operation accustomed to small production quantities to one geared for volume runs of commercial devices. "My feeling is that we're a good way toward having accomplished that," he says. "We're farther along than outsiders can appreciate, a fact that will be evident in a short time."

Besides establishing the new division, Autonetics has made a number of other moves that may help turn the industry's skeptics into believers as far as its commercial venture is concerned. The company recently has:

- Rounded out the management, marketing, and engineering teams that will head the Microelectronics Products division [Electronics, April 14, p. 34].
- Placed on stream the 40,000-
square-foot production plant completed last fall at its Anaheim, Calif., facility and initiated plans to boost capacity from 250,000 arrays a month to about 387,000.

- Set aside 10,000 square feet for device assembly at a facility the company has had in Princeton, W. Va., since the early 1960's.
- Begun looking for an assembly site outside the U.S., with Mexico, Taiwan, and Hong Kong heading the list of possibilities.
- Studied opportunities in digital data handling equipment, including terminal and input devices, as well as modems, that could lead to business for the new division in what Eyestone calls "derived products with a lot of microelectronics content."
- Started talking with the Rockwell side of the corporation to determine exactly where microelectronics can be applied in the automotive industry.

Mutual attraction. Eyestone stresses that this sort of technology exchange was a key consideration in getting North American Aviation and Rockwell-Standard together in the first place. And, he notes, the marriage has lent strength to Autonetics' move into commercial microelectronics. "Management determination is a pretty important ingredient in the effort," says Eyestone. "We're putting our full resources behind it. This determination, plus what we've proved we can do in modest production quantities, makes us unconcerned about the skeptics.

"We didn't go to Hayakawa with a briefing team," he continues. "They sold themselves on us. The contract represents a good opportunity—and also a chance to get burned. But we're not just in with one toe; we're here to stay."

Sweet smell of success

The rewards, if all goes well for Autonetics in this venture, should be substantial. A source close to the situation estimates that the initial order could lead to additional business worth about $80 million over the next few years from Hayakawa alone. Autonetics officials decline to assign a dollar value to such prospects, but Eyestone observes: "It's reasonable to say that we've talked with Hayakawa about applying MOS to products beyond the QT-8D calculator. We intend to go after such business, and we expect follow-on work.

Autonetics is already delivering MOS LSI arrays to the Instrument Systems Corp., Huntington, N.Y., for the multiplexed passenger service and communications system the company is building for the Boeing 747 jumbo jetliner. These circuits, being produced under a contract worth about $1 million, are coming from the new Anaheim facility and a pilot line in the new division's centralized microelectronics laboratory. A follow-on order is being negotiated.

Eyestone says Autonetics will be looking for additional multiplexing orders. The on-again, off-again supersonic transport being developed at Boeing could produce such business. The company is now compet-

Bill of particulars

Discussions leading to Autonetics' contract to deliver more than 2 million MOS LSI arrays, of five different types, for Hayakawa's QT-8D calculator began some 10 months ago. Worth $90 million, the award specifies that shipments begin in May and reach a peak of 160,000 units a month; it covers Autonetics work until January 1971. Thereafter, Hayakawa will produce the circuits itself in Japan under the terms of a technical-assistance agreement.

One circuit interfaces between the calculator's functional MOS electronics and its input-output electronics. A second generates the logic functions for the calculator's automatic floating-point feature, while another performs the basic binary-coded-decimal functions, generating most of the control signals for the three other logic circuits. A fourth generates the macromode control signals associated with the calculator's functional keys. All are housed in Autonetics' new 42-lead package [Electronics, March 3, p. 48]. The fifth circuit, packaged in a metal can, generates the multiphase clock signals required by the four logic circuits.

Price tags. Nobody at Autonetics will say just how much the arrays will cost. But one industry source says that just producing the circuits is a big enough challenge without having to make them for about $15 apiece—his guess at the level needed for Hayakawa to turn a profit. This source says Autonetics got the contract because the bigger U.S. companies were unwilling to tie themselves up with the kind of contract Hayakawa demanded. He says the Japanese firm was willing to make its supplier the sole source, but the vendor had to agree not to make circuits for other calculator manufacturers. Says he: "Autonetics is trying hard to get into the commercial business. They've heard volume is the way, so they went and bought a contract. Their problem is to make the circuits and not lose a bundle of money."

An Autonetics official denies there is any restriction in either the basic contract or the technical-assistance agreement that would prevent the company from making circuits for other calculator companies. He adds, however, that it would be foolish to make arrays for a competitor, particularly in Japan, because of Hayakawa's sales leadership.

According to Alvin Phillips, director of operations at Autonetics' Microelectronics Products division, yields aren't a problem. He categorizes the buildup to meet the demands of the contract as a "massive logistics problem." But on the basis of yield forecasts, expansion plans, cost of the package, and the company's ability to automate production, Phillips says: "I have great confidence we will make a profit over the two years. It normally takes two years' worth of marketing expense to win this kind of contract. We don't have that overhead to offset in our prices because we did it through management marketing."
ing with the Hamilton-Standard division of the United Aircraft Corp. for a contract to supply a system for the SST [Electronics, June 10, 1968, pp. 25, 45].

Where it's at. But there's greater potential in the data processing field. Phillips says that the four contracts Autonetics is pursuing at the moment fall into this category. Efforts in these areas, he says, would encompass "high-density shift registers—variations of the 1-024-bit shift register we make, plus complex logic along the lines of the Hayakawa work." Phillips doesn't think Autonetics has significant competition at these levels of logic complexity "because other companies aren't anxious to take on arrays with 200 to 250 gates. Our willingness to go to a large chip—160 mills square—is persuasive; our rivals get nervous over 80 mils because they don't think they can get good probe yields."

Based on information supplied by customers and prospects, Phillips concludes that Autonetics is getting probe yields on a par with those achieved by semiconductor houses making devices with a quarter the area. The new director of operations, who came to Anaheim a year ago after serving as general manager of the integrated circuits department at Sylvania's Semiconductor Products division, estimates that his company has a one-year lead on the industry in MOS LSI. Autonetics, he adds, "has been engineering the process for five years and is finally doing something about it." He expects competition from such firms as the General Instrument Corp. and American Micro-systems Inc.—two of the technology's pioneers. And he expects Texas Instruments to be "among the most formidable in MOS production capability in about a year."

Eyestone concurs. He says that though he believes Autonetics is in "a unique position now, we aren't taking the attitude that we have a comfortable lead over anyone. We won't stop looking over our shoulders."

Phillips won't comment on the possibility that the Viatron Computer Systems Corp. of Burlington, Mass., is one of the four customers Autonetics hopes to sign in the next two months. But he did remark
**ELDORADO**

**THE LEADER IN NANOSECOND AND FREQUENCY COUNTERS**

### 200 Series
- Crystal Time Base
- Display Storage
- Panel Mount
  - 100 kHz: 4 digit $325
  - 15 MHz: 5 digit $395
  - 1 μs Time Interval: $395

### 1400 Series
- Universal Counter/Timers
  - 1 MHz
  - Preset $1,050
  - 150 MHz $1,450
  - 500 MHz $1,825

### 600 Series
- Digital Delay Generator
- Remote Programming
  - 500 kHz Rep Rate
  - 10ns Steps $3,500
  - 1ns Steps $4,500

**900 Series**
- Microwave Frequency Counters
  - Fast Sample, Optional Offsets
  - Remote Programming
  - 6.5 GHz: 7 digit $4,250

**700 Series**
- Time Interval Counter
  - Full Input Conditioning
  - TIM, Period, Width, Rise Time
  - 1ns $5,600
  - 10ns $1,750

---

Top job. Robert S. Carlson is vice president and general manager of the new Microelectronic Products division.

...wryly at a recent seminar in New York that he felt every MOS company was a potential supplier. Via-tron is marketing a computer that, with peripherals, will rent for $40 a month [Electronics, Oct. 16, 1968, p. 193] for which large, low-cost MOS arrays will be essential.

**Fast start.** Phillips is convinced that 1969 is MOS's year. But he notes that "it's difficult to measure the magnitude of the market because it's a moving target." He estimates, however, that the Microelectronics Products division will be billing between $50 million and $100 million annually in MOS LSI within five years.

Eyestone notes that one of the big reasons for moving into commercial microelectronics is that profit pickings are better in this sector right now than in the military and aerospace fields. Edward Ethell, Autonetics vice president in charge of advanced programs and marketing, says: "We anticipate a reasonably good profit performance from commercial-industrial business. The pretax rate in this kind of venture is 12% to 15%, while the return on investment is 10% to 20% after taxes. We don't expect to do worse than that."

**Packing order.** The most visible evidence of Autonetics' microelectronics activities is the facility completed last fall in Anaheim. Besides turning out circuits under the Instrument Systems contract, the plant should be humming with wafer-processing activity by midsummer as production of Hayakawa circuits builds toward a peak of 160,000 per month. Some $2 million...
was spent on bricks and mortar; another $1 million went for equipment including 12 diffusion furnaces. And there’s room to expand eventually to 24. Phillips says the Hayakawa contract will necessitate another $2.3 million in outlays, mainly for equipment, $800,000 worth of which is earmarked for the Princeton, W. Va., installation. The Anaheim plant was designed to accommodate the needs of the Microelectronics Products division for five years. About 80% of the work done there will be wafer processing. Most assembly operations will be handled in Princeton and whatever location outside the U.S. is eventually chosen.

Anaheim will send probed wafers and inspected packages to Princeton, getting back packaged circuits that are leak-tested and ready for final testing.

Navigation aides

The choice of Sam Carlson as general manager of the Microelectronics Products division perpetuates a notable inclination to headhunt, successfully, at Autonetics’ Navigation Systems division for top management talent. Eyestone himself came from this unit, as did Norman Parker, his predecessor as Autonetics’ president. Carlson was vice president and general manager there before being tapped for his present post. But Eyestone asserts that Carlson’s capabilities, not his prior affiliation, were paramount in his selection. He adds, though, that Carlson’s work in navigation systems involved a wide range of technologies, including inertial measurement and computers.

For his own part, Carlson believes his strength lies in the ability to make an organization work—identifying the important objectives and steering toward them.

Earl Schaefer, chief engineer in Autonetics’ engineering section, held the title of general manager of microelectronics [Electronics, July 10, 1967, p. 43] before the reorganization. In this capacity, he headed the firm’s lab, which becomes the new division’s engineering arm complete with sophisticated pilot production line. This operation implements the silicon-on-sapphire technology pioneered by Autonetics. The lab’s line has 20 or so diffusion furnaces, not all of which

More Power
than you ever pressed into a heat sink before!

35 and 44 amps! Two new Tung-Sol diffused junction silicon power rectifiers in the JEDEC DO-21 package.

Both feature high surge capability and they cost less than equivalent-rated, stud-mounted units. Plus the economy of pressfit installation. Use this coupon to get complete information in only a couple of days.

Quick-Action Coupon

Tung-Sol Division/Wagner Electric Corporation
630 W. Mt. Pleasant Avenue
Livingston, N.J. 07039

Please send data on new high power pressfit rectifiers:

( ) 35 amp ( ) 44 amp ( ) both

Name ____________________________________________

Company _________________________________________

Address __________________________________________

City ___________________________________________ State_____ Zip_____
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New, low priced all solid-state variable filters

cover 2 Hz to 200 KHz

MODEL 3550 — a new, all solid-state multifunction variable filter covering the 2 Hz to 200 KHz frequency range. Functions include band-pass, high-pass, band-reject and low-pass with 24-db-per octave attenuation slopes extending greater than 60 db. Frequency response can be switched from Butterworth to Low Q (transient free), Low hum and noise (200 µv rms). Dynamic range of greater than 80 db. Insertion loss 0 db. Bench model: 8½" wide x 3½" high x 13½" deep. Rack model: 19" wide x 3½" high x 13½" deep. 

Price: $525

MODEL 3500 — a new all solid-state variable band-pass filter covering the 20 Hz to 200 KHz range. Switches from Butterworth to Low Q. Attenuation slopes: 24-db-per octave extending to greater than 60 db. Hum and noise: 200 µv rms. Dynamic range greater than 80 db. Insertion loss 0 db. Size: same as above. 

Price: $395

See for yourself why these new Krohn-Hite solid-state variable filters make "do-it-yourself" filter design a relic of the past. Write for complete specifications.


KROHN-HITE CORPORATION
580 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, Mass. 02139, U.S.A.
Phone: (617) 491-3211  TWX: 710-320-6583

Two hats. Alvin Phillips, assistant to Eyestone, is director of operations for the new division, set up March 30.

are dedicated to the same MOS process used in the new division's recently opened facility. Many devices for internal consumption will come from the pilot line, but some will be produced at Anaheim.

Three of a kind. Schaefer, Phillips, and Charles Kovac, director of market development and program management, are on a par in the new organization; they all report to Carlson. Kovac, who was marketing manager for the Navigation Systems division, expects the initial marketing efforts for MOS LSI devices to feature "exchanges with counterpart engineering organizations." But he emphasizes: "We're ready to set up a field organization that will work effectively in the commercial sector. Its number one job won't be to distribute standard items, but to identify opportunities in the Microelectronics Products division's strong suit-custom devices with a high technology content."

Kovac's program development manager for device sales, Robert Schultz, came to Autonetics from General Instrument, where he was vice president and general manager of the MOS Microelectronics division, as well as head of the Hicksville, N.Y., Semiconductor division.

Eyestone says that once the organization shake-down is complete, he expects Phillips, Schaefer, and Kovac to play leading roles in the second act--expanding to meet the needs of new business. Enough new possibilities have arisen from announcement of the Hayakawa contract, Phillips says, to justify such a program. Moreover, it will

Oscillators / Filters / AC Power Sources / DC Power Supplies / Amplifiers
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have to be under way in less than three months to accommodate the stated 55% increase in capacity.

Eyestone would like to have a plant outside the U.S. within a year. "We're not trying to get where we're going immediately," he stresses. "But the pattern is set in the industry. We didn't come in to do just one contract. If we're going to stay and compete we have to have low-cost assembly."

As to what sort of derived microelectronics products could be developed and marketed by the new division, Eyestone offers clues by pointing to some recently unveiled hardware. The D-200 computer, for example, introduced late last year [Electronics, Dec. 9, 1968, p. 33], has enough design flexibility, says Eyestone, to perform on-line storage or to predigest information for larger data processing systems. He says he expects elements of the D-200 series "to be applied by original-equipment manufacturers, unlike the commercial machines sold directly by Autonetics."

The central processor, control unit, and memory of the D-200, a general-purpose machine, are mechanized completely with MOS circuitry. The computer weighs just 9 pounds and uses only 10 watts.

Another possible line for the new division is test equipment requiring what Eyestone calls "quite a bit of innovation." The apparatus shown by Navan Inc., the special products subsidiary of North American Rockwell, at last month's IEEE show in New York sheds some light on what Eyestone is talking about.

Among Navan's offerings were a prototype hermeticity tester for semiconductor packages [Electronics, March 17, p. 56], which, though developed at the corporate science center, was built to Autonetics specs. Other prototype gear shown at IEEE and developed by Autonetics alone or jointly with the science center: a gas sampler that permits accurate chromatographic testing of the ambient contents of flatpacks; a reflecting projector to check circuits during the early stages of production for gross workmanship flaws; an oxide pinhole detector that identifies defects less than 0.1 micron in diameter in dielectric layers; and two machines to test bond integrity and the tensile strength of fine wire.
new
mil-performance
square cermet
trimmers
from
CTS

Now... with CTS Cermet Multi-Turn Square Trimmers you get Characteristic C Mil-spec performance for all military applications. All new series 165 (style RJ24) and series 175 (style RJ22) meet tough Characteristic C of Mil-R-22097C. These same environmental characteristics are available... at lower cost... for commercial and industrial applications.

Both small ¾"-square series 165 and compact ½"-square series 175 trimmers assure infinite resolution over a 20 ohm to 2.5 megohm range... and power rating of ½ watt @ 85°C. TC ±150 ppm/°C for 2k ohms and above. —0 ±175 ppm/°C from 50 ohms through 250 ohms and —0 ±250 ppm/°C from 500 ohms through 1k ohm.

All available at no extra cost.

Low cost*, proven quality, and top performance—combined with fast distributor delivery—make CTS your best industrial trimmer choice.

Can't use one of our standard series? Ask how we can solve specific application problems. Call or write for complete details to CTS of Berne, Inc., Berne, Indiana 46711. Phone (219) 589-3111.

*Check these prices for 4-6 week production delivery. (Small quantities from stock)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series 165</th>
<th>Series 175</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quantity</td>
<td>Quantity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.49 (each)</td>
<td>1000 (each)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial (+20% Tol.)</td>
<td>Commercial (+20% Tol.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4.55</td>
<td>$4.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL-type (+10% Tol., Char. C)</td>
<td>MIL-type (+10% Tol., Char. C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>5.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other CTS Cermet Trimmers include:

Series 185
1-3/8" x .290" x .364"
multi-turn

Series 190
¾" x .160" x .310"
multi-turn

Series 340
¾" x ¾" square x .270"
high—single-turn

Series 360
½" x ⅜" x ⅜"
high—single-turn

Series 365
½" round x .225"
high—single-turn

Series 660
¾" round x ⅜" high—single-turn

Series 630
¾" round x ⅜" high—single-turn
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Paradoxically, the most important—and cheering—aspect of the month-long Intelsat meeting, which wound up in Washington a few weeks ago, was negative in character: no unbridgeable schisms developed among the attending nations. Not that the get-together, officially billed as the Plenipotentiary Conference to establish Arrangements for the International Telecommunications Satellite Consortium, was a placid affair. Far from it. As expected, there were lively debates—largely behind closed doors—about procurement policies, the role of the Communications Satellite Corp., as the consortium's acting manager, the future of domestic and regional commercial satellite systems, the final organization of Intelsat, and related matters—all of vital concern to U.S. electronics and aerospace firms [Electronics, Feb. 17, p. 133].

Adding interest to the proceedings, attended by 68 member nations and 28 observers, was the presence of Soviet Russia and six Eastern-bloc countries. The cool hand played by the Communist representatives was in sharp contrast to the performance of the U.S. delegation, which can most charitably be described as inept.

Lull. For all the lack of definitive agreements, the genteel wheeling and dealing set the stage for more substantive progress in November, when the next full-scale meeting is scheduled. Between now and then, an interim committee will have a go at outlining proposals on which there is a consensus and delineating thornier issues in terms of major alternatives. In the meantime, the delegates have scattered to their seats of power for guidance on how they are to vote on agenda items come autumn.

Meanwhile, there's a good deal of speculation about how the USSR will play its cards. A State Department official who observed the meeting says: "Our best guess is that the Communist nations will join right after the definitive arrangements are made. But there's also a school of thought that they might even get in between now and the autumn meeting to get voting powers in making those arrangements." Other sources are less sure the Soviets will seek full-fledged membership; they believe they might opt for associate membership; they would be able to use Intelsat services but not to cast votes.

This variety of possibilities raises questions as to the position of the U.S. and the Soviet Union in the final scheme of things. The two superpowers and their allies were a study in contrasts during the meeting. The Russians, listening rather than talking, made few points. But when issues were raised, they presented a united front with their Eastern cohorts. On one matter in particular, the Communist nations came across loud and clear—the question of ending U.S. domination of the organization through Comsat. It appears certain that part of the price of Soviet membership will be an end to the company's role as sole manager. Jerzy Rutkowski, head of Poland's Radio Communications Department, says it's "ri-

On display. This open session at the Intelsat meeting was an exception: most of the action at the Washington conclave occurred behind closed doors.
Internecine warfare

William W. Scranton has his hands full. The former Pennsylvania governor is the head of the U.S. delegation for Intelsat negotiations, and the group is engaged in a bitter internal tug-of-war. The schism results from Comsat’s insistence that it be retained as the sole manager of the Intelsat system and State Department’s willingness to bargain away some of the company’s authority to secure an international agreement.

Leonard Marks, once head of the U.S. Information Agency, was chairman of the delegation when the war of nerves broke out. Though a founding director of Comsat and a top-rated candidate for its chairmanship, he apparently sided with the State Department—a move that may change the early line on his future.

Comsat believes it’s essential for it to continue as Intelsat’s manager. Not for the money. The company’s income from handling the unwieldy international consortium was only $150,000 last year—only a modest portion of its $30.5 million operating revenues. But the management lends prestige to the company and allows it to keep a sharp lookout over its corporate interests.

Apparently, Comsat is not too anxious to get an agreement. Most legal authorities think the status quo would prevail in the absence of a settlement, and Intelsat would continue operating. But the State Department feels that an agreement is in the national interest. Moreover, it frets that the chances of reaching an agreement are reduced with each passing day. Both sides have polarized views, and it’s going to take a lot of forcefulness on the part of Scranton to achieve any sort of rapprochement. He may even wind up having to call on his boss, President Nixon, to get the feuding factions to compromise.

William D. Hickman

WidelyDICULOUS” to think that the Soviet-bloc nations would join Intelsat as long as Comsat continues in that role.

On the other hand, the U.S. found it hard to agree even within its own delegation. Though all sessions but the initial one were held behind closed doors, there was little doubt the U.S. was having troubles. Among the allegations that have come out of the meeting are that the U.S. delegation:
• Did not find as much support as it had expected among other members because it lacked a unified position and carefully considered reasons for the stands it took.
• Was racked by bitter infighting among elements aligned with either Comsat or the State Department.
• Was, by the last week of the month-long meeting, having such troubles that Abbott Washburn, who had started as an Administration observer, had virtually taken over as head of the delegation.

In addition, there were persistent rumors that the U.S. successfully spearheaded a drive to forestall final resolutions. The story ran that the U.S. wanted more time to work things out.

However, Ambassador Leonard Marks, who headed the U.S. delegation, noted, at the closing of the meeting that it took 10 countries eight months to setup the interim arrangement for Intelsat. The fact that the 98 attendees were able to get as much done as they did represents an accomplishment of sorts in official circles.

Fine points

The position papers prepared and delivered by the Interim Communications Satellite Committee (ICSC) were acted upon for the most part, being boiled down to more manageable consensus reports. But nothing was resolved to the point where apparent agreements could not become minority positions when the delegates reconvene—though no major shifts are expected.

At the conference’s closing most delegates favored a four-tier structure in which there would be: an international conference to make major intergovernmental decisions; a general assembly to conduct the business dealings of the organization; a board of governors to handle Intelsat’s day-to-day activities; and a manager or managers.

However, a strong minority position was outlined by proponents of a three-tier setup that would eliminate the international conference, placing such responsibilities under the aegis of the general assembly. The U.S. originally proposed a three-tier structure to the ICSC, an arrangement under which the assembly would meet annually or biannually. The board would operate like the ICSC and require a majority to pass procedural proposals and two-thirds margin to pass substantive proposals. The manager would function under the board.

Modification. In both structures proposed, management would be put in the hands of an international group. Says a State Department official assigned to Intelsat duties: “The U.S. held to the position that Comsat should keep its job based on its success with Intelsat thus far. But though nobody questions Comsat’s ability, most nations feel that while Intelsat is going through transition to a permanent group it would be better to make management international.”

At the closed-door meetings, however, Marks hammered away at the point that Comsat—in its present role—would clearly be under the board of governors “... not only pursuant to general policies but also in accordance with specific determinations of the board.” He also emphasized that the U.S. position clearly leaves the door open for the replacement of Comsat at a later date.

The best bet, at least at this point, is that Comsat faces an uphill battle to retain its management. The U.S. draft position was given “substantial support”—less than a majority—by the ICSC and received only limited support in the actual meeting.

Buyers and sellers

Procurement of hardware and services remains a major issue. The consensus finally reached was to the effect that contracts should be awarded through “open international tender to bidders who offer the best combination of quality, price, and most favorable delivery time.” Nonetheless, this ticklish subject represents a potential logjam for the next meeting because of the strong feelings the issue has generated.

Sentiment among the European delegations and those from other technically advanced nations such as Japan favored greater interna-
Problem: An accurate current-to-voltage conversion is required between a current source and a 2.0KΩ load. Desired full-scale output is ±12 volts (with a power supply of ±18V). The circuit must operate with a full-scale accuracy of 0.1% over the temperature range from −55°C to +125°C. The output must be capable of slewing at 2V/µs. Pick the best IC for the job.

**the BEST Solution:**

**THE RA 909 OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER**

Pick the RA-909 Compensationless Operational Amplifier. Low offset current and offset voltage over the full temperature range allow design of the current-to-voltage converter within 0.1% full-scale accuracy. The RA-909, with dielectric isolation, eliminates the need for external compensation and ensures a slew rate of better than 2V/µs. An added advantage over any 709-type op amp — maximum power dissipation is only 80mW. Obviously, the best IC for the job.

The RA-909 is a direct replacement for all 709-type op amps, so use it in existing current-to-voltage converter circuits and increase their performance, too. Available in both a TO-99 package and a TO-86 flatpack configuration, the RA-909 offers other features such as transient response of 40ns (10 to 90% points) with a 200 millivolt output into a 2KΩ 100pF load in the worst-case unity gain configuration; and a maximum equivalent input noise of 5µV RMS.

Contact your nearest Radiation sales office. Let us help you pick The Best IC for The Job.
WHERE DO YOU GO FOR THE BEST IN PRINTED CIRCUITS?

CINCH-GRAPHIK

STOP

Cost plus. Of the 68 nations now in Intelsat, 45 have yet to receive a contract, so the have-nots are a majority. Few, if any, members question that the U.S. is the all-around best supplier. But most still want at least a piece of the action. The U.S., through Comsat, has successfully worked others into Intelsat programs, but many believe there have been neither enough awards nor enough technicians and engineers involved.

At one session, a U.S. delegate observed that the reason Comsat didn’t have more international representation on its staff was “because of a dearth of nominees rather than the unwillingness of the present manager to place them.” In order to maintain its strong contracting edge through the “quality, price, and most favorable delivery time” provision of the consensus, though, the U.S. will somehow have to find ways to get other nations more heavily involved in things.

At the meeting, there was resistance to addressing the issue of “other satellite services”; many delegates considered it premature in relation to the setting up of a permanent agreement. To the disappointment of the U.S. and Comsat, the matter will undoubtedly be shelved until after the final organization is decided upon.

Network. Although there’s a consensus favoring domestic satellite participation—even at a price. Says a Danish representative: “Intelsat should insure that no country has a monopoly, and competition should be insured even at a slightly higher cost.” Delegations from Africa and South America believe that more widespread contracting will lead to European subsidies, and they don’t want to underwrite them. The Venezuelan position is typical: “If international participation means additional cost, this should not be borne by the developing countries.”

Several nations that haven’t participated in contracts proposed that either a rebate or some form of technical assistance be made to noncontractors. The Polish observer suggests a contractor tax to be placed in a fund that would be used to support technical assistance for the nations not getting contracts.
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Several nations that haven’t participated in contracts proposed that either a rebate or some form of technical assistance be made to noncontractors. The Polish observer suggests a contractor tax to be placed in a fund that would be used to support technical assistance for the nations not getting contracts.
New from United Aircraft

control logic

A family of 28 volt integrated circuits including dual and quad gates, expandable gates and gate expanders, set-reset flip flops, 5 volt to 28 volt converters and 28 volt to 5 volt converters, featuring:

- **Large supply variation tolerance** – 16 to 40 volts
- **High A.C. noise immunity** – rejects 2 usec pulses of up to 90 V
- **High D.C. noise immunity** – 8.5 volt input threshold
- **High current sinking ability** – 100 mA steady state, 1 ampere transient
- **High output signal swing** – up to 90 V
- **Full military temperature operating range** – -55°C to +125°C
  Also available in industrial range from 0°C to +85°C
- **Packaged** in ¼ x ⅜ flatpack

United Aircraft control logic, operates from 16 to 40 volt sources and is ideally suited for directly driving indicators and actuators. Control logic replaces relays and discrete device circuitry and provides significant reduction in size and weight. For more information, contact:
programs, there's very little agreement on regional arrangements. The U.S. has taken the position that regional setups should be okayed only if they're consistent with the best use of the radio spectrum and orbital space, do not cause interference, and in no way produce an economic drain on the Intelsat system. The U.S. and others maintain that domestic and regional systems could be built into regular Intelsat birds by assigning certain circuits to a nation or area. Canada and others with domestic satellite interests have waged a good fight for the domestics and are expected to prevail; in the case of regional satellites, however, almost anything could happen.

The delegates in November will be trying to accomplish diplomatically what is now possible technically: a truly global system. The U.S. delegation (and presumably others) will have had time to re-group under a new chief, William W. Scranton, former governor of Pennsylvania.

If the consortium succeeds in involving the Soviet bloc, it will have gone a long way toward reaching its international goals. The Russians have a vested interest in finding a way to mesh their communications activities with Intelsat; their Orbita ground stations now number 28, with another 10 under construction. Bloc nations have made their position clear on a global system. As one Soviet delegate says, "We believe this task (global communications) could be solved by means of establishing a truly international satellite communications system." These sentiments are echoed by Poland's Rutkowski.

Russia believes that Intelsat should work through the International Telecommunications Union, a proposal that has won support in other quarters. The U.S. has proposed that if the Soviet Union opts for an associate membership, the consortium make "... allowances for the fact that such users have not borne any portion of the risk involved in establishment of the space segment." The U.S. suggested a 14% surcharge for services rendered an associate. Clearly, both sides are looking for paths to agreement.

---

Republic Foil has been one of the leaders in developing aluminum strip for coil applications and led the industry in guaranteeing tight gauge control. Experience gained from producing Electrogage precision slit strip conductor for a number of years has led to the development of superior quality edge contoured strip. Electrogage edge contoured strip offers a uniformly curved edge from surface to surface free of any protrusions which could affect insulation values. Both Electrogage contoured strip and precision slit strip conductor are carefully monitored for gauge and conductivity throughout fabrication.

Each master coil of end product is measured and certified for conductivity. Write for a copy of our new 8-page Bulletin SC.
And overtime. And overhead. And overwork in drawing reproduction.

Overwait is the hour or so you used to have to spend waiting for film to be processed. No more. The KODAK SUPERMATIC Processor, Model 242, processes multi-sized KODAGRAPh ESTAR Base Films in just 60 to 90 seconds. That's developing, fixing, washing, and drying.

The KODAK SUPERMATIC Processor, Model 242, offers more than speed. It delivers economy, uniform high quality, and versatility, too. Its one-minute handling of standard A-E sizes is something to count on. Its processing of KODAGRAPh ESTAR Base biggies—42” x 18-plus feet—is something to see.

If you're overburdened with overwait, why not reach for your phone and call your local Kodak Technical Sales Representative?

With these resistance meters...

you can go to extremes.

Use the HP 4329A High Resistance Meter for high-voltage components, leakage current, testing insulation qualities of PC boards and materials used in switches and relays—or use it as a picoammeter.

At the opposite extreme, use the 4328A Milliohmmeter for contact resistance, trouble-shooting grounds, semiconductor junction or contact lead bond quality.

The compact, solid-state 4329A has a resistance range from $5 \times 10^5$ ohms to $2 \times 10^{16}$ ohms, with selectable test voltages from 10 to 1000 volts. Lighted range and scale indicators afford fast, accurate readings. Analog output. Price: $750; model 16008A Resistivity Cell for volume and surface resistivities, $200.

The 4328A gives you 20 microhm sensitivity from 100 ohms down to the milliohm range. It has a built-in phase discriminator for making precise measurements on samples with series reactance up to twice their resistance values. And each probe combines both current drive and voltage sensing. At only seven pounds, it's a convenient package for either field or production line. Price: $450; with option 01, internal rechargeable battery, $475.

Call your local HP field engineer for the details, or write Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, California 94304; Europe: 1217 Meyrin-Geneva, Switzerland.

HEWLETT PACKARD
RESISTANCE METERS
Display-terminal prices trimmed to fit into more schools, offices

Station bowing at spring computer show has vector capability, costs $7,950; electrostatic printer produces 4,800 lines a minute at 5 cents a page

The education market will be a prime target of display-terminal manufacturers at the Spring Joint Computer Conference in Boston, May 14-16.

A display station with vector as well as alphanumeric capabilities, and priced at $7,950, will be introduced by Computer Displays Inc. And the Univac division of Sperry Rand will show a desk-top visual terminal redesigned to provide a low-cost station for educational and other systems.

A third input-output station to be shown at the SJCC, an electrostatic printer developed by the Brush Instrument division of the Clevite Corp., runs at the extremely rapid rate of 4,800 lines a minute and yet is one of the less expensive printers on the market.

Computer Displays Inc., Waltham, Mass., is replacing its $125-750 Advanced Remote Display Station (ARDS) 100 with an almost equivalent ARDS 100A costing $7,950.

The terminal’s capabilities include point plotting on a grid of 1,081 by 1,415 addressable points, vector plotting of lines up to 6 inches long at a single command, 16 different alphanumeric fonts (plus custom fonts), graphic display and input, and flicker-free display on a non-refreshed Tektronix direct-view storage tube.

With the ARDS-100, CDI became the first company to apply the Tektronix 611 display tube to computer input-output devices [Electronics, Feb. 19, 1968, p. 50].

“ARDS terminals are more than just data display and entry devices,” says a CDI spokesman. “Other devices can be controlled from the keyboard, including hard-copy units and incremental tape recorders for program pre-editing.”

Fallout. The company’s president, Robert H. Stotz, and a vice president, Thomas B. Cheek, developed much of the ARDS-100 system when they were working on the Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Project MAC. MIT needed a display terminal priced low enough to provide flexible time-sharing at many stations.

The company had targeted a price range of $8,000 to $10,000 for its display, and though the goal wasn’t reached with the ARDS-100, it has been with the 100A. “We have our production costs and methods stabilized now,” says Kenneth D. McDaniel, CDI’s marketing vice president. “We can predict our volume more accurately.”

McDaniel adds that like many new firms, CDI set its prices a little on the safe side to begin with. “Nobody wants to lose his shirt at the outset,” he observes. But more important in the $4,000 cut was redesign of the interfacing electronics and of the read-only memory used in character generation.

The basic console includes scope, keyboard, vector generator, symbol generator, and interface electronics. Though designed especially to interface with Bell System’s Dataset 103 or 202, the ARDS-100 could also be directly linked to a computer, according to Stotz, and via the computer with magnetic tape or other peripheral stores.

To a computer, the original ter-

Versatile. Terminal can display schematics as well as alphanumericics. Joystick at left is used as position controller in design work.
NOW, SEE HERE!

There's no need to work in the dark! If you do or, if you work under conditions in which you need a "near infrared" viewing device, Varo Optical has it now.

We developed the DETECTIRSCOPE for commercial use after 15 years of design, engineering and production experience in infrared viewing equipment for military use. The DETECTIRSCOPE provides science and industry with an invaluable tool for direct observation and photographing of anything in the "near IR."

The DETECTIRSCOPE is used by the electronics industry to study silicon crystal stress patterns. In medicine, the DETECTIRSCOPE is used to examine dilated pupils that close against ordinary light, and to penetrate surface skin to observe subcutaneous varicose conditions. And by the photographic industry to observe film during coating and slitting, and in handling highly sensitive color film.

The DETECTIRSCOPE can be hand-held or mounted for stationary use. It's completely self-contained, operates on a 1.3 V mercury battery converted to 12,000 V, and at 1 foot has a field of view of 6°.

If you're working in the dark, Varo's DETECTIRSCOPE can throw a lot of light on the subject.

For more detail and price contact:

VARO

VARO OPTICAL, INC., VARO INDUSTRIAL PARK
MT. PROSPECT, ILLINOIS 60056 (312) 259-8100

Data on view. Univac's Uniscope 100 can operate as either a data entry or display device. It displays all 96 ASCII characters, including upper and lower case alphabets. The terminal can be rented for $100 a month, or bought for $3,000 in large quantities.

minal seemed much like a teletype writer unit; only a few program changes were needed to transmit alphanumeric and graphics directly to and from the display. And if the installation included a Bell System Dataset, no changes were necessary, though maximum data rate was limited to 1,200 bits per second.

Frippery. But once it got a number of units in the field, CDI found the ARDS-100 multipurpose interface to be a costly extra that most users could do without. The company has therefore redesigned the input-output section of the terminal to permit the user to purchase only the sort of interfacing appropriate to his application.

"With a Dataset interface module, the 100A is just about the equivalent of the 100," says McDaniel. "Most users never took advantage of the direct computer access features." The 103 or 202 Dataset interface modules are priced at $535, bringing the total cost of a 100A in its most used configuration to $8,485. Stotz notes, though, that quantity discounts will be offered.

Other interface modules can make the 100A an exact replacement for the 100. Among them are modules allowing the 100A to operate directly from the bus of a computer at a rate limited only by the phosphor in the Tektronix storage tube—800 to 1,000 characters per second. Called the high-speed option, this module will cost about $995.

ARDS hardware already has been interfaced with IBM 1130, EAI 640, DDP-316, DDP-416, DDP-516, Interdata 3, and Varian 6201 computers. CDI plans to offer standard modules for IBM 360 processors, and similar ones for the RCA Spectra 70's. No prices have been set for these modules; except for the IBM- and RCA-type units, and possibly a few others, the interface modules will be custom-made.

For users with more complex requirements, CDI will offer modules combining both the 103 and 202 Dataset interfaces ($835), or the high-speed option plus the 202 interface ($1,295). Though modular interfacing is more than half the story, a redesigned read-only memory also saves money.

"The ARDS-100 used a 1024-word braided wire memory made by Memory Technology Inc.," says
Cheek, “but only about 75% of it was needed because of the way we use the ASCII character set. So in the 100A we’re switching to a 768-word memory.”

Also, CDI is taking advantage of an output buffer, or data register, already on the memory board. With the addition of clock signals from the 100A mainframe, the buffer is converted into a shift register. Thus, rather than performing parallel-to-serial conversion with a set of flip-flops, CDI can use the shift register on the memory board.

The company is quoting 60-day delivery time on the 100A.

Fast and quiet

Until recently, nobody has been able to figure out a really good way to print computer data on paper except by smacking the paper with a type face. Most of these impact printers are limited to less than 1,000 lines per minute; a few attain higher speeds, but only with a relatively small character set.

But the Brush Instrument division of the Clevite Corp. has introduced an electrostatic printer capable of 4,800 lines per minute. It’s capable of printing any kind of graphic information, including vectors, curves and odd-shaped characters, silently, at less than 5′ a page. The printer contains a row of 600 styliess that can be selectively charged to 300 volts. As a web of specially coated paper passes beneath the styliess, the coating acquires an opposite charge beneath each charged stylus. The charge then attracts a dark toner in a liquid suspension to form the characters as an array of black dots. The liquid is evaporated and the printed output comes out dry. It’s the same principle used in an earlier Brush analog recorder.

Lots of character. The paper unwinds from a roll at a maximum average speed of 10 inches per second. Driven by a stepper motor, the paper stops momentarily every 1.25 msec and acquires a new charge pattern that produces a row of black dots across the paper. Subsequent rows are deposited at 80 to the inch. In one common character size, characters are formed from a dot matrix 5 wide and 7 high. A line of characters this size would be made from 7 rows of dots followed by about three blank rows forming

---

**NUTA 96**

- **THE SMALLEST DIGITAL PANEL METER IN THE WORLD**
- **THE BEST ACCURACY IN THE 3 DIGIT CATEGORY: ± 0.1% OF READING ± 1 DIGIT**
- **THE HIGHEST RELIABILITY: MEASUREMENT BY DUAL SLOPE INTEGRATION TECHNIQUE**
- **AUTOMATIC ZERO ADJUSTMENT**
- **AUTOMATIC CALIBRATION**

---

**POLYCONTROLE 97**

Do you know many low-cost electronic multimeters having a 10 nanomamps full-scale range?

This one measures very weak leakage currents. It is quite useful also for testing diode reverse currents, and all unification and field effect transistor circuits, as well as AC operational amplifiers.

And, in addition:

- As a D.C. voltmeter, a 100 MΩ/V internal resistance
- A battery supply, the lifetime of which exceeds 3000 hours, i.e. more than 1 year, for a daily use of 8 hours
- No warm-up time, no zero drift and no recalibration necessary
- Complete overload protection
- Sensitivity: 10,000 times the usual multimeters sensitivity

---

**Features**

- Voltage — 5 ranges: 0.1 V to 1000 V — Resistance 100 MΩ/V up to 180 mV
- Current — 9 ranges: 100 mA to 1 A — Voltage drop from 100 to 180 mV
- D. C. 
  - with central zero, each range is divided by 2
  - 1% accuracy
- A. C.
  - 2.5% accuracy

**Front flange 96 x 96 mm (31/2")**
**Round case depth 96 mm (31/2")**

---

**CHAUVIN ARNOUX**

**190, rue Championnet**

**PARIS 18e — Tél. 627-73-89**

---

“These 2 instruments are manufactured by Chauvin Arnoux S.A., 190 rue Championnet Paris 18e — France — Phone: 627-73-89 — which is looking for any form of distribution agreement or manufacturer under licence”
**NEW VACTEC “PLASTIC” PHOTOCELLS**

![Image of photocells](image)

Actual size, priced as low as .25 each (±33% tolerance) in 100,000 quantities.

**Low Cost Way to Meet Most Photocell Requirements**

Are you spending up to a dollar for photocells when Vactec can satisfy your needs for far less? Here's a complete line made the same, and with the same quality characteristics and precise tolerances as their metal cased counterparts. Yet they cost about half as much, because instead of sealing, they are protected by a thin transparent plastic coating.

Vactec “plastic” cells are conveniently controlled by ambient light, or from closely coupled low voltage lamps for remote control. Special processing provides resistance to humidity, making these devices suitable for indoor industrial and commercial applications like controlling relays in line voltage circuits; switching SCR's on or off; phase control in proportional circuits; or as feedback elements for motor speed controls in consumer appliances.

**GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Two Cdse and three Cds materials, including the new type 3 with exceptionally high linearity and speed.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voltage Maximum</td>
<td>(dark 300V.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissipation at 25°C</td>
<td>200 mw (VT 100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>250 mw (VT 700 and VT 700E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>125 mw (VT 800)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambient</td>
<td>—40°C up to +75°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance</td>
<td>Wide range as low as 600Ω at 2 F.C.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Write today for Bulletins PCD-41, 57, 57E, and 58.

**VACTEC, INC.**

2423 Northline Ind. Blvd., Maryland Heights, Missouri 63042
(314) 872-8300

Specializing in standard Cdse, Cdse, and Se cells. Custom engineering for every photocell need. Listed in EBG under “Sem-Conductors” and EEM Sec. 3700.

the space between the lines. Within the line the characters would be five dots wide, ranging from one dot for an I to five for an E or W; two-dot spaces appear between characters. Besides this 5 × 7 matrix size, other common sizes can be used, such as 6 × 9 or 7 × 10; but fewer lines of these larger sizes would be printed per minute because the dot deposition speed is constant.

In the demonstration model shown to the press recently, the printer was off-line; its input was a series of bits corresponding to the data to be printed—a 1 for a dot, a 0 for no dot—stored on a magnetic tape unit that had been previously prepared on a computer. For an on-line printer operating in this mode, the image of the printed matter would have to be set up in the computer memory in advance, line for line. Also, for a computer to print alphanumeric characters lengthwise instead of crosswise or to print graphic information, it would have to set up an image of the whole page in an enormous block of memory space—more than most computers can spare. But Cle-vite plans to make available an interface unit that translates the American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) into the dot-for-dot format, so that the computer can transmit only the data to be printed, rather than the data’s image in memory.

**Special coating.** The paper for the printer has a special coating that retains its white color yet easily accepts the electric charge and the toner.

Even though the printer in its present form prints at 4,800 lines per minute, much faster than any conventional unit, it's not limited to this speed by the printing process itself. Although in continuous operation a new row of dots is printed every 1.25 msec, Cle-vite engineers have gotten this down to as little as 60 microseconds with satisfactory results—corresponding to an output of 20 pages per second. This is too fast to be useful; people can’t use printed information that fast, and that speed requires an enormous stepping motor to handle the paper.

Deliveries of the printer will begin in October. It’s priced tentatively at $15,000.
Anyone can think small.

Frankly, we had something bigger in mind.

We built our second generation DPM* to fit into seven square inches of panel. That's less than any other digital panel meter requires. But we didn't stop there. The Model 1290 mounts completely from the front of the panel. The entire chassis pulls out from the front for servicing or replacement. Even the Nixie** tubes are pluggable! Think of the convenience in continuous systems operation. Despite the smaller package, Model 1290 has all the features our original DPM is so widely acclaimed for—3-digit plus 100% overrange display, 0.1% ±1 digit accuracy, circular/polarized window filter, dual slope integration, full-buffered storage display and BCD output. Many of these standard Weston features are still "optional at extra cost" on competitive units. Our new compact is styled for tomorrow, available today, and priced below $200 in quantity. Anything else in the industry is just small talk. WESTON INSTRUMENTS DIVISION, Weston Instruments, Inc., Newark, New Jersey 07114. a Schlumberger company

*U.S. Pat. #3,051,939 and patents pending  
**Registered trademark, Burroughs Corp.
Our package deal is a complete fabrication.

We make every part of our hermetic integrated circuit packages in our own plants.

We have to.

It's the best way we can be sure that every one will measure up to specs. Bcr: ours and yours.

Take, for example, our off-the-shelf dual inline package.

It uses our own special blend of hard glass and alumina to get the best properties. High electrical insulation, thermal shock resistance, hermeticity, and a thermal expansion that matches the metal alloy parts.

It meets Mil-specs and can be plated to your requirements.

If this package doesn't suit your needs, we'll design one to your specs.

Each hermetic package gets to you in first-class condition. No bent or shorted leads. No excess glass-ceramic flow.

In short, the perfect package deal.

_Sylvania Metals & Chemicals, Parts Division, Warren, Pa., 16365._

SYLVANIA GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS
New components

Free-standing transistor socket has no insulator

Separate pins provide contact and support for semiconductors; automatic p-c board insertion lowers assembly costs

The consumer electronics industry has discovered that it is more economical to use transistor sockets than to solder components directly to printed-circuit boards. And Molex Products Co. has developed a new type of transistor socket that cuts assembly costs even further.

According to C.G. McDonough, manager of advanced design at Molex, "The cheapest three-terminal transistor socket sells for about 4.5 cents in quantities of 100,000. But three of our terminals, in the same quantity, go for about 1.2 cents."

The socket, which is actually separate terminals, can be mounted three ways. The terminals can be provided in chain form and cut off as needed, in chain form and separated in groups, or loose.

With the continuous-chain feed, the terminals are cut off and inserted one at a time by an automatic head. In group form, the terminals required for a given p-c board are separated and blown through a plastic tube to the insertion head. With either method, a template guides the terminals into the proper location. In the third system, a vibrating feed is

Comb-actuated relay AZ-426 is for remote switching of uhf and vhf signals. Crossbar-wire contacts are rated 0.5 amp at 26 v d-c, 0.3 amp at 115 v a-c, with minimum loss up to 1,000 Mhz at 300 ohms. Capacitance between contacts or between contacts and ground is less than 0.5 pf. Price is $1.95 each in quantity. American Zetter Inc., 697 Randolph Ave., Costa Mesa, Calif. [341]

Arc suppressors, utilizing an RC network concept as an rf filter, range in values from 0.01 to 0.001 pf. Voltage ratings are 28 v a-c or 100 v d-c, and 125 v a-c or 400 v d-c. All units are available with axial or plug-in leads, in series or parallel. They come in two shell sizes: 0.50 x 0.40 in. and 0.62 x 0.70 in. Genisco Technology Corp., 16435 Susana Rd., Compton, Calif. [342]

Two magnetic latch relays, a 10 amp, 2-pdt and a 10 amp, 4-pdt designated series JL and KL respectively, are for use in extreme environments. Balanced-Force armature design insures reliable operation in shock of 100 g's, and vibration of 30 g's to 3,000 Hz. Series JL measures 1.015 x 1 x 0.915 in., and KL is 1.015 x 1 x 1.015 in. Leach Corp., 5915 Avalon Blvd., Los Angeles. [343]

High reliability air mover, the Dolphin fan, provides up to 265 cfm from a 2 7/16 in. deep axial package for use in 5 years of continuous operation. It features oil impregnated sleeve bearings and mounts easily with clips on integral clamping rings. It is airflow reversible by mounting on either face and can be used continuously in ambients to 65°C. Rotron Inc., Woodstock, N.Y. [346]

Miniature, high range chip resistor MHR is for hybrid IC's or precision resistive networks. Standard resistance range is 100 kilohms to 10 megohms with a standard tolerance of ±1%. It is rated 1/20 w at 125° C, derated to 0 at 725° C, with a temperature coefficient of ±100 ppm/°C in the −55° to +125°C range. IRC Div. of TRW Inc., N. Broad St., Philadelphia 19108. [348]
What a coincidence! You're flying to Philadelphia for the NEP/CON '69 EAST June 10-12. So are we.

And many of your fellow conventioneers will be going with us. You'll enjoy it more if you fly with your friends.

TWA

Our people make you happy. We make them happy.

used with loose terminals. That technique, however, has a drawback—the holes in the p-c board must be countersunk to act as a guide for the terminals, meaning more space between holes. But the vibrating insertion method also has its advantages—a large number of terminals, and hence sockets, can be inserted at the same time. With all three methods, the terminals are held permanently in place when the complete board is soldered. Besides making the terminals, Molex also manufactures the insertion equipment. This includes the insertion heads and the pantograph arrangement that holds them, the templates, and the press that's used to firmly seat the terminals into the board before they are soldered.

Custom-made. According to McDonough, a complete vibration-insertion setup costs about $6,000. This includes the vibrator, the press, and one set of templates; each set contains a top plate, a bottom plate, and a press plate. The tube insertion setup—which includes the automatic feeder, the cutoff machine, the air drive, and a set of templates—costs about $9,000. The pantograph system, including the key table, sells for about $4,000. Additional sets of templates, for different boards, cost about $200. But McDonough points out that the systems are built on a custom basis, to meet the manufacturer's specific needs, therefore the listed prices are only approximate.

Molex Products Co., 5224 Katrine Ave., Downers Grove, Ill. 60515 [349]
Educating electronics personnel is too big a problem to have only one solution.

Of course, you're sold on the importance of providing continuing education for your electronics personnel. So rapidly do new developments take place in electronics that knowledge begins to lose its value almost as soon as it is acquired. Valuable men can become outmoded and unproductive almost overnight. And the shortage of technical manpower at both the professional and supporting levels makes it imperative that you utilize fully every man you have.

Perhaps your company conducts in-plant programs of instruction. Or pays all or part of the cost of evening classes in nearby technical institutes, colleges and universities. Whatever your educational program, we believe it will be more flexible and more effective if you supplement it with CREI Home Study Programs in Electronics.

We've prepared a brochure that tells how CREI Programs can help you update, upgrade and reorient electronics personnel. Use coupon below to send for a copy today.

CREI, Home Study Division McGraw-Hill Book Company
Dept. WTC-05, 3224 Sixteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20010

I want more information on CREI Programs in Electronics and now they can supplement our educational program for electronics personnel. Please send me, without obligation, your descriptive brochure.

Name: __________________________
Title: __________________________
Firm Name: ______________________
Address: _________________________
City: ___________________ State: ______ Zip: __________
THINKING RELAYS?

THINK MAGNECRAFT!

(that's all we think about, exclusively)

We specialize in relays. Not only dry reed and mercury-wetted relays, but a full line of quality, long lasting relays. There are Magnecraft general purpose, telephone type, time delay and power relays, as well as coaxial relays for UHF switching.

All Magnecraft relays are built to provide reliable performance in any application. And to insure this reliability, our demanding quality control system puts every part and assembly through repeated inspections before any shipment leaves our plant.

Everyone at Magnecraft concentrates on relays to provide you with quality products, quickly delivered and at competitive cost. That's because all we think about is relays! Just ask our wives!

MagneCraft® Electric Company
5575 North Lynch Avenue • Chicago, Illinois 60630 • 312 • 282-5500

FREE! Product File — Yours for the asking. Contains full details on all our stock relays.
$1,000 converter tells all the angles

Synchro-to-digital unit is solid state and has five-digit display; accuracy and resolution are both 0.1°, and repeatability 0.02°

Solid state synchro-to-digital converters have already blasted electromechanical angle indicators out of the over-$3,000 market, where converter accuracy is 0.01° or better. Now, they're zeroing in on the low-price market.

Two new challengers come from the Synchro-to-digital unit offers an accuracy of 0.01° and a repeatability of 0.02°.

Converters, whether solid state or electromechanical, are built into systems to display the angular position of a spinning object, say, an antenna; alternatively, they are used to test, calibrate, or align systems, such as navigational computers that process angular-position data.

Whatever its application, a converter generally receives its input from a synchro—an electromechanical...
E F C
fiberoptics
for
computer
applications

Punched Card and Tape Readers
Reflective Readers
Light Piping

For designers, specifiers and buyers of fiberoptic components in the computer or peripheral equipment industries, there is now a single source of design and manufacturing capability to meet your requirements...with competitive prices, firm deliveries and conscientious service.

For more information, write or call

ELECTRO FIBEROPTICS CORPORATION
45E Water Street, Worcester, Mass. 01604
Phone 617 791-7391

Write for this booklet called Sine Waves and Light Pipes—an introduction to Electro Fiberoptics Corporation—plus technical data sheets.

cal device that converts angular position into a signal.

Solid state converters have a number of advantages over their electromechanical counterparts. For example, they are more reliable, respond faster, are compatible with computers, and have numerical displays, which are easier to read than the odometer wheels on electromechanical units. In addition, solid state units are usually smaller. Both of Theta's new converters, for example, are only 9½ inches wide, 3½ inches high, and 13 inches deep.

An individual converter can run at four frequencies. Customers specify the operating frequencies they want, and Theta engineers build four filters, one for each frequency, into the converter. The converter senses which of the four frequencies is at its input and switches the appropriate filter into the loop. Off-the-shelf units have 60-, 400-, 800-, and 4,800-hz filters.

The slew rates of the two types of converters are almost equal. Working in a 400-hz system, the static unit takes 300 milliseconds to respond to a 180°-step input; the dynamic converter responds to the same input in 200 milliseconds.

The big difference between the two units is that the slower goes only one way. Say both are checking the position of an antenna. If it rotates from 5° to 4°, the static converter has to search around almost the full circle before it finds the null point at 4°. The dynamic unit, on the other hand, continuously tracks the antenna regardless of which way it's turning.

Down the taps. Both converters work about the same way. At the input there's a reference circuit, which reduces the voltage from the synchro to a level that can be handled by MOS field-effect transistors. The reference's output goes to a bridge, made of three 10-kilohm resistors. On one of these resistors is a row of taps, separated in such a way that the resistance between adjacent taps is proportional to a 5° rotation of the synchro.

Also in each converter is a counter that sends an interrogation signal to a bank of analog switches. The switches step down the row of taps until the null point is sensed. Built in with the switches is a FET-resistor network that cuts the 5° steps between taps into 0.1° and 0.01° increments.

When the counter finds the null, the clock that drives the counter shuts off. The number in the counter at this point is proportional to the angular position of the synchro.

The next time the synchro rotates, the clock goes on again, unless the rotation is large and sudden. In that case, a voltage-controlled oscillator takes over the clock's job and drives the counter quickly until the new null point is approached. Then the clock takes over again.

Theta Instrument Corp., Fairfield, N.J.
07006 [389]
From the forest of 977 FETs now available,* TI has selected 15 that satisfy 85% of all FET applications.

They're part of TI's line of 285 preferred semiconductors, selected after months of computer demand analysis to save you time and money in specifying discrete components.

TI's preferred 15 FETs are popular, proven and readily available from TI distributor and factory stocks.

Volume production of these devices allows TI to offer many of them at new low prices.

If one of the preferred 15 doesn’t fit your specific circuit requirements, remember TI makes over 100 standard FETs in addition to many special ones.

Write for TI’s new Preferred Semiconductor and Components catalog: Texas Instruments Incorporated, PO Box 5012, MS308, Dallas, Texas 75222. Or just circle reader service card No.518.
the portable standards lab

Well, not quite.

But the Biddle Model 72-3110 now makes it practical to bring secondary standards calibration to any instrument site and to achieve laboratory precision without requiring laboratory environment. It is more accurate and stable than any other portable potentiometer, and it will function accurately under conditions where others break down. To make this possible, Biddle updated two critical sections of the standard potentiometer—it replaced both the galvanometer and the Standard Cell.

Null Indicating Display. By using a solid state amplifier with a taut band meter, the 72-3110 has eliminated the inconvenience and difficulties of the galvanometer. The new system has ten times the resolution. The indication is legible, accurate and steady, no matter how the instrument is positioned. It is not affected by vibration and does not require constant resetting. In short, precise reading of the instrument is now a practical reality.

Solid State Voltage Reference. The use of the Zener Reference in place of the Standard Cell has resulted in increased accuracy, reliability and versatility. Among its advantages are:

Self Standardization. The Zener circuit maintains an extremely precise constant voltage level (within 0.001%) despite wide fluctuation in the battery output. This eliminates the repeated standardization of the reference voltage required by other instruments and assures accurate reading without continual checking. Moreover, there is virtually no warm up time. The use of an 18V battery source results in extremely long battery life—1½ years at 20 hours a week.

Stability. Besides circuit advantages, the 72-3110 has component advantages which give it greater stability in the face of electrical and environmental stress. It is quite possible, for instance, through excessive current drain, to change the value of the Standard Cell for extended periods of time. This can't happen with the Zener circuit. Moreover, the Standard Cell has a narrower thermal range, which is further limited by its glass casing. With the Zener circuit, the battery is the limiting factor. Finally, the Standard Cell is position sensitive. The 72-3110 will operate in any position.

Specifications.

Range: —11.1 to +111.1 mV. This covers the entire thermocouple emf range.

Error Limit: ±(0.03% of reading + 2 µV).

Regulation: Maximum voltage change: 0.001%.

Temp. Coeff.: Less than 0.0003% per °C.

Long Term Stability: 0.01% per year.

Warm up Time: Less than 30 sec.

Measuring Dials: Two rotary switches provide 110 mV divisions, and a 14th slide wire with 220 calibrated divisions (0 to 1.1 mV).

Resolution: 1 microvolt.

Detector: Taut band meter with solid state amplifier.

Detector Sensitivity: 2 microvolts/div.

Of course, the Biddle 72-3110 is not a portable standards lab, but it is so far superior to anything else, what else would you call it?

JAMES G. BIDDLE CO.
Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462
(215) 646-9200

$575
New production equipment

Yag laser shows power, versatility

Two krypton lamps pump unit to 200 watts c-w; applications include wafer dicing and resistor trimming

Until recently, commercially available yttrium aluminum garnet lasers were limited in continuous-wave power output to about 10 watts. In the last few months, however, Holobeam Inc. has introduced a yag unit which it claims can deliver 95 watts c-w. And hard on the heels of the Holobeam announcement comes a yag laser from the Korad department of Union Carbide Corp's Electronics division with a c-w output of 200 watts.

Walter Koechner, senior staff physicist, in discussing the K-Y5, stresses that Korad isn't in a power race. He's as interested in reliability and maintainability as power output. The two linear krypton lamps used as the pumping source have specified lifetimes of 100 hours, which, Koechner says, is much higher than most comparable units. He says the lamp diameters match that of the laser rod; this means they don't have to be driven as hard as smaller-diameter pumping sources to get high power, and thus will last longer.

Koechner looks for the new device to be used in semiconductor processing to trim resistors and dice silicon wafers, noting that 80 to
100 watts of c-w power is required to cut the 2-mil-wide slot needed to separate silicon wafers into dice. But he doesn’t expect semiconductor manufacturers to buy the K-Y5 for dicing alone. Its price is approximately $35,000, which isn’t competitive with diamond dics that sell for between $4,000 and $6,000. Koechner believes a semiconductor manufacturer will use it for trimming as well.

In the latter application, the beam can be split using mirrors, allowing work to be done simultaneously at four to six trimming stations. Korad officials also anticipate military interest in the K-Y5, particularly for the target-irradiation possibilities of its invisible 1.06-micron-wavelength beam. And with 200 watts c-w available, the laser could compete with carbon-dioxide devices in communications jobs.

**Compact model.** Cryogenic cooling is required to get sensitive detectors for CO₂ lasers, Koechner notes. But this isn’t necessary for yag lasers like the K-Y5. The K-Y5’s transmitter, or laser head, is 23 inches long. Korad officials say a 200-watt CO₂ laser for a communications application would have to be about 15 feet long.

But there are tradeoffs. The CO₂ unit would have an efficiency of 15% as against the yag laser’s 2%. Moreover, the yag unit at $35,000 costs about $15,000 more than a comparable CO₂ system. But Korad officials say that if power density—focusing the beam on a small-size spot—is a consideration, yag is more attractive.

The K-Y5 achieves its 200-watt c-w output with external mirrors, rather than rod coating, for reflection. This reduces power somewhat, but allows Q-switching, frequency-doubling, and mode-locking—features unobtainable with coated-rod lasers. Q-switching affords the peak
powers needed in resistor trimming with minimum heating of adjacent surfaces.

Koechner explains that by frequency-doubling the Korad device's output to 5,300 angstroms, the unit functions in the green portion of the spectrum close to the region where many argon-ion lasers work. He foresees the K-Y5 replacing these systems in such jobs as underwater ranging since the Korad unit can be both frequency-doubled and Q-switched, boosting its pulsed-mode output to several kilowatts as against the several watts available from an argon-ion laser.

The device uses a refrigerated, closed-cycle cooling system. A 208- or 230-volt, three-phase, 60-hertz source is required. Korad is quoting 30 to 90 days for delivery.

Korad Department, Union Carbide Corp., 2520 Colorado Ave., Santa Monica, Calif. 90406 [429]

Production equipment

Coater speeds capacitor line

Machine can handle 4,000 ceramic blanks per hour and improve uniformity

Nearly all manufacturers of ceramic capacitors rely on hand-dipping, in which a production worker can coat 300 to 400 chips per hour with a silver compound.

A machine developed by the K. Dixon Corp. can dip 4,000 blanks per hour, provide a more uniform coating, and—because of vacuum-handling—eliminate the problem of chip breakage caused by mechanical tweezers.

The ceramic blanks are placed in bulk in a vibrato bowlfeeder which orients them for reception by a pair of opposed vacuum chucks for transfer onto the wheel chucks. A photocell steps the transfer mechanism as each wheel chuck arrives at the transfer station. The transfer chuck aligns the chip with the wheel and then both chucks are moved briefly in unison by a lever, Hamilton has added a new plant—just to produce precision, Photoformed® parts!

This new facility is equipped with the most modern photo-etching machinery on the market. The new equipment will produce precision parts in large quantities to the highest standard of dimensional accuracy.

Now, you can get from the Precision Metals Division, finished parts to the same degree of precision as world-wide metal users have come to expect in Hamilton's strip and foil.

Hamilton offers the advantages of a completely integrated facility controlling every step from melt to finished strip or foil—and now to finished parts. This means that you get the same adherence to metallurgical standards and dimensional accuracy that has become the hallmark of Hamilton.

For the complete story on the capabilities of Precision Metals Division and what it can do for you, write for your copy of the Precision Metals catalog. It's yours for the asking—write today!

Precision Metals Division

Hamilton Watch Company • Lancaster, Pa. 17604
A new treatment of
CIRCUIT DESIGN FOR
INTEGRATED ELECTRONICS

By Hans R. Camenzind, Signetics Corporation

Written for the practicing electronic engineer with circuit design experience this book serves as a bridge to the field of integrated circuits. It provides an overview of integrated circuit processes, a detailed analysis of integrated components, and a thorough discussion of design techniques for both digital and linear integrated circuits. In addition, computer analysis and design of integrated circuits and measurement methods are presented.

"An excellent book filling a large gap in electronics teaching."
James Freeman, University of Detroit

"This book will be a useful reference and text. It incorporates both acceptable device design principles and circuit design techniques for integrated circuits."
J. S. Linder, Texas A & M University

"Written for senior or graduate-level, electronics engineering courses, this text, with excellent illustrations, has an outstanding organization of material."
Bob Koeper, Design Dateline

266 pp 277 illus. (1968) $12.95
Write for TEN DAY exam

Addison-Wesley PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC.
Reading, Massachusetts 01867

Make your own break.

You can take a lot of the chance out of your future by including yourself in the Electronics Manpower Register.

When you do, your experience and talents become part of a nationwide computerized placement service.

Our computer is programmed to give every registrant the same look for every opening. With your prior approval, you'll be considered for every opportunity that matches your resume.

All you have to do is send one to:
Electronics Manpower Register
Electronics
330 West 42nd Street
New York, N.Y. 10036

Coster. Machine controls vary both dip modes and rates.

and this actuates a solenoid vacuum switch, releasing the chip to the wheel chuck suction.

Each wheel chuck is mounted on a hollow shaft centered through a gear. At 180° intervals during rotation, the shaft is locked by a ball detent positioned to orient the chip vertically. Racks mounted near each of the machine's two dipping stations overturn the wheel chuck as the gear passes.

At each dipping station, the chip encounters a grooved wheel wetted with the metal compound in solution. The depth of the groove determines the depth of the dip for each piece. The proportionate rotation of the wheel and chip prevents an unwanted buildup of compound.

Each dipping station adjusts vertically by means of a vernier screw mechanism to accept various sizes of chips or grooves.

Strong pump. Pump housing and drain-and-return tubing for the dip station are Teflon, which assures resistance to any type of solvent which might be needed for the metal compound. The pumping system will drive fluids as viscous as toothpaste, Dixon says. Each station requires a minimum of 2 ounces of silver solution and will hold a maximum of 4 ounces. A removal screen acts as a filter in each reservoir to prevent clogging of the pump system.

In addition to the capacitor-dipping application, the company is looking toward addition of tinning stations around the wheel by adding a flow solder mechanism. Application of the machine to silvering of connector filters, crystals, and pellet resistors also appears possible, Dixon says.

Price of the standard model is about $28,000. Delivery time is three months.

K. Dixon Corp., 18438 Topham Street, Tarzana, Calif. 91365 [430]
We'd like to send you a job in a plain brown envelope.

The name of our company is MITRE. And we design, develop and verify large, computer-based systems for the Government. Under both civil and defense contracts.

What you could work on covers a lot of territory. Military command and control, communications, medical information, education, urban planning, transportation, air traffic control.

Obviously, we can't pack all the information about MITRE into a single ad. But we can pack what you need to know into a plain brown envelope.

MITRE CORPORATION
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Address: Mr. Richard Seamans, The MITRE Corporation, 3904 Middlesex Turnpike, Bedford, Mass. 01730
In Washington: Mr. Robert Knotts, 1820BC Dolley Madison Boulevard, McLean, Virginia 22101

INTERVIEWS – S.J.C.C.
Call (617) 271-2484
to arrange a convenient appointment
MITRE HAS IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
IN BEDFORD, MASS.
AND WASHINGTON, D.C.

- Systems Programming
A number of positions currently exist at our System 360 facilities in Bedford for both junior and senior systems programmers with an interest in multi-tasking operating systems (OS/360 MFT, MVT). Responsibilities will be in the areas of: system generation, data and task management, libraries, cataloging, language translators (especially PL/I) and accounting.
Experience with 360 Operating Systems, assembly language, system utilities, direct access devices and software and hardware configuration planning is desirable.
Our facilities include 360/40 and 360/50, and other computers, used in a variety of scientific and management applications.

- National Military Command System
Scientists and engineers are needed in our Washington Operations for systems analysis and feasibility studies, communications system analysis, systems design, integration and design verification of the NMCS. This “capping system” contains all the facilities, equipment, doctrine, procedures, and communications needed by national command authorities to give them strategic direction of the armed forces. MITRE's main concern is with the technical design and integration aspects of the NMCS and the communications between NMCS and various other command systems, including the World-Wide Military Command and Control System — a group of systems operated by the unified and specified commands.

- Communications Engineers
MITRE's responsibility in Bedford includes technical direction on such current communications systems as 490L Overseas Avovon, TACSATCOM, and Integrated Communication Navigation and Identification (CNI). There are also openings for communications engineers on 407L, Tactical Air Control System, and related tactical communications projects. Interest and background are desired in systems analysis; design, installation and checkout of communications networks; modulation and signal processing techniques; switching systems; voice and data transmission and satellite communications and associated airborne and ground terminal hardware.

MITRE's Washington Operations also has unusual new openings for systems engineers in: Weather Systems, Defense Communications Systems, and Information Systems. We are also conducting independent research in transportation systems, educational technology, medical data systems and urban planning.
Here's the scope that makes the Jolly Giant green—Data Instruments Model 1700. For the engineer who looks at the trace instead of the nameplate, it has no equal. It's portable, and has a 5 inch rectangular PDA tube with a variety of plug-in amplifiers geared to the most current needs. The unit shown here is 50MHz, dual trace with chopper, alternating and summing modes, and a 10mv/cm sensitivity.

Now, it is true, that for a few hundred dollars more, you can get a midget version from the Jolly Giant. And if you focus on the nameplate, it's very readable. As far as the trace goes, the 1700 is 25% larger and consequently faster and more sensitive. Still, if you can calibrate your eyeballs you can read the midget almost as well.

Almost. But not quite. The 1700 has a much smaller spot and consequently a measurably cleaner trace. Besides all this, the 1700 is built to the requirements of critical military applications. It is ruggedized at no extra cost. And speaking of cost, the main frame is $885. A series of time bases and vertical amplifiers ranging from $142 to $482 gives the unit wide applications including single shot function, TV monitoring, etc.

But why guess. Demonstrate it side by side with the midget trace, and decide which is better—a bigger trace or a bigger nameplate.

Data Instruments Div., 7300 Crescent Blvd., Pennsauken, N.J. 08110

50MHz, portable, plug-in
and you don't need calibrated eyeballs

$1698
New semiconductors

Another entrant in op-amp sweepstakes

Raytheon challenges Fairchild's 741 and National Semiconductor's 107 with a device offering typical gain of 50,000 at ±3 to ±20 volts

Raytheon Semiconductor got itself into the linear-integrated-circuit business a couple of years ago when its next-door neighbor, Fairchild Semiconductor, fell behind on deliveries of the 709 operational amplifier. Raytheon gleefully supplied Fairchild's customers, going on from there to offer what is probably the largest op-amp line in the business; it second-sources Fairchild on the 709, the 709A, and the 741, and the National Semiconductor Corp. on the popular LM101, the LM101A, and the LM107.

But with the exception of beam-loaded IC's Raytheon has never been known as an innovator, at least until now. Drawing on a process derived from the beam-lead work, plus some fancy new circuit design, the company has developed a new op amp that it expects to challenge the 107 and the 741 as the successor to the 709 [Electronics, Apr. 14, p. 33]. To be introduced next month as the RM131, the circuit offers typical voltage gain of 50,000 at ±3 volts to ±20--compared to gains of 10,000 at ±5 volts to ±20 volts for the 741 and the 107.

The designers at Raytheon expect

---

Raytheon Semiconductor: 1 Summer Ave., Newark, N. J. [437]

High-voltage, 3-amp silicon rectifier stacks series HVS-3 are designed for industrial applications. They use avalanche rectifiers, which eliminate all RC components from the stack. Units are available in ratings from 9 kv to 30 kv. The individual rectifiers used withstand reverse transients up to 3 kw. Transitron Electronic Corp., 168 Albion St., Wakefield, Mass. [440]


Mit Ausnahme von Vacuum Tube-Amp, die Raytheon jedoch nie als Innovator wahrgenommen wurde, stellte das Unternehmen eine neue Art von Op-Amp her, die auf einem Prozess basierte, der bei der Herstellung von Laser-Anwendungen verwendet wurde. Die neuen Schaltkreise bieten eine typische Verstärkung von 50,000 bei ±3 V bis ±20 V, was einen signifikanten Unterschied zu den herkömmlichen Op-Amps von Fairchild mit einer Verstärkung von 10,000 bei ±5 V bis ±20 V darstellt. 

Die Entwicklungsleute bei Raytheon erwarteten von ihrem neuen Op-Amp eine herausragende Leistung.
Never use less than the safest High-Voltage leads

For example: a quick connect/disconnect 20 KVDC connector feeding two CRT tubes from a single terminal 20 feet away. It's a compact lead assembly with glass and epoxy receptacles and silicone insulated leads that can be mated safely by hand, yet it's rated 25 KVDC at 70,000 feet!

- Lightweight, flexible assembly
- Meets applicable MIL specifications
- RFI shielding available
- Rated at 10 amps
- No exposed high-voltage
- Corona and radiation resistant
- Foolproof assembly

Let us design an assembly that meets or exceeds your requirements. We're the leading maker of high-voltage, high-altitude custom lead assemblies. Whatever your connection problem, write or call today.

Capitron Division
Elizabethtown, Pa. 17022
717-367-1105  TWX: 510-657-4561

The circuit to be welcomed for low-voltage applications where large power supplies are not available, medical electronics being an example. But it will also make the circuit price-competitive with the 101 and 741 and offer it in a variety of metal, ceramic, and plastic packages in order to fight it out all along the line. Further, Raytheon says that the 4131 is only the first in a series of proprietary op amps.

Just to keep its hand in as a second source, the company has also introduced a dual monolithic 741—something that Fairchild has promised but not yet produced.

Like its rivals, the 4131 is fully compensated, a factor that some designers feel limits the versatility of an op amp. But its open-loop bandwidth of 4 megahertz is five times that of its rivals, so that Raytheon can claim greater flexibility in frequency response.

The increased gain of the 4131 is partly a result of silicon nitride passivation—a technique that is rapidly becoming a panacea for semiconductor manufacturers. David A. Maxwell, manager of the advanced development department, says that Raytheon found that the passivation techniques developed for beam-lead IC dice drove transistor betas through the ceiling, even at low currents.

Semiconductor manufacturers have for some time exploited the fact that the phosphorus used in emitter diffusion tends to deposit a layer of phosphor glass that attracts sodium ions from the oxide layer. Charges in the oxide can otherwise cause leakage currents that increase transistor base currents and thus decrease beta (the ratio of collector current to base current).

Raytheon is essentially carrying the process of removing these ions one more step: it removes the phosphor glass and then passivates with a layer of silicon nitride, in which sodium is virtually immobile, 1,500 angstroms thick. The process improves the long-term stability of the device, Maxwell says. Raytheon has conducted tests in which sodium is smeared across the surface of a nitrided wafer and then baked for a week at 600°C. When the nitride is removed, a little at a time, no sodium can be found beyond 100 Å. By contrast, sodium pene-
trates oxides to 10,000 A, or deeper, within days.

"We've found this technique essential to getting gain at low currents," Maxwell says. The 4131 has betas of 250 to 300 from one microampere through one milliamp; it is surpassed at the high end by the 107, which zooms to 1,500 or more at a milliamp, but Maxwell claims that the 4131 is superior at the low end.

Flat. To stabilize gain, bandwidth, and slew rate, designer Harry Gill, a senior engineer in linear circuit design, developed a new type of current regulator that produces a nearly flat 225 microamps from 2 volts to 45 volts, at which point the npn transistors begin breaking down.

The circuit is a modification of one that has been in use for a couple of years; it is shown by the shaded area in the diagram. Transistor Q16 is actually four pnp transistors in parallel; each transistor tends to contribute as much current as is being forced on the other leg of the regulator. This difference in current causes a difference in voltage between transistors Q16 and Q17 of 15 millivolts per octave of current. Since the current ratio is 4:1, the base-emitter voltage of Q16 is 36 millivolts, which is taken up by the output resistor R6.

Gill's addition was the transistors Q14 and Q15, which multiply the output impedance of the current source by the transistor gain, thus flattening the current curve. Gill says that without the added transistors, current changes typically from 130 microamps at 2 volts to 290 microamps at 50 volts; with the transistors, the curve goes from 224 microamps at 2 volts to 260 microamps at 50 volts. The circuit is limited at the low end by the four junctions between input and output, which tend to turn off at low voltages.

Raytheon went to smaller geometries, with only 0.15-mil clearance from the edge of the contact to the edge of the diffusion, to fabricate faster pnp's. It also switched from square to round design to eliminate irregularities in emitter diffusion that resulted in injections that weren't uniform.

Raytheon Semiconductor Operation, 350 Ellis St., Mountain View, Calif. [444]
from the leader in assembly equipment

Advanced bonding equipment for every semiconductor assembly requirement.

MODEL 1350 ULTRASONIC WIRE BONDER
• Handles hybrids and LSI IC’s up to 3" across
• Stitch bonds continuously at multiple levels
• Bonds wire with automatic feed and cut-off

MODEL 1370 RACK FEED ULTRASONIC BONDER
• Hi-speed transistor bonding
• Production bonding of 14 lead IC’s
• Bonds up to .020" wire for power device production

MODEL 2000 FLIP CHIP BONDER
• Totally automatic bond cycle
• Adaptable to automatic die attach
• Two step leveling force

MODEL 2100 UNIVERSAL ASSEMBLY MACHINE
• Automatically bonds beam lead devices
• Thermocompression flip chip and die bonding
• Reflow solders flip chips or die with heated substage

Other Hugle Industries' products: Horizontal Epitaxial Reactors • Vertical Barrel Reactors
• Epitaxial and Diffusion Doping Systems • IR Microscopes • PCD Process Controllers

First in service to semiconductor manufacturers

HUGLE Industries
750 North Pastoria Avenue Sunnyvale, California 94086 (408) 738-1700
Data handling

400-nsec ROM sells for 3.5 cents per bit

Braided-wire unit has cycle time of 1 μsec; drive circuit redesigned, glass-encapsulated diodes used instead of transistors to trim cost

While many firms strive for faster memories, Memory Technology Inc. is quite happy to have made a slower one. The company already sells braided wire read-only memories with cycle times of 300 and 500 nanoseconds. However, some applications don’t need responses this fast. So it has broadened its product line to include slower-response and lower-cost units.

The result is the S (for slow) series. Access time of S-series memories is about 400 nanoseconds and cycle time is about 1 microsecond. Price is lower as well. An S-series memory sells for 30% to 50% less than a fast 500-nsec-cycle memory, and is about 20% less than the middle-speed 500-nsec-cycle model. In lots of 100, S-series data storage costs about three-and-one-half cents for each bit.

MTT’s marketing men point out that potential users now have a broader range of price-performance ratios to pick from. It thus should be easier to pick a unit that is right in terms of speed and cost for a given application. To users with machines that must fit a variety of applications, like industrial and process controllers, all three braids...
New plastics for electronics

Fiberfil Carbasar, fiberglass reinforced polycarbonate, and Nylasar, reinforced nylon are part of a new generation of thermoplastics for electronics applications. They combine the best features of both long and short glass fiber reinforced materials.

These J-series thermoplastics incorporate both long and short fibers to deliver extra strength, stiffness, heat resistance, uniformity and needed dielectrics. They make ideal materials for coil forms, connectors, insulators, isolators, switch parts, housings, mountings and countless other electrical-electronic applications. Get the facts on these new materials. Ask your Fiberfil Representative or write Fiberfil Div., Rexall Chemical Co., Evansville, Ind. 47717.

---

double take!

MICRODYNE'S NEW IC TESTER TAKES SIMULTANEOUS D.C. AND FUNCTIONAL MEASUREMENTS

Want to production test digital IC's faster and more accurately? Automatic Model 721 makes 1024 sequential D.C. and functional measurements in less than 100 μs. Tests 5000 IC's a shift, with accuracy of 1.5%! Readout with go/no-go lamps and 3-digit volt/current meter for out of tolerance value. Program matrix card. Use coupon for more data.

---

Less costly. The memory circuit uses diodes instead of transistors.

are available. Since they are completely interchangeable, a customer can speed up or slow down his system to suit his needs.

To bring cost down, MIT redesigned the drive circuit of its braid. Rather than using transistor drivers, it switched to less costly glass-encapsulated diodes.

Word wire. Instead of using a transistor to pulse each word line, a NAND-gate actuates a transistor which then turns on a group of diodes simultaneously. Each diode is series-connected to a word wire in the woven braid. When actuated, a word wire induces a current pulse in the transformer sense windings that correspond to stored data at the memory's output.

The proper multibit parallel code at the NAND gate's input selects the desired work lines, and thus governs the data read out of storage. Sensing in the new braid is unchanged from former models [Electronics, Sept. 18, 1967, p. 121].

A slight increase in parasitic capacitance between the word lines is responsible for the speed reduction. Rather than terminating all word lines at a common point as in the faster braids, word wires are terminated in groups of 8, 16, or 32 words depending on the application. Thus capacitive charges between word wires increases cycle time.

Depending on characteristics and quantity, S-series braids cost from $300 to $1,300. Delivery takes one month.

Memory Technology Inc., 223 Crescent St., Waltham, Mass. 02178 [369]
24 hours after we hear from you, you'll hear from us.

---

Name
Address
City State Zip
College
Degree Year

I am interested in the following type of assignment:

I have had professional experience in the following area(s):

I have had a total of ___ years' experience.

Join the team that designed the SURVEYOR

Opportunities for:
- Electro-Optical Engineers
- Aeronautical System Engineers
- High-Frequency Design Engineers
- Space Systems Engineers
- Guidance and Control Engineers
- Missile Systems Engineers
- Component Engineers and many other disciplines.

Current projects include:
- PHOENIX, TOW, MAVERICK, AIM-47A/AIM-4D Missile Systems • Commercial and Military COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES • APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES • and dozens of other important programs and projects.

HUGHES AEROSPACE DIVISIONS
An equal-opportunity employer (U.S. citizenship required)
TEST TWO MILLION DIODES... (IN 24 hrs.)
GET A 98% PACKAGE YIELD!

It happens every day with the 2130 multiplexed diode test system. By wafer screening with a Burns & Towne System, only operating diodes are packaged. Results are lower package cost... tighter price controls... greater testing economy.

This new Burns & Towne System makes 6 dc tests per die and screens over 80,000 per hour.

Testing programs can be changed in seconds merely by dialing in any test parameters at the system console. The system will stay on-line longer due to replaceable plug-in modules. With tolerances like 1 mv per volt and test increments of 1-nanoamp combined with an electrical stability of 1%, the way to go is Burns & Towne modular test and classifier systems for semiconductors.

Call or write for full specifications and price data.

BURNS & TOWNE INC.
SYSTEMS DIVISION 18-36 Granite St.
Haverhill Mass. 01830. Tel. (617) 373-1333

New Books

Laser Communication Systems
William K. Pratt
John Wiley & Sons Inc., 271 pp., $14.95

Taking a rigorous but easy-to-understand approach to the mathematical side of the subject, this book covers optical communications from the electrical engineer's viewpoint. Well-written and appropriately illustrated it isn't overloaded with long derivations—only those equations are given that demonstrate a point. The author, now a professor at the University of Southern California, worked at the Hughes Aircraft Co. during the early sixties, when much of its basic laser communications work was done.

After going through all the basic elements—modulation and demodulation, optical components, detectors, propagation, noise, and receivers—he comes to his most valuable chapter, one on optimum system design. He sets up the problem as one of choosing, on the basis of minimum system cost, the operating frequency, the laser transmitter power, the aperture diameters, and the receiver field of view. The focus is on pulse and digital systems, but the results could be extended to analog systems.

The author derives a set of partial differential equations relating the parameters and cost of the system; then, with a simultaneous solution, he comes up with expressions for optimum values in terms of the optimum system cost. The resulting system parameters give the highest possible information rate and communication range for an arbitrary signal-to-noise value.


An undergraduate text on basic electrical theory, this book covers everything from Coulomb's law to transmission lines and filters. It also covers vector analysis and makes liberal use of partial differential equations.

Studies in Feedback-Shift-Register Synthesis of Sequential Machines, Robert L. Martin, The MIT Press, 195 pp., $12.00

An expanded version of a doctoral thesis at MIT, this book provides insight into some of the properties of sequential machines using a feedback shift register as the basic block. Three main areas are the equivalent state problem, diagnosis of sequential machines, and related circuit forms. The memory-span test and the pair-graph are presented in detail. The book is aimed at graduate students and engineers.


This book is intended for practicing engineers using statistical communication theory in radar and radio communications. It has a systems engineering flavor, stressing the use of approximations and intuitive approaches. It also dwells on radar propagation and antennas.


In this second edition sections have been added on satellite motion, lasers, and solid state electronics, but the book remains an introduction to the subject for engineering students. Topics covered include quantum mechanics, relativity, the neutron and nuclear forces, radioactivity, and high-energy physics.


A collection of manufacturers' data and application notes on fluidic systems. It also includes a glossary of fluidic terms.

Antennas in Inhomogeneous Media, Janis Galejs, Pergamon Press, 294 pp., $18

The first part of this book contains general material on antenna theory, and the remainder is intended for graduate students working on antenna problems. The book differs from most antenna texts, which emphasize the classical free-space environment, in that it presents methods of analyzing dielectric loading, buried antennas, and antennas in re-entry environments or the ionosphere. The chapter on magnetically loaded antennas is particularly applicable to space experiments and designs of antenna probes.

Oceanic Patents 1959-1968, Evelyn Sinha, Ocean Engineering Information Service, 90 pp., $15.00

A bibliography of patents, classified according to subject. Electronics patents are covered in sections on sonar, power sources, radar and radio, telemetry, and radioactivity.


A guide to the qualifications for each amateur-radio license class. Four chapters give questions and answers for novice, technician/conditional/general class, advanced, and extra class. A listing of locations and times of examinations are included.

Introductory Topological Analysis of Electrical Networks, Shu-Park Chan, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 482 pp., $15.95

An advanced undergraduate-level text, this book covers the matrix approach, and the interrelationships of loop equations, node equations, and state equations. Topological analysis is applied to active networks and switching networks in addition to passive two-ports.
No other 100W silicon power transistor in the industry can match this performance point.

Now, full second breakdown protection up to 100 W dissipation and 150 volts, plus safe area rated up to 300 volts! That's a brand new level of power performance and reliability for high-voltage silicon transistors.

We made this capability possible by creating a unique pellet construction technique—multiple diffusion combined with the multiple emitter concept made famous by RCA "overlay." To you, this means better performing, more reliable circuits for high-voltage regulators, series regulators, high-speed inverters for off-the-line operation, switching bridge amplifiers for servo motor controls, and ultrasonic power amplifiers.

Depending on your circuit requirements, you can choose between the 2N5240 with a $V_{ce}$ (sus) of 350 volts or the 2N5239 with a 250 volt rating. Both transistors have an $I_e$ (max.) of 5A and $P_e$ of 100 W.

For more information consult your RCA Representative or your RCA Distributor. For technical data, write: RCA Electronic Components, Commercial Engineering, Section IN4.4, Harrison, N. J. 07029.
Technical Abstracts

Trading off

Semiconductor memories—device aspects
Gordon E. Moore
Intel Corp., Mountain View, Calif.

Do semiconductor integrated circuits really pick up where magnetic memories leave off? Their advocates say they do; but the older forms manage to hang on to their share of the market.

Magnetic elements’ big advantage is that they can retain their magnetic state in the absence of an external source of power. But to read information from magnetic elements requires a relatively large disturbance and produces a relatively small signal, often mired in noise. These characteristics require special interfacing circuits to be placed between the element and the rest of the system.

No such interfacing problem exists for semiconductor memories, because the storage elements are essentially identical to the peripheral circuits. But the storage is in terms of current flow, which must be maintained at the expenditure of power, or in terms of charge storage on a capacitor, which requires frequent refreshing.

Semiconductors clearly have the edge over magnetic memories in small sizes, where the interfacing cost of the latter is prohibitive. And semiconductors are capable of much higher speeds than magnetic memories, if for no other limitation than the propagation time through the interfacing circuits. Semiconductor memories are also proving to be of value as small, high-speed buffers that supplement large magnetic units and radically improve the latter’s performance. There are many other possibilities.

Some of these are not economically realizable today because of a large cost differential favoring magnetic memories. Advocates of semiconductor memories maintain that this cost differential will eventually disappear.

Present trends in semiconductor technology support the prediction that magnetic memories will lose their cost advantage. Already a one-bit storage element less than 10 square mils has been fabricated, suggesting that state-of-the-art chips 100 mils square can hold as many as 1,000 bits. Such memories, in the form of dynamic MOS shift registers, resemble mechanically rotating devices, except for two major advantages: the shift registers’ maximum access time for a particular bit is less than a hundredth that of the disk or drum, and a simple counter can keep track of a data block’s starting point as it “rotates”, so that access time for the entire block becomes essentially zero.

MOS circuits also offer the best promise for random-access memories, as opposed to the shift-register type. These devices are relatively slow, but their speed can be improved by combining MOS and bipolar circuits. This combination has the speed of a fast core memory at the cost of a slow one. For higher speeds, pure bipolar arrays using TTL or ECL circuits are necessary; these designs, having no competition in their speed range, have an assured future.

The exact design of semicon-uctor memories, and the time that they appear, depend on such factors as maintainability and developing a consistent design through a wide range of sizes and speeds. But their eventual appearance as an important form of information storage is almost inevitable.


Computer-aided testing

Man-machine test-pattern generator
Robert G. Carpenter and Lawrence K. Lange
IBM Components Division
Hopewell Junction, N.Y.

Computers are being used not only to facilitate design but to simplify circuit testing after the design is completed. Two programs have been developed to aid in the testing of integrated circuits. One defines logic equations for tests of specific areas on a chip, while the other allows the operator to draw logic diagrams on a cathode-ray
Clean up all circuitry with MS-190

Whether you build computers or transistor radios, you can improve their MTBF with MS-190 Flux Remover. MS-190 delivers a wet spray of non-flammable, non-toxic solvent which flushes away all solder residue and dirt in seconds. Also available in a heavy-duty formulation, MS-190HD, in case you have some novice solderers.

Try both MS-190 and MS-190HD—FREE. Write (on company letterhead, please) for a sample pack of two 16-oz. cans.

miller-stephenson chemical co., inc.
Route 7/Danbury, Conn. 06813
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80 MHz WIDEBAND RF POWER AMPLIFIER

MODEL RF-805

• 10 Watts Output into 50h.
• 0.1 Watts Input into 22.5 Watts Out
• 0.5 to 80 MHz Broadband
• Low Distortion
• Solid State
• Flat 47 db Gain

The RF-805 is a solid state amplifier, broadband from 0.5 to 80 megahertz, which produces ten watts with 30 db harmonic and intermodulation distortion. A higher distortion is available at lower output levels. Accuracy output metering and overload protection is provided.

The RF-805 will raise the power of most manual and swept tuned signal generators and thus extend the usefulness and versatility of available signal generators. Receiver testing, wattmeter calibration, antenna testing, RFI testing, attenuator measurements, and filter and component testing will be aided with the use of this equipment.

R F COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
1680 University Avenue • Rochester, N. Y. 14610

When Only Excellent is Adequate

N to Grayhill

for EXCELLENCE IN
MINIATURE . . . SUB-MINIATURE . . .
ULTRA-MINIATURE
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

Grayhill Components are only fabricated from select materials . . . in designs long proven to fully satisfy applications demanding long life and high reliability under extreme environmental and operating conditions. Here is Excellence, competitively priced.

Ask for Catalog G-304-A for full details

Grayhill
523 Hillgrove Avenue
LaGrange, Illinois 60525
Area Code 312, Phone 354-1040
"PIONEERS IN MINIATURIZATION"
Ledex has the people and the products to make things happen.

Ledex Rotary Solenoids give you fast, direct rotary motion. There's a family of eight sizes with torque all the way up to 117 pound inches. For linear loads, our Push/Pull Solenoids respond in less than 10 ms. Both have a compact form factor and there are over 350 stock models to get your prototype off the board and into the shop fast.

Ledex Stepping Motors position loads remotely in predetermined increments over 360°, cw, ccw, or both. You can add a knob for manual positioning. Attach a load on either or both ends. And our newest model gives you 160 ounce-inches running torque.

You'll find versatile Ledex Switches everywhere...in missile nose cones, laboratory instruments, business machines, even automatic bingo games. They take up very little space to control, transfer, program and check out complex circuits.

For a neat Packaged Control Solution to your most complex switch problems, we'll deliver the answer in a small black box, ready to plug in. Chances are, the Ledex combination of people and products have solved an actuating or switching problem much like yours already. Just send us an outline of your problem.

**Technical Abstracts**

screen, activate inputs, and compute outputs.

In the first method, logic equations are punched on cards and read into a memory array; the operator sets any input variable to a desired binary value. The computer then solves the equations, performing all operations until it comes up with a final binary value representing the output for the given set of circuit inputs.

In the second program, a table read into the memory lists the logic computing blocks and their interconnections. The computer then determines the logic level of each block in relation to the output—and thus where each block will be initially displayed on the CRT. This display, a 10-by-10-dot array, can show 100 interconnected circuits.

There's great flexibility within this setup. Using a light pen, a tester can interchange circuits, transfer a circuit to an empty space, display combinational or sequential logic, and read data from a disk.

Presented at the IEEE International Convention and Exhibition, New York, March 24-27.

**Under the hood**

Thick film circuit automotive voltage regulator
R.W. Nolan and A.W. Winkle
Joseph Lucas Ltd.
Birmingham, England

Another change is in store for the voltage regulator in automobiles. Just as "electronic" regulators, made with discrete components, replaced electromechanical ones in the early sixties, so also may thick-film regulators supplant the "electronic" ones.

Because the thick-film regulator has less components and needs only one encapsulation its price is lower than the price of the "electronic" regulator. And the thick-film approach also reduces the size and weight, and boosts the reliability of the regulator.

Besides, the thick-film regulator doesn't need a large heat sink. And the regulating voltage can be set precisely since the resistors in the thick-film circuit can be adjusted.

Presented at the 1969 IEEE International Convention, New York, March 24-27

**LEDEX DIVISION, LEDEX INC.**
129 Webster Street, Dayton, Ohio 45402 Phone: 513-224-8881

---

Circle 500

- Rotary Solenoid
- Push/Pull Solenoid
- Stepping Motor
- Stepping Switch
- Packaged Control Solution
Perfect your CCTV system with COSMICAR® lenses

Shown are a few selected at random from COSMICAR lenses ranging from 8.5mm to 1,000mm and zooms.

COSMICAR is also prepared to custom-make lenses of any specifications.

Please write today to:

COSMICAR OPTICAL CO., LTD.
(Former name: ICHIZUKA OPTICAL CO., LTD.)
568, Shimoochiai, 2-chome, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo  Cable Address: "MOVIEKINOTOYO"
New Literature

Inductances. James Millen Mfg. Co., 150 Exchange St., Malden 48, Mass. A bulletin on special and standard inductances covers a wide line of inductors, coils, r-f chokes, coil forms, etc. Circle 446 on reader service card


Operational amplifiers. Analog Devices Inc., 221 Fifth St., Cambridge, Mass. 02142. A 32-page handbook combines application information and comprehensive specifications for some 100 operational amplifiers and function modules, and introduces 14 new units. [448]

Spectrum analyzers. Signal Analysis Industries Corp., 12 DiTommas Court, Copiague, N.Y. 11726, has released a brochure on the series 20 real-time spectrum analyzers. [449]

EMI absorbent filters. Lundy Electronics & Systems Inc., Glen Head, N.Y. 11545, has published a catalog describing Lossy Line EMI absorbent filters for transmission lines, powerline and screen rooms. [450]

Acceleration transducers. Humphrey Inc., 2805 Canon St., San Diego, Calif. 92106, has released a brochure featuring five specific units of its complete line of acceleration transducers for aerospace and oceanographic applications. [451]

Radio navigation system. Northrop Corp., 9744 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, has issued a condensed report designed to explain significance of the worldwide Omega low-frequency radio navigation system. [452]

Materials processing lasers. Union Carbide Corp., Karod Dept., 2520 Colorado Ave., Santa Monica, Calif. 90406, offers a four-page brochure on its materials processing lasers—welder-drillers, resistor trimmers and dynamic balancers. [453]

Pressure transducers. Genisco Technology Corp., 1533 26th St., Santa Monica, Calif. 90404. The series 1300 absolute and gage pressure transducers are described in a data sheet. [454]

Electron beam equipment. Brad Thompson Industries Inc., P.O. Box CCC, Indio, Calif. 92201. A catalog that includes several data sheets on positioners and manipulators for use in vacuum chambers and glove boxes also shows electron guns and electron beam power packages. [455]

Time-count controls. E.W. Bliss Co., 217 Second St. N.W., Canton, Ohio 44702, has available a 16-page catalog describing industrial and commercial time-count controls. [456]

Miniature coaxial cable. Phelps Dodge Electronic Products Corp., 60 Dodge Ave., North Haven, Conn. 06473, has published an eight-page catalog covering miniature coaxial cables and connectors. [457]

Standard filters. Optics Technology Inc., 901 California Ave., Palo Alto, Calif. 94304. An eight-page catalog carries complete information on monopass narrowband filters, laser line very narrowband filters, neutral density filters, long shortwave pass filters, and laser beamsplitters and attenuators. [458]

Synchronous motors. Westinghouse Electric Corp., P.O. Box 868, Pittsburgh 15230. Component construction features of synchronous motors for constant speed applications at all commercial frequencies and voltages are described and illustrated in brochure DB3411-3. [459]


Industrial switches. Consolidated Controls Corp., 15 Durant Ave., Bethel, Conn. 06801, offers a catalog on a complete line of adjustable pressure, temperature, and level-control switches for industrial applications. [461]

Television camera. Ampex Corp., 2201 Lunt Ave., Elk Grove Village, Ill. 60007, has published a brochure containing a description and specifications of the CC-330 television camera for use with a Plumbicon pickup tube in educational, governmental, and industrial applications. [462]

Slide switches. Chicago Switch Inc., 2035 Wabansia Ave., Chicago 60647. Two subminiature slide switches are illustrated and technically described in a two-page data sheet. [463]


In electronics it's Electronics magazine to sell used equipment!

Your advertisement will produce Results in Electronics. Engineers turn to Electronics magazine for the latest technical developments — and for the latest buying information. You can reach them inexpensively in Electronics Searchlight Section.

For information: Searchlight Section
Classified Advertising Dept.
Post Office Box 12
New York 10036

---

**EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES**

ADDRESS BOX NO. REPLIER TO: Box No.
Classified Ad. Dept. of this publication.
Send to office nearest you.
NEW YORK, N. Y. 10036: P. O. Box 12
CHICAGO, ILL. 60611: 434 N. Michigan Ave.
SAN FRANCISCO, Calif. 94110: 455 California Bl.

POSITION VACANT

Graduate electrical engineer with approximately five years' experience in industrial process and systems control. Excellent opportunity with medium-sized company in metal fabrication field—Detroit location.

**EMPLOYMENT SERVICES**

Florida/Northwest EEs, MEs, IEs ... Electronic, Aerospace, Industrial, Sales & Mfgs. SEND-18,000. Tech Div Brodeur Personnel Service, Inc., 3047 Blvd., Center Drive, Jacksonville, Fla. 32207

---

**VIDEO DESIGN ENGINEERS**

International Video Corporation has an immediate requirement for electrical circuit design engineers with experience in video signal and/or servo mechanisms design to work on advanced helical scan color video tape recorders.

These positions offer unique opportunities to apply new and creative engineering approaches to commercial video equipment design. IVC design engineers are able to see the results of their ideas quickly and receive recognition for their contributions and efforts.

To investigate these positions and learn about IVC's accomplishments, growth and future, please write or call in confidence to:

Lynn Dwigans
Technical Staffing

**INTERNATIONAL VIDEO CORPORATION**

675 Almanor Avenue
Sunnyvale, California 94086

(408) 738-3900 Ext. 264

---

**IEC**

**ENGINEERS**

Interstate Electronics, Anaheim, California has immediate requirements for these challenging opportunities:

**ASW SYSTEMS**
- Big Signal Processing
- Underwater Acoustics
- Fast Fourier Transform Techniques

**WEAPON SYSTEMS INSTRUMENTATION**
- Logic Designers
- Digital Analog Systems
- Scientific Computer Programmers

**SPECIAL COMMUNICATIONS**
Positions require BS or MS in electronic engineering or math with 2 or more years related experience. Call or send resume to:

KIETH BLUNT
(714) 772-2611 (Ext. 1521)
707 E. VERMONT AVE.
ANAHEIM, CALIF. 92803

**INTERSTATE ELECTRONICS CORPORATION**

Subsidiary of "AUTOMATIC" Sekisui Corporation of America

An equal opportunity employer M/F
For high speed harnessing with continuous lacing...

HERE IS THE WORK SPEEDING - MONEY SAVING -

GUDEBROD SYSTEM "C"

GUDEBROD FLAT TAPE BOBBINS—This special packaging of Gudebrod Flat Braided Lacing Tape is highly popular in the harness shop. Whether used in all hand tying or with the Cable-Lacer (for which it was designed) the bobbin makes conveniently available, high quality Gudebrod Tape in most of its many types—all engineered to lie flat, tie tight.

GUDEBROD CABLE-LACER®—This unique harnessing hand tool has proved a production speeder and harness improver. Makes up to 30 knots per minute. While making firmer harnesses with tighter, more uniform knots, it eliminates wear and tear on operator's hands because special brake takes strain of knot setting. Holds bobbin of Gudebrod Tape in handle.

LONGER WIRE HOLDING PINS—They make wire threading much easier, quicker (no repeated wire redressing between pins). In harness tying they preserve the layout while using the Gudebrod Cable-Lacer. Special case hardened pins, nail better, stay straight, no nailheads.

GUDEBROD SWIVEL-TILT HARNESS BOARD MOUNT—Two dimensional balanced mobility puts every section of the cabling within easy, natural reach of the operator. Work done in this unstrained manner goes faster, is better, all day through.

There it is, the Gudebrod System “C” solving the cable making problems in a speedy, economical, profit improving way. Ask about System “C” (If you use intermittent tying, ask about Gudebrod System “S”).

GUDEBROD BROS. SILK CO., INC. Founded 1870, 12 South 12th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19107
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Ferrite rods may replace the telescoping antennas now used on f-m radio sets. Philips Research Laboratories at Aachen, West Germany, has worked out a process for sintering nickel-zinc-ferrite materials that have a permeability of 25 to 30 and a loss factor of about 1% at vhf frequencies. Other ferrites work satisfactorily as antennas only in the low- and medium-frequency bands.

Philips' has built experimental f-m antennas with rods 1 inch in diameter and 7 inches long. Paired with a transistorized tuner, they cover the 86-to-108-megahertz f-m broadcast band. The only possible obstacle to putting these rods into consumer radio sets is the cost of the new ferrite. Philips researchers say that, so far at least, it's rather high.

An integrated circuit that does a job ordinarily considered work for a silicon controlled rectifier is in the offering from The Plessey Co.

The IC switches 2 amps into an inductive load on a 12-volt to 18-volt supply. The current pulse lasts 200 milliseconds and it triggers a solenoid that ejects the cassette in an automobile tape player soon to be marketed by Garrard Engineering Ltd., a Plessey subsidiary.

The main switching element on the 40-mil by 50-mil chip is a transistor with 15 emitters, each with its own series resistor. In addition to developing the solenoid-unlatching pulse, the IC stabilizes the player motor speed against battery-voltage changes by regulating the motor's back emf.

Plessey will make 300,000 of these IC's for Garrard.

Rebuffed by the de Gaulle government, Leasco Data Processing Equipment Corp. has dropped its bid to buy a 20% interest in the Metra Group, France's biggest software and management consulting firm.

Although the government didn't get to hand down its verdict, official sources say a "non" was in the offering. Leasco apparently refused to guarantee that it wouldn't add to its holdings once it got a foot in the door.

Even with the guarantee, Leasco very likely would have been turned down. The government's computer agency, which is implementing the "Plan Calcul" that was set up to give France a native computer industry, is hypersensitive about possible U.S. domination of the fledging French software industry.

The European Launcher Development Organization (ELDO) has weathered its latest budget crisis.

France, West Germany, Belgium, and the Netherlands have agreed to pick up the $27 million additional assessment that Britain and Italy--ELDO's other members--have refused to contribute to the launcher agency's 1969 and 1970 monies. The exact split of the $27 million among the four countries has yet to be set, but ELDO's best-heeled member, West Germany, is expected to take the largest share.

Britain, which thinks Europe should rely on U.S. launchers rather than spend money developing its own, intends to channel its ELDO savings to European satellite programs, particularly the television-relay satellite that the European Space Research Organization (ESRO) wants to build for Eurovision, the association of West European broadcast.
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networks. France, though, may try to finance its heavier ELDO burden by getting its ESRO payments stretched out.

With funds now available to carry on development of its current Europa rockets, ELDO will start a design study for Europa 3. It would be able to heft into orbit a 1,100-pound payload.

British telephone-system officials plan to start field trials next month of software-controlled pulse-code-modulation switching equipment. The test will give the Government Post Office a fix on the relative merits of the hard-wired logic pcm system it's developed in-house and of the computer-memory control developed by Standard Telephones & Cables, an ITT subsidiary.

The STC system uses two computers to share the load; one handles the exchange control, the other takes care of traffic processing. Every 10 milliseconds, the two computers switch functions. If one computer goes off the line, the other handles both functions.

Before opting for either hard-wired logic or software-controlled pcm switching, though, the Post Office apparently will take a look at a third system. Marconi Ltd. has well along in development a time-division-multiplex switching system it hopes will interest the Post Office.

West German consumer electronics producers are finding it hard to keep their output up with their order books. Demand for tv sets, radios, and audio hardware is so high that some set makers have had to strip their showrooms of demonstration models to ease delivery delays.

Factory sales of tv sets, radios, and audio equipment last year ran $790 million as the industry ground out some 2.5 million tv sets. This year the production total will reach 3.0 million sets, predicts Felix Herriger, who heads the electrical-electronics trade association ZVEI.

Even if Herriger's forecast is high, German manufacturers will be hard pressed to meet the demand for sets. A tight market in discrete components has developed and there's a shortage of labor. As a result, some set makers are holding off changing over to new models. And the parts shortage will spur sales of integrated circuits. Valvo GmbH, a subsidiary of Philips' Gloeilampenfabrieken, already has lined up the major German set makers as customers for three color-set IC's: a sync demodulator, a chrominance circuit, and a video circuit. Valvo will follow up later this year with a red-green-blue matrix circuit and a color-carrier circuit.

Look for Philips' Gloeilampenfabrieken to make a strong run against IBM in the Scandinavian computer market.

The Dutch giant this month bought out the electronics-data-processing subsidiaries of Svenska Taendsticks AB, the big Swedish match maker. The chief new Philips acquisition is Arenco Electronics, which is currently at work on a $10 million nationwide data-transmission network linking all 550 branches of the largest Swedish commercial bank. The other company involved is Arenco's subsidiary, Swedish Computer.

Philips executives make no bones about their motives for buying Arenco. The company intends to spend heavily to strengthen its hand in the fast-growing Scandinavian data-processing market and would have been "on a collision course" with Arenco.
Russians launch IC sales campaign with ambitious exhibit at Paris Salon

Soviet circuits match performance of many off-the-shelf American IC's; but unusual packaging may scare off potential buyers in Western Europe

Native semiconductor producers in Western Europe, already hard put to hold their own against hard-driving U.S. competitors, now face an added challenge—from the Soviet Union.

The Russians hastily started their West European sales campaign at the Paris Components Salon earlier this month, when their display was mobbed by showgoers itching to see Soviet integrated circuits. Spurred by the success of their last-minute Paris exhibit—their request for space was filed only two weeks before opening day and their stand had to be squeezed into a bar—the Soviets now plan to mount a bigger display at next month's International Electronic Components Show in London. Then they will follow up with a mobile exhibit that will swing through Scandinavia later this year.

Standouts among these Soviet exhibits are 12 families of IC's—both hybrids and monolithics—plus four families of MOS logic circuits. At Paris, Western experts rated them as state-of-the-art. "We thought they were much further behind," said Roger Combes, marketing director of SGS-France, a subsidiary of Italy's Società Generale Semiconduttori. "They're practically as advanced as the U.S."

Well placed. And the Russian wares, indeed, could find a place—although not at the top of the line—in the catalog of most U.S. semiconductor producers. The Soviet transistor-transistor logic, for example, has a delay time of 40 nanoseconds and a power dissipation of 18 milliwatts. That compares with 40-nsec delay and 60-mw dissipation for Texas Instruments' series 54/74 flip-flop. And the Russians' emitter-coupled logic, with 3-nsec delay and 80-mw dissipation, can stand up to Motorola's MECL F circuits.

With nothing revolutionary to sell, the Russians could be tempted to win their place in the market by undercutting prices as other newcomers have done. This they will not do, insists Nikolai Gssaev, deputy chief of the Soviet electronics-export agency, Machpriborintorg. "Our prices will be competitive," he says, "and we're aiming at higher quality than Western producers offer." But Gssaev frankly admits the goal still has to be reached.

Prospects. Even so, the Russians figure they have solid prospects in Western Europe. Most likely first big customer: Italy's Ing. C. Olivetti & Co., which may buy Russian-made MOS for desk calculators.

And a gaggle of European firms have lined up at Machpriborintorg in quest of distribution rights for Soviet IC's. The Soviets, though, plan to market IC's directly to equipment manufacturers through their own men working out of embassies in Western Europe. For discrete components, on the other hand, there'll be capitalist middlemen. Already a West German distributor called Trans-Electronics Alfred Hempel KG has started peddling the Machpriborintorg line—IC's excepted—in its home market.

No matter who's selling for them, the Soviets figure to run into higher-than-usual sales resistance.

For one thing, there's the question of delivery. Many Western observers are skeptical about Russian claims that they can deliver immediately anything in their limited IC product line. The Russians themselves say that there'll be only 150,000 IC's for export this year but maintain their target for 1970 is "several million."

For another, there's a problem in
packages. Russian encapsulation and pin-spacing differ from the norms in Western Europe. Thus there's a double drawback for users of the Soviet IC's: an added design difficulty and—much worse—a single-source supply. Because the Russian packaging is so different, there would be no backup source available in Western Europe.

No threat yet. Above all, the Russians will be competing against the tough and seasoned sales troops of U.S. producers like TI, Motorola, and Fairchild. Until the Soviets have an edge in technology or in prices, they don't pose a major threat in IC markets, most European semiconductor men feel.

But the Russians could nail down a substantial market in semiconductor raw materials, most of these same observers think. Supplies of high-quality silicon are tight in Europe, and the Russians say they have unlimited quantities to sell. Among the Soviet offerings are wafers with diameters of 75 millimeters, half again that of the wafers normally made in the U.S. and Europe. In addition to silicon, the Russians say they have available for immediate export silicon-on-sapphire wafers.

Already the Russians have one hot prospect for wafers. SCs-France intends to buy 50-mm wafers from them if the price is right.

More to come. Unless they get absolutely nowhere with their initial effort in IC's, the Russians apparently will plump out their line of advanced products. Alexander A. Vasenkov, chief of the research department at the electronics-industry ministry in Moscow, hints there's much more to come. "Back in Russia," he says, "we have both MOS and bipolar LSI arrays, plus lots of other interesting things. This is just our first step."

And as a tipoff to what might be in the works, the Russians at Paris had a prototype television set with all its functions—power supply, tuner, and audio output excepted—handled by a dozen hybrid IC's. The Russians have no plans to produce the set; but it shows, Vasenkov points out, "what we're doing to learn the possibilities of integrated circuits."

France

Pretty fair exchange

Ask data-processing consultants what the handiest computer terminal is and they'll quite likely launch off into a long debate over the relative merits of printers, punchers, and cathode-ray tubes. Ask the men at IBM's La Gaude research facility in France, and the unanimous reply will be a push-button telephone.

The reason for their concurrence is a new piece of IBM hardware, an electronic telephone exchange that can link 750 push-button telephones to a central computer. Each phone keyboard, then, becomes an input terminal for the computer; and the receiver can serve as an output terminal for voice readout. The exchange can also tie the computer to more conventional terminals like typewriters. And, of course, it switches ordinary phone calls.

With its new exchange, the 2750, IBM is offering its European customers a service U.S. customers can't get without having to turn to special lines and modems. Company officials won't talk about plans to get the 2750 exchange onto the American market, but it's a safe bet that IBM is itching to do just that.

Closed shop. Trouble is, the telephone-hardware market is still the fief of the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. And although the Federal Communications Commission has forced AT&T to ease its stance against non-Bell hardware, the Justice Department isn't likely to see IBM as the ideal candidate for a share of Bell's monopoly.

For the moment, IBM will concentrate on sales in Europe, where the government-run telephone systems in France, West Germany, and Italy have tentatively approved the exchange. Monthly rents for the 2750 range from $1,500 to $12,000, depending on the number of lines and optional extras.

Like Bell's 101ESS private exchange, IBM's 2750 features semiconductor switching rather than the electromechanical cross-points that characterize the first generation of "electronic" exchanges. But where Bell opted for transistors, IBM has selected thyristors. They switch in about 1 microsecond, making them directly compatible with the logic circuits of the control unit, which is paired with a 512,000-bit ferrite-core memory.

The exchange can be programmed for a variety of special telephone services—paging, abbreviated dialing, and the like.

Great Britain

Graphic description


It does it at a price, though, and the price has often been more than the traffic will bear, particularly when the data for the graphics is moving in and out of a big, time-shared computer. As a result, graphics design aids haven't caught on as strongly as most thought they would.

A way out may be offered by a small satellite computer that takes care of the graphics for a big com-
puter that handles the analysis of circuits after the designers have drawn them in near-final form. In the U.S., Bell Labs tried the idea and apparently found it wanting. In Britain, though, three researchers at Cambridge University have made it work in a system they call Pixie.

Unbuttoned. The trio—Neil Wiseman, Heinz Lemke, and John Hiles—maintain that Pixie's economics are better than anything they've heard about so far. Another boost for graphics they see in Pixie is its ease of use—all inputs are by light pen; there are no pushbuttons to fiddle with. The first Pixie system, in fact, has turned out so well that the trio talked about plans for a more sophisticated version—Pixie 2—at the mid-April CADEX computer-aided-design conference at Southampton University.

Pixie uses as its main computer an ICT Atlas Mark 2 machine with a 120,000-word, 48-bit core memory and a multi-access system developed at Cambridge. The satellite computer is a Digital Equipment Corp. PDP 7 with an 8,000-word, 18-bit store; it's paired with a Digital Equipment 340 display.

Roughly speaking, the PDP 7 handles the interactive computing and the big computer is tapped only for analysis of designs. More important, the satellite machine holds off making changes in its stored data structure until the designer is satisfied with his schematic. At this point, he instructs the computer to feed the contents of a temporary display file into an up-compiler whose routines change the data structure.

This changed data structure is transformed into a permanent display file and the designer can then manipulate his preliminary design by shifting from "drawing" to "pointing." In the pointing mode, circuit-element indicators stored in the permanent file blink when the pen is aimed at them. They can be erased, moved around the display, or assigned a value. In Pixie 1, there are three levels of manipulation—individual circuit elements, nodes of several elements, and entire subcircuits. In Pixie 2, there'll be eight levels.

Japan

Diodes galore

Prospects for massive optical memories, many experts say, depend largely on the matrixes needed to read out data stored as interference patterns on holograms.

If the experts are right, prospects have never looked better for holographic memories. A research team at the Semiconductor Research Institute in Sendai, Japan, has found a way to pack upwards of 40,000 interconnected photodiodes onto an 8-by-8-millimeter section of a silicon chip.

That's the equivalent of more than 60,000 diodes per square centimeter. And Junichi Nishizawa, who heads the Sendai team, says this is by far the highest density yet achieved in a photodiode matrix. Quite likely so. A matrix man at Bell Labs, whose work in this field is world class, terms the Sendai development "very respectable." Bell, though, is trying for large arrays rather than high-density ones.

Nishizawa and his men have been fabricating their 201-by-201 arrays on very thin wafers—about 30 microns, or only a third the thickness of wafers normally used for integrated circuits. Their extreme thinness makes the wafers extremely tough to handle, and yields are very low. But because the diodes are on a 40-micron pitch and because the diode structures have to go all the way through the wafer, it's essential to keep the wafer thin.

One... The matrixes start as p-type silicon wafers with silicon dioxide passivation on both sides. The first step toward a matrix is to put in a grid of front-to-back connections through the wafer. This step starts on the back side of the wafer, where moats 10 microns wide and between 5 and 10 microns deep are etched in. This gives the back side a striped look, with the stripes on a 40-micron pitch.

Then a grid of 10-micron windows, again on a 40-micron pitch, is opened through the silicon dioxide on the front side. The grid is aligned so that the windows lie directly above the moats on the back side. With both sides prepared, n-type impurities are diffused into the wafer from both sides until they meet in the center to form a through connection for each diode.

Two... In the second step, the counterelectrodes and isolation regions that surround each diode are formed. The oxide coating on the front side is stripped off and an intrinsic epitaxial layer is grown on.
Tight fit. Beam leads connect "rows" of photodiodes in high-density matrix. Diodes extend through wafer to beam-lead "columns" on back.

the exposed silicon surface.

Because of autodiffusion, the epitaxial layer becomes slightly n—over the 10-micron squares where n material was diffused during the first step; elsewhere, the epitaxial layer is slightly p+. The n regions isolate the photodiodes and form the counter-electrodes. The n+ regions under them become the back connections.

Three. The diodes go in during the third step. Windows are opened over the centers of the 10-micron n—squares on the front surface, and boron is diffused in to convert the centers of the squares to the p+ material that becomes the light-sensitive surface of the diodes.

With the diodes in, the wafers are finished by putting down beam-lead "row" connections on the front surface and "column" connections on the back for the matrix. These beam leads are conventional ones, except that the material surrounding them is not etched away to leave the beams exposed. With beam leads and bonding pads, the chip size for the 201-by-201 array becomes about 10 mm square.

On the spot

Ordinarily when a set-maker's engineers bring a solid improvement into a color television set, the company's hucksters find a way to generate some sort of ado.

But how can you blare out a public fanfare for a smaller and simpler convergence circuit that makes a set a little more reliable for its buyer and a little more profitable for its producer? You can't. Anyway, that's the view of the Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., which has shifted without a whisper to a much-improved circuit for its smaller sets.

**Halved.** Crucial to Matsushita's new design are two permanent magnets that can be rotated as well as shifted in and out to move the red, green, and blue beams into convergence at the center of the screen under static conditions. One magnet, located between the red and green guns, shifts their beams along elliptical paths. The other, directly above the blue gun, moves the blue beam. In conventional convergence circuits, four magnets are needed; one moves the blue beam laterally, the others each move a beam radially.

With just two magnets taking care of static convergence, it follows that two yoke coils—one for red-green and one for blue—can handle the dynamic convergence, the correction needed when the beams are scanning well out from the center of the screen. Ordinary circuitry requires three coils.

With half as many magnets and two-thirds as many circuit components to package, Matsushita found it could pack its convergence assembly on a single board slipped over the tube neck. That's an added saving since there wasn't room around the neck for everything that was needed for a four-magnet assembly. As a result, it needed a second circuit board off the neck.

**Still life**

Many a bandit laments that video tape recorders are becoming commonplace security items in places like banks, department stores, airport terminals—all the best spots to pull a profitable caper.

And now, to make a bad situation worse, the Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. has made the vtr an even more effective surveillance instrument. Instead of recording motion pictures, Matsushita's new unit records stills. As a result, the vtr can pack 42 hours of peeping—instead of the usual 42 minutes—on a 7-inch reel of tape.

**Count down.** Actually, the vtr can be set to store stills on a tape over periods from 5 hours on up to 42 hours. At the 5-hour setting, it records eight pictures a second, at the 42-hour setting, one picture per second. In addition, the unit can be run as a conventional vtr with a tape speed of 33.3 cm per second.

Essentially, Matsushita's still-life unit is a two-head vtr modified to record and play back single fields (a normal tv frame has two interlaced fields). The camera—a conventional one—produces 60 fields per second, and a countdown circuit routes fields to the recording amplifier to match the vtr's setting. At the 42-hour setting, one field out of every 60 is recorded. In one corner of each field picked up by the camera, a clock records the time.

**Repeat.** During slow-speed playback, each field is reproduced for about 0.9 second. Because there is only a single field to play back, the spacing between the two heads is reduced so that the second head plays the field back on top of itself instead of interlacing as with a normal two-field frame.
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Need capacitors with premium electrical and TC properties...and in the smallest possible package? Polycarbonate capacitors are your answer. And no one knows more about polycarbonates than TRW.

As the pioneer in polycarbonate capacitor development, TRW has the know-how to get that "extra ounce of performance" out of this remarkable material. We can meet your design requirements with either metallized or foil wound polycarbonates in a wide range of capacitances, voltage ratings, shapes, and sizes. Standard types will solve most design problems...if not, let's talk about your special requirements.

For full information, contact TRW Capacitor Division, Box 1000, Ogallala, Nebraska. Phone: (308) 284-3611. TWX: 910-620-0321.
IERC's HP Heat Dissipator is only 1/3 the weight and 2/3 the volume of extrusions—yet it dissipates the same amount of heat.

**Here's proof.**

Many circuit designers think a hefty hunk of extrusion is the only thing to use to cool off power semiconductors. Of course, extrusions are big and heavy but that's the price one had to pay.

No more.

The test setups shown above prove there is a better way.

On the left: A conventional extruded aluminum heat sink and three TO-3 case silicon transistors, 13.5 cu. in. (3 x 4.5 x 1) are required for mounting. Weight is 4.4 ozs. Total power dissipation is 72 watts with case temperature rise of 120°C (plus 25°C ambient).

On the right: IERC's efficient HP3 Dissipator with three TO-3s. (The HP3 will actually accommodate four TO-3s.) With the HP3, only 9 cu. in. of mounting space is needed. Weight is only 1.5 ozs. But, as shown, performance is exactly the same. It's just that the HP3 does the job with only 1/3 the size and 1/3 the mass!

See the secret? It's the multiple staggered fin design. In still air the separate fingers dissipate, by radiation and convection, directly to the ambient—not to another finger surface. Conversely, extrusion fins radiate to each other. And, the free movement of convection currents is hampered by their being confined in the deep cavities between the fins.

In forced air the HP is even more efficient. The staggered fingers increase turbulence, directing air completely 'round each finger for maximum dissipation. But with finned extrusions the forced air begins to leave the surfaces immediately. By the time it is part way down the extrusion it is hitting only the top edges of the fins, resulting in minimal dissipation.

Also, extrusions are directional. The HP is not. Mount it in any vertical or horizontal mode. It gives the same high efficiency with forced air from any direction.

Convinced? Then send for Technical Bulletin No. 139 and our new 4-page Short Form Catalog. They're loaded with ways to keep your transistorized circuitry cool and small.
Three performance levels—one basic source. No trick at all when you call Dale.

Don't buy tln oxide resistors just to get power at a low price. Dale's molded MF styles match these needs with the precision stability and tolerance of metal film. Designers and buyers alike know it's a better deal and dozens of companies are profiting from it. Many are consolidating their MIL-R-22684, 105C9 and 551E2 buys as this one broad, dependable source. Whether you want established reliability or prices as low as pennies per part—Dale can give you action.

Here's Metal Film versatility across the board

Dale epoxy-molded MF resistors are available to meet the following specifications. For complete information, write for Catalog A.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MIL-R-55182</th>
<th>MIL-R-10509</th>
<th>MIL-R-22684</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RNR 55 thru 65</td>
<td>RN-55 thru 65</td>
<td>RL-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNC 55 thru 65</td>
<td>RN-60</td>
<td>RL-20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Call today 402-564-3131
NEW! EXTENDED RED RESPONSE RCA-C31000F
QUANTACON PHOTOMULTIPLIER

The C31000F is new! It's an extended-red, multi-alkali cathode version of the previously-announced C31000D. C31000F is recommended for applications in the red area of the spectrum, particularly laser detection and Raman spectroscopy. The latest addition to the RCA QUANTACON photomultiplier family, it is characterized by the use of Gallium Phosphide as the secondary emitting material on the first dynode.

Gallium Phosphide boosts the single electron resolution of this newest RCA QUANTACON photomultiplier as much as 10 times over that of tubes using conventional dynode materials. As a result, it is possible for this 2" dia. light detector, whose prototype is the industry-famous 8575, to discriminate between light-producing phenomena that generate one, two, three, or four photoelectrons.

Developed by RCA, the use of Gallium Phosphide places the C31000F and other RCA QUANTACON photomultipliers at the forefront of devices that can reveal nuclear, astronomical, and biochemical events never seen before.

For more information on this 12-stage device, and other RCA QUANTACON photomultipliers, including the C31000D and the 5-inch C70133B, see your local RCA Representative. For technical data on specific types, write RCA Electronic Components, Commercial Engineering, Section D19P-2, Harrison, N.J. 07029.

* Minimum Q.E. at 8500 A is 1%, corresponding to a radiant sensitivity of 7 mA/W. C31000E is the flat-faceplate version of the C31000F which has a curved faceplate.